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ABSTRACT 

A technique, involving the use of cells containing high 

resistance glass electrodes and the silver, silver chloride 

electrode, which is capable of precise e.m,t. measurements has 

been developed and applied to the determination of some deuterium 

solvent isotope effects. 

Activity coefficients for NaG1 in both 1120  and D 2  0 have been 

determined by the use of three commercially available cation 

selective glass electrodes and the results shown to agree well with 

those determined by other methods. The tree energy of transfer of 

NaCl between H20 and D20, AG = G - G, has been determined using 

these activity coefficients in conjunction with solubility data. 

The value obtained for AG is 161 + 142 cal./mole (697 + 18 my.). 

This is close to the difference in "standard" e.m.fs., LE°  = 

E - 	= 729 + 02 my., of cells containing NaCl in H20 and D.O. 

Activity coefficients for Ha]., DC]. and a 50% HCl-DC1 mixture 

have been determined by the use of two commercially available "pH" 

glass electrodes and the results shown to agree well with those 

available in the literature. Transfers of "pH" glass electrodes 

between HJ1 and DC1 have been made in order to obtain values for 

the difference in "standard" e.m.f. of a cell containing these 

electrodes and a silver, silver chloride electrode in 1120  and D20. 

This difference was found to be independent of the type of glass 

electrode used and equal to 267 my. (molar scale). 	It was found 

that when a "pH" glass electrode was transferred between HO]. and 

DC1 solutions several hours were required before a steady potential 



was obtained. The relevance of this effect to previous work with 

glass electrodes in 1)20,  and to the mechanism of the glass 

electrode is discussed. 

The dissociation constants of four organic acids, benzoic, 

ealtoylic, Y-resoroylio and maleic, have been determined in 1120  and 

D20. 	The values found for pL are  4203, 3003, ll(t) and 

2032  respectively and the corresponding differences between the 

values of pK determined in D20 and in 1120  (PKD - pK11) are 0'490, 

05179 049(8) and 0564. These differences are interpreted In 

terms of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the conjugate base of 

the acid. For benzoio and salioylic acids, values of pK in 

H20-D20 mixtures have also been determined and the results are 

Interpreted in terms of theoretical equations. The results indicate 

that the proton in solution is monohydrated. 

Measurements of the conductivity of dilute solutions of the 

organic acids were raade and used to determine their dissociation 

constants. The values obtained from these measurements for pK11  

for benzoic, salicylic, Y-resoroylio and maleic acids are 4197, 

2 997, 1 022(8) and 20040 respectively. Dissociation constants In 

H20-D20 mixtures were determined for benzoic and salioylio acids. 

The results show slight differences from those obtained with the 

glass electrode and indicate that this electrode may not be entirely 

satisfactory in H20D20  mixtures. 
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Chaoter 1. Deuterium Isotope Effects 

1.1 Introduction 

Since the deuterium/hydrogen mass ratio is considerably 

greater than unity, it is to be expected that corresponding 

deuterium and hydrogen compounds will differ in their physical 

properties. Deuterium oxide, although similar to protium oxide 

in many of its physical properties, is believed to be structurally 

more ordered in the liquid state.' 	This is indicated by its 

higher melting point, temperature of maximum density, viscosity, 

and heat of vaporization.2  It. is not surprising therefore that 

reactions taking place in these solvents differ in their rates and 

that equilibria have different equilibrium constants. 	Such 

differences are known as solvent isotope effects. 	The effect on 

reaction rates and on equilibria produced by isotopically 

substituting an atom in a bond which is broken during the course 

of a reaction is called a primary isotope effect. 	If this bond 

is not broken in the course of a reaction then the effect on 

reaction rates and on equilibria produced by this substitution is 

called a secondary isotope effect. In general, primary isotope 

effects are larger than secondary or solvent isotope effects.3  

Deuterium isotope effects arise primarily from the difference 

in zero point energy, Z°  (- hv), of a bond when a protium atom in 

that bond is replaced by deuterium. 	Since the vibrational 

frequency, , of a bond depends upon the masses of the atoms 

concerned, replacement of protium by deuterium will produce large 

isotope effects. 	Although it is possible to estimate the 
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magnitude of primary isotope effects by consideration of the 

stretching frequencies of the bonds concerned in the reaction, 

this is considerably more difficult for effects involving changes 

in the isotopic composition of the solvent. 

Solvent isotope effects have three major causes:- 

In most cases a dissolved solute causes a partial re-

arrangement of solvent structure. The relative extent to 

which structures of isotopically different solvents are 

disturbed give rise to a difference in the free energies of 

the solute in the two solvents and hence a free energy of 

transfer. 	Since liquid D 2  0 is structurally more ordered 

than 	solutes which disrupt the solvent structure have 

a larger effect in D20 than in H20; conversely solutes which 

enhance the solvent structure will have a larger effect in 

H20 than in D20. 

If the solute contains exchangeable protium atoms, re-

placement of these atoms by deuterium produces an effect 

which gives rise to the so-called free energy of exchange. 

For solutes which do not contain exchangeable protium nuclei 

the free energy of transfer can be obtained directly. 

However, if exchangeable protium nuclei are present in the 

solute, only the sum of transfer and exchange isotope effects 

are obtained from thermodynamic measurements. 

Many salutes are able to form hydrogen bonds with the 

solvent. The relative extent of such bonding in the 

different solvents also contributes to the free energy of 



transfer. In H20-D20 mixtures fractionation of hydrogen 

isotopes in the hydrogen bonds may occur. 	This may be 

treated as an exchange process and will contribute to the 

free energy of exchange. 	The distinction between 

exchange and transfer in this Instance Is obviously not 

clear-cut. 

The relative contribution of each effect (transfer and exchange) 

has been the subject of considerable interest. 8  

The aim of the present work was to make precise determinations 

of some solvent isotope effects by a technique Involving the use 

of a glass electrode. By this means It was hoped to obtain 

Information concerning the nature of these Isotope effects and 

also the mechanism of the glass electrode. 	In an attempt to 

confirm some of the results obtained with the glass electrode, 

conductivity measurements were also made. 

1.2 Free Energies of Transfer 

There are several methods available for the measurement of 

transfer free energies, possibly the simplest is their determination 

from solubility measurements. 	If H20 and D 2  0 are saturated with 

solute, then the chemical potential of the solute is the same in 

both solvents. The difference in free energy of the solute between 

the two solvents, 	is: 

AGO  = Go  - RT 1n(rny/()  

where in is the solubility, 'the activity coefficient and the bars 

denote a property in D20. 



For sparingly soluble salts the activity coefficient 

differences may be ignored 1(Y/Y)—+ 1 as m and ii -4 01 and the 

free energy of transfer is obtained simply from the solubility 

of the salts in H20 and D20. For example values of AGO  for 

T1C1 and for LiF are found to be +314  cal./mole6  and -126 cal./ 

mole9  respectively by this means. 	In the case of soluble salts, 

NaCl, the difference in activity coefficients must be taken 

into sceount when determinln te value of A G. 	For example 

Kerwin 10  used an isopiestic technique (see Section 2.2) to obtain 

the activity coefficients of various alkali halides. He then 

used these values, together with solubility data, to obtain 

for NaCl and KC1. 

Free energies of transfer may also be obtained by electro-

chemical methods. Noonan 11  investigated the amalgam cells: 

Cd,Hg(2 phase)1Cd19(m in H20)fAgI,Ag 	(1.1) 

Cd,Hg(2 hase)J0d12(m  in 90% D20)AgI,Ag 	(1.11) 

to obtain the free energy of transfer, 	for the process: 

Cd12(H20) —+ cdI(90% D20). 	 (1.2) 

The value ofA Go  is obtained by the use of the equation: 

= zF 	 (1.3) 

where z is the number of electrons transferred during the course 

of the cell reaction, At is the difference in e.m.f. between 
cells 1.11 and 1.1, and F is the Faraday. 	Salomaa and Aalto12  

have used amalgam cells similar to 1.1 and 1.11 to obtain 

information about the process: 

MC1(H20) —Mc1(D2o) 	 (1.L) 



V. 

+ + + 
where M is Li , Na or K 

their work is equivalent to: 

The combination of cells used in 

M(Hg)M01(D2O)AgCl,Ag_Ag,AgC11MC1(H20)IM(Hg). 	(1.111) 

This type of cell has the advantage that it does not incorporate a 

liquid junction. 	It is therefore free of the uncertainties 

associated with such junctions and is capable of giving exact 

thermodynamic values. 

Cells with liquid junctions have however been used. For 

example LaMer and Noonan13  used the cell: 

Ag,AgCl KC1(m in D20) KC1(m in H20)jAgCl,Ag 	(l.IV) 

to obtain 
Ado

for the process 

KC1(1120) ..-->KC1(D20). 
	

(1.5) 

Results obtained with this cell may be unreliable because of the 

possibility of solvent transport across the liquid junction. 

More recently Greyson 6  has made e.m.f. measurements with 

the cell: 

Ag,AgC1.JNC1(D2O)J MC1(H20)JAgC1,Ag 
	

(1.V) 

in which the double line indicates a cation exchange membrane and 

M is L1, Na, K, Ca, NH or (CH3)N. 	Although precise 

measurements are possible with this type of cell, the interpretation 

of the results is subject to some doubt. 	This is because the 

contributions due to the transport of ionic species and of the 

solvents through the membrane are difficult to assess. 	In his 

later papera15 16  Greyson discusses solvent transport through cation 

exchange membranes and shows that It constitutes a considerable 

proportion of the observed e.m.f. of cell 1.V. 
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Part or the work described in this thesis is concerned with 

the determination of the activity coefficients of NaCl in H 2  0 and 

D20 by the use of cation selective glass electrodes. The values 

obtained are used in conjunction with solubility data17  to give a 

value for the free energy of transfer of NaCl between. H 2  0 and 

D20 (process 1.6) 

NaC1(H20) -+ NaCl (D20). 

Experiments in which the glass electrode was transferred between 

NaCl (in H20) and NaCl (in D20) were also carried out to obtain 

information about this process. The cells used in these transfer 

measurements are thermodynamically equivalent to the combined cell: 

Cation Selective Glass ElectrodetNaCl(nl in D20)[AgC1, Ag.- 
-Ag,AgC1NaCl(m in H20)laation Selective GLass Electrode. (l.VI) 

This cell is directly comparable to that used by Salomaa and Aalto 

(cell 1.111). 

Swain and Bader 16  obtained the free energy of transfer £ or 

process 1.6 by a theoretical procedure in which the free energies 

of transf or of individual ions are derived from the observed 

differences in libration frequencies (hindered roations) of 

H20 and D90 in salt solutions • These workers obtained: 

&r(NaCl) LG(Na)± 	G(Cl) 	(113 + 233)cal./rno].e. 	(1.7) 

The values of 	obtained by previous workers are compiled 

in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1. 1. 	AGO  for Process 1.6. 

Method 	 - 	 M(cal./inole) 	Ref. 

Cation exchange membrane 	 140 	 lL. 

Isopiestic activity coeffs. + solubilities 	116 	10 

Amalgam electrode 	 212 	 12 

Libration frequency cabs. 	 346 	 18 

It is apparent that there is considerable discrepancy 

between the results and the need for an accurate determination is 

evident. An important feature of the present work is that the 

technique employed, i.e. the use of cation selective glass 

electrodes In D20, has not been used previously. 	It was there- 

fore of interest to see whether these electrodes could give a 

value of LG°t  comparable with those In Table 11. 

1.3 Acid Dissociation Constants In H20 and D20. 

The study of solvent isotope effects on equilibria has been 

restricted almost entirely to the measurement of acid dissociation 

constants. The available data were scarce until recently and at 

Present most of the data Is given in a mere dozen papers.1930  

The dissociation ccnstants of an acid in H20(KH)  and in 

D20(L) are obtained from measurements on the equilibria: 

HA + H 2  0 = A + H3O 	; 	 (1.8) 

DA + D 2  0 = A + D3O 	;K 	 (1.9) 



for which: 

KH  = (A)(H30)/(HA)(H20) 	 (1.10) 

KD = (A)(D30)/(DA)(D20)  

where the brackets indicate activities. 

The isotope effect is given by either 	or 

PiD(=pKD_pKH). 	For all measurable dissociation constants the 

acid. HA will be a much weaker acid than H 
3 
 0 and will thus have 

the proton more tightly bound. Therefore a decrease in zero 

point energy will ensue by the process of dissociation. 	The 

decrease in zero point energy will be smaller in D20 than In 1120 

and so KH  is expected to be greater than K,. Also the 0-H 

stretching force constant is expected to decrease going from H 2  0 

to 1130+  and this will also decrease the zero point energy and make 

K11  greater than lcD.3  Extending this argument further, in a series 

of similar acids the ratio KH/KD  should increase with decreasing 

acid strength. This conclusion was reached by Lewis and. Schutz31  

and shortly afterwards Halpern32  and Rule and Lather 27  reached the 

same conclusion. Later Be113  showed that the few experimental 

reu1ts w}ilch were available in 1959 could be represented by: 

ADKD  = 014 + 0020PKH. 	 (1.12) 

liore recently Bell and Kuhn26  obtained equation 1.13 which is based 

on the experimental results for phenols and alcohols. 

Lpc = o14J4 17DK,,. 	 (1.13) 

Simple correlations between APKD  and plc11  for carboxylic acids 

have not proved very satisfactory. Most of the carboxylic acids 

Investigated have a value for plc11  in the range 2-5. 	This, coupled 



with the fact thah 	does not vary very much with pL, makes 

it difficult to otaiu a relationship between ApECD  and PKH. 

Many values for carboxylic acids do however fall close to the 

line represented by equation 1.13. 	It is J'o8sible that some of 

the deviations of APKD  values from a linear PKD  against PKH  

relationship are due to unsatisfactory experimental work. Long 

and co-workers 19,25  have interpreted some large discrepancies in 

terms of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the acid or base 

species. 

The effect of intramolecular hydrogen bonding upon the 

dissociation constant in H20 of salicylic, -resorcy1ic and maleic 

acid has been considered in detail.336  In the case of salicylic 

acid, the acid strength should depend on two electronic properties, 

the inductive effect of the ortho-hydroxyl group and the resonance 

effect due to the presence of an unshared electron pair on the 

oxygen atom of the hydroxyl group. These effects act in opposite 

directions on the acidic nature of the molecule. Salicylic acid 

should therefore be weaker or, at most, only slightly stronger than 

benzoic acid since the acid strengthening effect of the inductive 

properties are not very great and are roughly comparable with the 

resonance effect. 	Since salicylic acid is considerably stronger 

than benzoic acid, Branch and Yarbroff 6  suggested the presence of 

an intramolecular hydrogen bond which would have the effect of 

stabilising the dissociated form (A). 
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Baker33  suggested similar, but more pronounced, intra-

molecular hydrogen bonding for the anion of y-rosorcylio 

acid (B) to account for its low pKH. 	The structure n:oposed 

for this anion is based on that previously assigned t; 2  -ütro-

resorcinol (C) which behaves as a fully chelated compood. 

7 

(D) 

By analogy, the hydrogen maleate anion (D) would be 

expected to behave similarly. Westheimer and Benfey35  suggested 

that structure (D) plays a significant part In the dissociation 

of maleic acid, thereby enhancing its acidic properties. 

Long and co-workers 19,25  measured the dissociation constants 

of these carboxylic acids and found that for salicylic acid and 
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maleic acid (first dissociation) the values of 	were high 

i.e. above the values which would be expected from consideration 

of acids of similar strength. 	These workers considered this to 

be evidence for intramolecular hydrogen bondin in the anion 

species. On the other hand, the value of LpKD for the second 

dissociation of maleic acid was found to be low; this was also 

considered to be the result of intramolecular hydrogen bonding in 

the hydrogen maleate anion (D). 

Eyring and co-workers' 8  have determined v&lues of 

for the first and second dissociations of several dioarboxylic 

acids. 	Their work supports that of Long19'2  i.e. acids which 

have high A pED values for the first dissociation and lowAKD 

values for the second dissociation are all acids for which 

considerable intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the mono-anion is 

likeJnr. 

Previous values for pKr and A PKD  for benzoic, salicylic, 

--resoroylio and maleic acids are given in Table 1.2. 	Also given 

are the probable best values for PKH  and a value o:. LPKD 

calculated by the use of equation 1.13. 	It is apparent that only 

in the case of benzoic acid are the results of different workers for 

in agreement. There are large discrepancies in the values 

obtained for PKH  for salicylic, y-resorcylic and maleic acids and 

fox' fox' salicylic and maleic acids. 	Only one previous 

determination has been made for 	for y-resorcylic acid. There 

are considerable difficulties :Lnvcfoied in measuring dissociation 

constants of relatively strong acids45  and it may be because of 
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Table 1.2 	Values of pKand &)L,  at 2500 (Molar Units). 

Acid 	 pK 	A OK 	 Method 	Ref. 

Benzoio 	 4V 21(5) 	049(5) 	Q 	27 
116 	0'49 	 S 	30 
- 	 0. 51* 

(4V200) 	- 	 C 	39 

Salicylic 	 301 	061* 	 Q 	40 

294 	075 	 G 	19 
301 	056 	 G 	Lv]. 
- 	 0 .L 9** 

(2996) 	- 	 C 	42 

y--tesoroy1ic 	 187 	06 	 G 	19 

- 	 0'145 

(1'222) 	- 	 H 	43 

Maleic 	 198 	055 	 G 	22 

191 	062 	 Q, 	25 
- 	 0047** 

(200) 	-44 

H Hydrogen electrode 

U Glass electrode 

Q Quinhydrone electrode 

S spectrophotoinetry 

C conductivity 

*n = 0917; I = 005 

** Calculated using equation 1.13. 

At 30°C 

At 18°C 

Values of pKH  in brackets are probably the most 

reliable ones. 
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these difficulties that the results for maleic and yresorcylio 

acids show discrepancies. 

For the acid with a conjugate base incapable of forming 

intramolecu1 hydrogen bonds, i.e. benzoic acid, the values 

obtained fu 	are approximately the same as that calculated 

using ei ti 1.13, whereas for salicylic acid and maleic acid 

the results obtained are tar in excess of the calculated ones. If 

this excess can be attributed to intramolecular hydrogen bonding, 

then the "normal" value obtained for y-resorcy].ic acid (pKD 

observed = 0 46;' 	calculated = 0 45) is rather surprising. 

It is evident then that precise determinations of the values 

of 	for these acids are necessary to enable the ideas of 

Long and co-workers 19$25  to be tested more thoroughly. These 

values have therefore been determined in part of the present work. 

In Section 1.1 it was pointed out that most solvent isotope 

effects have several causes and the relative contribution of each 

to the total effect is difficult to estimate. 	In an attempt to 

overcome this problem and to test some of the theoretical equations 

which have been applied to solvent isotope effects, the dissociation 

constants of benzoic and salicylic acids have been determined in 

mixtures of H 2  0 and D 2  0 as well as in the pure solvents. The 

variation of isotope effect with the deuterium atom fraction of 

the solvent depends on the relative contribution of each effect 

(exchange and transfer) to the total isotope effect. 	Consequently 

by investigating isotope effects in 1120 - D20 mixtures, the relative 

contribution of each can be determined. 
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1.4  Solvent Isotope Effects in H20-D20 Mixtures 

1.4.1 Introduction 

Shortly after the discovery- of D2 . LaN 	:d co- 

workers 27946  found that the dissociation cant of several 

acids In H20-D20 mixtures did not vary linearly with the solvent 

deuterium atom fraction. 	Additional evidence for this 

phenomenon was obtained by Gross 79  and by Butler.5052  These 

workers also offered a quantitative explanation (their theory is 

described in Section 1.4.2) which laid the foundations for later 

investigations of Isotope effects in H20-D20 mixtures. 	In 

addition to providing an explanation of the variation of pK11  (K 

is the acid dissociation constant in a solvent of deuterium atom 

fraction n) with n it was originally believed that the theory of 

Gross and Butler could be used to distinguish between reaction 

mechanisms of the type: 

HA + S = SII + A; Rapid: 	SH - Products ; Slow (l.lL) 

and HA + S -> Products ; Slow. 	 (1.15) 

Recent interest in the Gross-Butler theory was instigated 

by a review of the available data by Purlee.53  In particular he 

showed that a revision of the irter 	 (:: -tior.s 

1.4.3 and 	respectively) 	Ic. t;Lc 	 bette:r 

agreement between experimental results and theory. 	Purlee 

concluded that the Gross-Butler theory provided a valid criterion 

for distinguishing between reaction mechanisms 1.14 and 1.15 and 

for describing the variation of pK with n. 	Shortly afterwards 

Gold5  showed that the theory of Gross and Butler relating the 
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isotope effect to the deuterium atom faction for a rate 

determining proton transfer could be simplified by the application 

of the rule of the geometric mean.-55  He concluded that the 

Gross-Butler theory was of little value as a mechanistic criterion 

for an isotope effect kD/kH = 200 (kD and  k  are rate constants 

for reactions in D 20 and H2
0), i.e. there is a negligible difference 

In the predicted behaviour between a pre-equilibrium (process 

l.].L) and a rate determining proton transfer mechanism (process 

1.15). Furthermore Go1d5  pointed out that the theoretical 

equation was dependent on the structure assigned to the proton 

In solution and that the good fit of the experimental data to the 

Gross-Butler equation (in the derivation of which it is assumed 

that the proton Is monohydrated i.e. H3O) was, in fact, evidence 

for monohydration of the proton in solution. The work of Swain 

and co-workers 18,956 supports this suggestion. 

Halevi, Long and Pau15  showed that many of the experimental 

results for rate and equilibrium constants in H20-D20 mixtures 

could be Interpreted not only in terms of the Gross-Butler theory, 

but also in terms of a similar treatment (see Section 1.4.2) In 

which the solvation of the proton is unspecified (i.e. the proton 

Is represented in solution as ?). These workers5  also showed 

that some of the data fitted an equation based entirely on free 

energies of transfer. 	This approach, which ccnpletely neglects 

exchange processes, is sometimes called the "medium effect treat-

ment" (see Section 1.4.5). 
Kresge considered the proton to have the solvated form 
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li(H2O) x and showed that for values of 	of 2 and 3 the 

difference between the predicted values of K/K given by the 

theoretical equations for which x = 0 0  12  2 is very small. 

It is thus extremely difficult to obtain precise information 

about the nature of the solvation of the proton by the measure-

ment of acid dissociation constants. 

The published experimental data for acid dissociation 

constants in H20-D20 mixtures are restricted to the early work 

by LsNer,2 '16  and Butler51'2  and more recent work by Salomaa, 

Schaleger and Long,' 8  and Gold and Lowe.799  It was to 

supplement these data that pert of the present work was carried 

out. 	In this, values of pKn  for benzoic and salicylic acids in 

H20-D20 mixtures were determined and from these results 

information about the nature of the proton in solution has been 

obtained. 

The Gross-Butler theory has so far not been tested for 

acids with conjugate bases capable of exhibiting intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding. This has been done in the present work by 

Its application to the experimental results for salicyllo acid. 

1.4.2 The Gross-Butler Equation 

The theory described in this section Is a simplified version 

of the original theory devised by Gross179  and by Butler 02  

This simplification Is, in the main, based on the work of 

Purlee 3  and of Gold and stems mainly from the use of the rule 

of the geometric mean.55 
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The equilibrium constants basic to this theory are 

for the equilibrium between 11200 D20, and HDO (K) and for that 

be1ween u3), 1120, liD, and D20 (L). 

£120 + D20 = 211D0 ; 	 (1.16) 

2D30 + 31120 = 2li3) + 3D20 

If the rule of the geometric Lean55  is applicable, then K = i00. 

This rule involves the use of the "classical" hypothesis that the 

partition function of HDO is the genetric mean of the partition 

functions of 1120  and D20 and that the equilibrium constant is 

then determined by the symmetry numbers of the species involved 

in the equilibrium. Then, assuming ideal solution behaviour,2  

the cti\ritios of the water species may be written: 

(1-n)2  

(TIDO) = 2n(] n) 	 (1.19) 

(20) =n 	 (1.20) 

	

where n 	D]/([D] + [H]). 	 (1.21) 

For a monosalvated proton, the stoichiometric concentration of 

the lyoniuni species [L30] is given by: 

	

D]. 	(1.22)+ {HDo] + {Ho 	j3[L0 	[P 	 23   

Writin £ •u- /6, 	 (1.23) 

and assuming t.--at the rule of the geometric mean may be 

applied to the species in equation 1.22, it may be shown that: 

[H2  D0] = 3[H30]ni/(1-n) 	 (1.24) 

= 3[H30jnI/(l-n)2 	 (1.25) 

[D3o] = {H30fln313/'(1-n)3 	 (1.26) 
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and hence 

L3OI1 = [H30](l-n±nL?/(1-n)? 	 (1.27) 

In order to obtain an equation for the equilibrium constant, 

of a monobasic acid, HA, in a solvent of deuterium atom fraction 

n, where K i iTefined by: 

Kn = urn. { 	
o][A]/([HA] + [DA])[L:H} 

and [L 01= [11201 + [D201 + [JiDo] 	 (1.29) 

an additional parameter is required. 	This is the exchange constant 

(or fractionation factor) 	for the reaction: 

HA + 1/21)20 = DA + 1/2 1120  ; 	 (1.30) 

= [DA][H2o]h/2/[HA][D2olu/2  

= {DA](i-n)/[HA]n 	 (1.31) 

Then [LA] = [HAl + [DA] = [na] { 1 + (n)/(1-n). (1,32) 

Therefore 

Kn  = [H30][(l-n+nt)3/(1-n)3]([A]/[HA])[(1-n)/(i-n+n)]. (1.33) 

The dissociation constant, K11() 	of the protonated species 

in solvent of deuterium atom fraction n Is defined by: 

= ({H3o][A]/[H2o1[HA)) 

= ([H3O][A]/(1_n)2[HA])r 	 (1.34) 

Hence 4. = K11()(l-n+nL)3/(l-n+n). 	 (1.35) 

If the free energy of transfer of the species H 
3 
 0 HA, and A 

between 1120  and 	Is zero then KH(fl) = 	and hence: 

Kn  = K11(l-n-n1)3/(i-n+nØ). 	 (1.36) 

When n = 1, Kn= K1  and equation 1.36 becomes: 

= 1K 11/K1) 	 (1.37) 
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Equation 1.36 is known as the Gross-Builer equation. The three 

major assumptions :LxirDlvUd in its derivation are summarised below: 

Medium 	(I.e. free onerR,r of transfer effects) 

are negligible. 

The rule of the geometric mean governs isotopic 

equilibria. 

The solvated proton possesses three equivalent hydrogen 

nuclei. 

In the case of a non_npecificai'y  solvated proton, i.e. [L+] = 

{H] + [D], a similar derivation gives:1''5  

= 	112.  

Similar but more complex equations can be derived for 

dissociation constants of Dolybasic ac1d.'58  Analogous equations 

are obtained for reaction rate constants in H20-D20 mixtures.4,--54  

1.431  The Equilibrium Constant, K. 

The rule of the geometric mean yields a value of LrOO  for 

the equilibrium constant K for the reaction between H20, D 2  0 and 

HDO (equation 1.16). 	On this depends much of the validity of 

equation 1.36 since simple expressions are not obtained for the 

water activities when K 	Li.. 

Butler and his associates51'52  used the value of K = 327 

which is based on calculations from zero poiY; ergies by Topley 

and Eyring.60  Later 	 decLded that the 

value calculated by Urcv (3.96)62  was sufficiently close to the 

statistical value of 4 to warrant the use of the rule of the 
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geometric mean. 	In a recent review, Ihornton6  suggested that 

the value of K is probably about 34. More recent data for the 

gas phase equilibrium obtained by mass spectrometry 64,65 suggest 

that this value is too low. Friedman and Shiner 64  obtained the 

value 376 -F 002; this is supported by the value obtained by 

Pyper, Newbury and Barton (3.  (5 + 007) 

It is thus apparent that there is sane doubt as to the 

applicability of the rule of the geometric mean for the water 

species. However for the present work this has not warranted its 

abandonment and K has been taken to be equal to the statistical 

value of 4- 

1.4.4 The Exchange Constant, L. 

From equation 1.17, in the case of a monosolvated proton in 

aqueous solution, L is defined by: 

L = [H3o]2[D2o]3/{D3o]2[H2o]3. 	 (1.39) 

The values obtained for L by previous workers have recently 

been reviewed by Heinzinger and Weston. 66  There is considerable 

disagreement between these values but fortunately the value of 

f(calculated from L, i.e. £ L 1"6), which is required in 

equation 1.36, is insensitive to the values obtained £ or 

In most instances the experimental data for the 	 or of 

monobasic acids can be fitted by equation 1.36 wi: J cbined 

from values of L in the range 6-19. Nevertheles 	i1rm value 

would mean one less adjustable parameter and therefore would 

allow deviations from theoretically predicted curves to be 
-1/6 

analysed more thoroughly. 	In the present wo: L 	L ) has 
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been taken to be 0-69. 61,67 The error i. J 	believed to be 

+ 002. 	This corresponds to a value of .L in the range 78-111. 

1.4.5 Medium Effects 

The formulation of equation 1.36  was based on the 

assumption that the free energy of transfer of the species H30+, 

A and HA was zex i.e. 111(n) 	K11. 	The calculations of Swain 

and Bader 18  and the expeiiL.enta1 results for simple ionic 

compounds 6,9-18 suggest that the free energy of transfer may be 

substantial. 	Halevi, Long and Pau15  investigated the effect of 

free energy of transfer contributions to isotope effects In 

H20-D20 mixtures and showed that an equation based on the 

assumptions that the free energy of exchange Is negligible and 

that the free energy of transfer varies linearly with n fits some 

experimental results well. 	They5  postulated that 	= 

= 	for all values of n and that tIG is given by: 

	

= -RT1n(KThJKH). 
	

(1-40) 

Their assumption that the free energy of transfer for each species 

in the eq all ibriuii varies linearly with n is expressed by: 

Gt() -RTln(K/K1 ). 	(l.Li) 

It fol1oiis that 

Kr1 = K11 (K,/K11). 	 (1.42) 

Equation 1.42 can be made to fit the experimental data extremely 

well if an adjustable parameter Y is 
r i.e. 	£tH(D/KH) . 	 (1.43) 

The required values of y  differ only slightly froii unity. This 
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indicates that either there is a contribution due to exchange 

processes or that the free energy of transfer of the species 

present does not vary linearly with n. 

The conclusion reached by Halevi, Long and Pau15  was that 

since the medium effect formulation, equation l.L2, can by 

itself give almost as good agreement with e 

as either of the other two limiting equations 

1.36 and 1.38), a properly choi;ca 	erposit ion of equation 1.43 

on 1.36  or 1.38 will give an entirely satisfactory fit in all 

cases. Gold and Lowe,7'59  however, have shown that this may 

not be necessary and that although a superposition of equations 

based on exchange and transfer could represent their results 

adequately they preferred to analyse their data for the auto-

protolysis of water by considering fractionation effects associated 

with the solvation shells of the ionic species present. 

Equations in which exchange and transfer effects are 

combined may be derived as follows: 

The constant K11()  is related t(: K1  by: 

KH (n) = 	 •• --) 
11 

where F represents an activity coefficient product characH rising 

the medium efeet. 	If the free energy of transfer varies linearly 

with n then F 	( F' where 

F . 	(D)/H = KD/KH(D)  

ilence equac ion 1.36 ts.kes the form 

= F (1-n+-4)3/(1-n+n) (1.46) 
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and equation I.. 

= K, 1',)11(L--. -I12 )/(l-n+nØ, 	(1.47) 

1.5  Concentraton Scales 

Three concentration scales are used in this thesis viz. 

molar (moles solute/litre solution ; o), molal (moles solute! 

1000 gin, solvent ; in) and aquamolal (moles solute/55507 moles 

solvent ; m'). 

In 1120  solutions, in signifies in moles of solute in 55507 

moles of solvent whereas in D 2  0 in signifies in moles of solute 

in 49'929 moles of solvent. 	Dissociation constants have t' 

dimnriaions of concentration and therefore their values will vary 

depending upon the concentration scale used. 	In 1120,  the 

difference between molar and molal values is small because the 

density of 1120  is close to unity (ci0m, where d0  is the solvent 

density). 	However in D2  0 9  the dissociation constants on molar 

and molal scales differ by logd0  = 0043 unit. 	The experimental 

results for dissociation constants (Chapters 9 and 10) are given 

in molar units and the reasons for this are given later (Section 

9.1). 

To avoid illusory magnification of the differences in the 

properties of solutions of alkali metal halides in D20 and 1120,  

Kerwin 
10  adopted  the aquamolal scale. He showed that the 

various theoretical expressions for the activity coefficient 

which involve the molal scale also apply when the aquamolal scale 

is used and that on the aquamolal scale, solutions of equal 
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concentration in H 2  0 and D 2  0 are thermodynamically comparable. 

Therefore in the work described in Chapter 7 on the activity 

coefficients of NaCl in H 2  0 and. D20, the aquainolal scale has 

been adopted. 	The use of the molal scale is restricted to 

comparisons of the present results with previous work. 

The equations used for the calculation of values of c 

and in' from the experimentally determined values of in are given 

in Appendix B. 	All calculations i'e carried out by computer. 



Activity Coefficients 

2.1 Introduction 

The Debye-Hflckel equation for the mean rational activity 

coefficient 1+ of a uni-univalent electrolyte is: 

log f+ 	_AI1'2/(i+BaIi'2) 
	

(2.1) 

where I is the ionic strength expressed in moles/i. and is given by: 

I = 	E, ~ 1 71 
	 (2.2) 

where c is the ruolarity and z1 the valency of each ionic species. 

For a c molar solution of a single uni-univalent electrolyte, 

I = C. 	The term a is known as the ion-size parameter and A and 

B are theoretical constants involving the absolute temperature 

and the dielectric constant of the solvent. The numerator of 

equation 2.1 takes account of the long range coulomblo forces in 

solution and the denominator attempts to allow for the short 

range interactions between the ions. The constants A and B 

are given by: 

A = 	 112 	
(2.3) 

B = (EflNe2/1O OUR I)1'2(1/{DT]1'2) 	 (2.4) 

where k' is the Boltzman constant, N the Avagadro number, D the 

dielectric constant of the medium, e the electronic charge, and 

T the absolute temperature. 	Since the dielectric constant is 

different for D 2 0 and H20, it follows that deuterium containing 

solvents will have values of A and B which are different from 

those of H20. 	This can be taken into account by the use of 
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equations 2.3 and 2.4 	When I is in molal units, A and B are 

replaced in equation 2.1 by Ad0h/'2  and  Bd011'2  where d0  is the 

solvent density aLd whe 	in aquamolal units the constants 

are replaced by A?d01 	 1/2 	Values of the constants 

for use with I expressed in molal, molar and aquamolal units are 

given In Appendix D for rounded values of deuterium atom fraction n. 

The calculation of these constants was carried out by computer. 

Even when a suitable value is chosen for a, equation 2.1 Is 

capable of representing the observed activity coefficients only 

up to I = 01. 	This is a severe limitation on the use of this 

equation and a number of modifications have been suggested to 

extend the concentration range over which it may be used. 

The additional effects of other forms of short range inter-

actions which are not accounted for in equation 2.1 are expected 

to be linear with concentration. The effect of an error in the 

estimation of a is also approximately linear with concentration. 

These effects lead to the addition of an 'omnium gatherum" term, 

bI, to equations 2.1. 68 

log f = -AI 1'2/(1+BaIh/2) 	+ bI 	 (2.5) 

where both a and b are adjustable parameters and must either be 

fixed arbitrarily or else determined by experiment. 	This 

equation is capable of fitting experimental results for uni-

univalent electrolytes up to at least 1 N. Two further equations 

have been used with some success, one due to G1ntelberg:6  

log f+ = _AIh/2/(l+I1'2) 	 (2.6) 
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the other due to Guggenheim:70  

log 	= _AIh/2/(1+Ih/'2) 	+ bI 	 (2.7) 

In both of these equations, Ba has been set equal to unity, 

i.e. & 3A far aqueous solutions at 25°C. 	Davies71  further 

modified equation 2.7 by putting b = 0l leaving no adjustable 

Parameters. Several other equations have been developed which 

involve the use of terms additional to bI. 	One of equations 2.1 

and 2.5-7 will suffice for most purposes. 

Due to the presence of the ion hydration shell, the value of 

a (the distance of closest approach of the ions) is expected to be 

somewhat larger than the sum of the crystallographic radii of the 

ions. Obviously this distance may vary with the Brownian 

velocity of the ions and if this velocity is sufficiently large, 

penetration of the ion hydration shall might ensue. 	In the case 

of sodium chloride, Robinson and Stokes 68  suggest that the 

experimentally determined activity coefficients may be adequately 

represented by equation 2.5 when a 11e8 in the range 4v0-4r 3A. 
This may be compared with the sum of the crystallographic radii 

of 28A. 	These workers 68  stress that in the absence of perfect 

experimental values, the exact magnitude of a cannot be determined. 

The choice of a is of considerable importance in the determination 

of the dissociation constant of moderately strong acids from e.m.f. 

or conductance measurements where a very small alteration in this 

parameter causes considerable changes in the values calculated for 

pK 5'72  (see also Chapters 9 and 10). 

The Lebye-Hflckel equation gives, in the first instance, the 
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mean rational activity coefficient, f. 	It is obviously both 

convenient and sometimes necessary to convert activity coefficients 

from one concentration scale to another. 	The relationship between 

the partial molal free energy, L and the activity coefficients on 
the mole fraction, molal and molar scales 	and 

respectively) is: 

G =G + vRT lnfN~ = 	+ vRT lnym = 	+ vRT lny+c+ 	(2.8) 

where v is the number of moles of ions formed by the ionization 

of one mole of solute and ?, 	and G. are the standard partial 

molal free energies on the respective concentration scales. 

Introducing the convention f+ = 	= y = 1 at infinite dilution, 

the following equations are obtained: 

+ vRT 1n(l000/I1) 	+ vRT ln(1000d0/M1) 	(.9) 

lnf = lnç + ln(l+vmM1/1000) 

= lny + ln[(d/d0)+c(vM1-M2)/1000d0] 	 (2.10) 

where M and M2 are the molecular weights of solvent and solute 

and d0 and d the densities of solvent and solution respectively. 

By the use of equation 2.10 the molal and molar activity 

coefficient can be obtained from the rational activity coefficient. 

In solutions of molality less than 01 m, there is very little 

difference between the activity coefficients obtained using the 

various concentration scales. 

In this thesis, determinations of the activity coefficients 

of H01 and NaCl made with hydrogen ion and cation selective glass 

electrodes in H20 and D20 solutions are reported (Chapters 7 and ). 
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In order to show that the electrodes were functioning properly 

and were responding perfectly to the ions under consideration, the 

activity coefficients in H 2  0 obtained using them were compared 

with those determined by other workers. 	This comparison was 

assumed to be a good test of the electrode behaviour since the 

activity coefficients of 1W1 and NaCl in 1120  are well established. 

This is not so for solutions in D20; the data for these are 

rather scarce and the activity coefficients of these electrolyte 

solutions are known with much less certainty. 

2.2. Activity Coefficients for NaCl Solutions 

There are several methods available for the determination of 

activity coefficients 68'73  but attention here is confined to a 

brief comment on the isopiestlo technique and to methods involving 

the measurement of the e.m.fs. of galvanic cells. 

The isopiestic technique is a ccriparativa method of deter-

mining chemical potentials by allowing a reference and an unknown 

solution of initially different activities to establish a vapour 

phase equilibrium. When equilibrium has been established the 

difference in concentration between the two solutions is sufficient 

to exactly equalise their vapour pressures. Although this 

technique is capable of high precision this is only possible in 

concentrated solutions (above ca. 1 m). 	The technique has been 

exploited by Robinson and co-workers and their results are to be 

found in the monograph by Robinson and Stokes. 68  Scatohard at al.71 
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used the isopiestic method to obtain precise values for the 

activity coefficients of sodium and potassium chloride. 	This 

work was soon followed by precise remeasureinent of these co-

efficients by Robinson.75  Robinon 6  also made measurements 

with sodium ciloride in D 2  0 but unfortunately only the isopiestlo 

ratio of NaCl with respect to KC1 was obtained. 

More recently Kerwin 10  used the isopiestic method to deter-

mine the activity coefficients of various alkali halides in D20. 

In this work Kerwin used ZnSO solutions as reference electrolytes. 

The activity coefficients of these solutions have been determined 

by means of cell 2.I:' 

Zn,Hg(2 phase)JZnS%(m  in D20); PbSO1(s)1Pb,Rg(2  phase) 	(2.1) 

Kerwin found that his results could be expressed by equation 2.11. 

1ny(D2O) -1ny(H2O) = 2km'. 	 (2.11) 

The terms 1ny(D2O) and lny(H2O) are the natural logarithms of 

the activity coefficients (aquamolal scale) in D20 and H20, and 

m' is the aquamolality. 	(The symbol k is not to be confused with 

k[=2 303RT/F] in the Nernst equation). 	The value of the empirical 

constant k was found to decrease for the series Lid, NaCl, KC1, 

CsCl. 

Cells with transport of the type: 

Ag,AgC1INaC1(m1) NaCl (m2)AgCl,Ag 	 (2.11) 

have been used to determine accurate values of the activity 

coefficients of NaCl in H20.78'79  This method, which requires 

the determination of transport numbers at various concentrations, 

has been used with success for dilute solutions. 
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Determinations of the activity coefficients of NaCl solutions 

by the use of cells without transport have been carried out with 

either amalgam electrodes or sodium selective glass electrodes in 

conjunction with a silver, silver chloride electrode. 	The early 

work was carried out by Harried and co_workers8OsSl using flowing 

amalgam cells of the form: 

Ag,AgClINaCl(m)lNa,HgNac1(o.1m)Agc1,Ag 	(2.111) 

The results obtained by this method agree very well with those 

determined by the isopiestic technique. The useful concentration 

range in which amalgam electrodes may be used is limited and a 

rather elaborate technique is required. 

Lanier, 82  using cell 2.IV which incorporated a commercially 

available glass electrode, obtained relatively precise e.m.f. 

(± 02 my.) with which he was able to determine the activity 

coefficients of NaCl in organic solvent-H20 mixtures. 

Cation Selective Glass ElectrodejNaCl(m)JAgCl,Ag 	(2. IV) 

Although the results obtained by Lanier for the activity coefficients 

of NaCl in H20 solutions agree with those of other workers within 

the limits of the experiments, Lanier expressed concern about the 

divergences between the sets of values previously reported. 	The 

literature values of 	for NaCl are sufficiently accurate for 

most purposes but the concern of Lanier is justified because NaCl 

solutions are frequently used as a reference electrolyte in 

isopiestic measurements. 	The need for very accurate determinations 

of these values is evident. While the present work was in progress 

it was shown by Schindler and W41t183  that a sodium selective glass 
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electrode gave activity coefficients for NaCl in HO which agreed 

with those determined by other methods. 

It was because the glass electrode had been shown to be 

capable of making precise determinations of the activity 

coefficients of NaCl in 1120  that part of the present work was 

carried out. 	For these measurements cell 2.V was used. 

Cation Selective Glass ElectrodejNaCl(m in 1120  or D20)JAgCl,Ag (2.V) 

The main interest was to test the electrodes in D20, to obtain 

precise values for the activity coefficients of NaCl in D20, and 

to compare these values with those determined with 1120  as solvent. 

These activity coefficients values were also required in the 

determination of the free energy- of transfer of NaCl from 1120  to 

D20 (Section 1.2). 
It 

The activity coefficients of NaCl in H20 and D20 obtained by 

previous workers are given later (Section 7.1). 

2.3 Activity Coefficients for HOl Solutions 

It was shown in the last section that the activity 

coefficients of NaCl in H20 are sufficiently well established for 

most purposes and it Is probably true to say that the coefficients 

for H01 in 1120  are known with equal certainty. 

Values of the activity coefficients of HC1 in 1120  have been 

obtained from precise and accurate e.m.f. measurements 	± 0'01 mv.) 

with cell 2.V1.8 37 

H2PtI ici(m)J AgCl,Ag 	 (2.VI) 
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E.m.f. measurements of similar precision have been obtained for 

DC1 In D 2  0 by the use of 	
888-° cell 2.VII. ' 

	

D9,rtL)O1(m)jAgC1,Ag 
	

(2.vII) 

It was shown by Covington and 
	91,r92 Prue ' 	who used a low 

resistance glass electrode in place of the hydrogen electrode in 

cell 2.VI, that results could be obtained for the activity 

coefficients of HJl with a precision equal to that attainable with 

the hydrogen electrode. Clever and Reeves93  and Zielen9  

subsequently showed that results with a similar precision can be 

obtained with commercially available high resistance glass 

electrodes. 

In the present work, it was necessary to establish that the 

hydrogen in selective glass electrodes used were responding Ideally 

to hydrogen ion activity. This may be shown conveniently by the 

determination of the empirical constant b In the Guggenheim form 

of the Debye-Hflckel equation:70'95  

	

1ogç = -Am 1"2/l+m1/2) 	+ bm 	 (2.12) 

The values of b obtained can then be compared with those determined 

by previous workers and in particular those obtained with the 

hydrogen electrode. 	This equation satisfactorily represents the 

activity coefficient of HCl up to about 01 m1
95   The values 

obtained for b by previous workers have recently been reviewed by 

Covington, Dobson and Wynne-Jones. 87 Some of these values are 

tabulated later (Section 8.1). 

Unfortunately values of b for DC1 have not been reported. 

However Bates et al. 89  using cell 2.VII have determined activity 
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coefficients for DC1 solutions. By the use of their 

experimental results a value of b may be de:Lved (see Section 8.1). 

In the present work the parameter b has been determined 

for HC1, DC1 and 50% HCl-DC1 solutions by the use of cell 2.VIII 

Glass ElectrodHCl or DC1 or 50o H01-DC1JAgC1,Ag. 	(2.VIII) 

The determinations in DC1 and 50% HCl-DC1 were made in order to 

confirm that the glass electrodes used were capable of responding 

to the sum of the lyon activities 	(H30) + (H2DO) + (HD2O) 

+ (D30) 1. 	Failure of the glass electrode to respond to this sum 

would invalidate the determinations of dissociation constants in 

H20-D20 mixtures made with glass electrodes. This would not only 

invalidate the present determinations of pKn  for benzoic and 

salioylic acids but probably also the results of previous workers 

who used the glass electrode in H20-D20 mixtures (for example 

refs. 7, 57, 58, 96). 
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Chapter 3. The Glass Electrode 

3.?1 Introduction 

Most of the results reported in this thesis were obtained 

by the use of two types of glass electrode, cation selective glass 

electrodes and conventional "pH" glass electrodes, in cells of the 

form: 

Cation Selective Glass Electrodej Soln.X11AgCl,Ag 	(3.1) 

"pH" Glass Electrodoj Soln.X2JAgC1,Ag 
	 (3.") 

Solution X1  is NaCl in 1120  or D 2  0 and solution X is either HC1 or 

DOl or buffer solutions containing NaCl in H20, D 2  0 or H20-D20 

mixtures. 	The silver, silver chloride electrode was chosen because 

of its inherent precision and ease of manufacture and use. A 

possible alternative to the silver, silver chloride electrode is the 

calomel electrode. 	This electrode in its most convenient form,i.e. 

connected to the cell solution by means of a salt bridge, cannot be 

used for precise work because of the uncertainties associated with 

the liquid junction. This is particularly important when measuring 

the dissociation constant of relatively strong acids where slight 

variations in the experimental observations can cause serious errors 

in the value determined for pK.'68  

The cation selective glass electrode used in cell 3.1 was 

chosen mainly because measurements with this electrode in D 2 0 had not 

previously been carried out and it was believed that such measure-

ments would give information about:- 

Activity coefficients of NaCl in D20 for which no published 

data were available when this work was commenced. 

The free energy of transfer of NaCl from 1120  to D20. 
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The conventional "pH" glass electrode used in cell 3.11 was 

chosen, in part, to test the possibility that its calibration in 

H20 for s.ibsequent use in D20 is not justified; it was thought 

possible that the 'standard" potential (see equation 3.1) of the  

glass electrode could show time variation due to solvent exchange 

in the glass surface. This was also suggested very recently by 

Bates97  but to date no published experimental verification is 

available. 

Although both the hydrogen gas and quinhydrone electrodes are 

capable of precise measurements of hydrogen ion activity, the glass 

electrode was necessary for the precise determination of acid 

dissociation constants described in this thesis (Chapter 9) because:- 

In their determination of the dissociation constant of 

maleic acid by the use of the hydrogen gas electrode, Ashton 

and k'arttngton98  reported reduction of the acid by the 

electrode. 	It is possible that this electrode would also 

reduce the aromatic acids studied in the present work. 

However in previous work on benzoic, y—resoroylioLi.3 and 

salioylio 3  acids, reduction has not been reported. 	The 

use of a hydrogen gas electrode in H20-D20 mixtures is 

experimentally difficult since a mixture of H2, HD and 

with an isotopic  composition in equilibrium with that of 

the solvent is required. 

The use of the quinhydrone electrode in deuterium 

containing solvents necessitates deuteration of quinhydrone. 

This deuterated quinhydrone however would not have the same 
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deuterium content as that of the mixed solvent due to 

fractionation effects (see Section l.):.2). 	Therefore when 

this product is used to saturate the cell solution, the 

isotopic composition of this cell solution will be altered 

and would then be difficult to establish exactly. 

The results obtained for the dissociation constants of 

benzoic and salicylic acids in H20-D20 mixtures by the use of "pH" 

glass electrodes (cell 3.11) [Chanter 9] are supported by results 

obtained from conductivity measurements (Chapter 10). 	The values 

Of PKH  for the four acids investigated have also been determined 

by conductivity measurements. 	Very few determinations of acid 

dissociation constants in D 2  0 and in H20-D20 mixtures have been made 

by both glass electrode and conductivity methods. A comparison of 

the results obtained by both methods is therefore of interest. 

Detailed accounts of the properties of the electrodes mentioned 

in this section are given elsewhere. 100-102  The various methods of 

determining acid dissociation constants are also discussed in detail 

elsewhere 45,68,73 

Electrode Behaviour 

3.21 Behaviour of Cation Selective Electrodes 

The potention, V, developed by a glass electrode may be 

represented by the Nernst equation: 

V = V0  - (RT/F) ma1 	 (3.1) 

whore V0  is a "standard" potential (but not a true standard potential; 

see Section 5.2) and a1  is the activity of the species involved in a 



reversible equilibrium at the glass electrode surface. A more 

general expression for the glass electrode potential in mixtures 

of any two univalent cations is: 

V 	V0  - (RT/F) ln{(a1)1/K1 VX(a2)1 ]X 	(3.2) 

where a2  is the activity of the second species and K1,2  and x are 

empirical parameters for a particulci c ecrode glass and pair of 

ions. 	Theleotivity constan K12, indicates the extent to 

which the glass electrode responds selectively towards one species. 

Equation 3.2 was proposed by Eisenznan, Rudin and Gasby103  who 

claimed that it fitted all of their experimental data and also 

representative glass electrode data of other workers. They suggested 

that it was, in fact, a general equation which could be applied to any 

similar system. For most systems, x will probably differ only 

slightly from unity and for a solution containing sodium and potassium 

ions x can usually be taken to be equal to one)° 	Equation 3.2 may 

therefore, in this instance, be written as: 

V = V0  - (RT/F) ln[a1 + K1,2a2]. 	 (3.3) 

This equation shows that interference by ion 2 in the measurement of 

ion 1 is governed by the riagnitude of K12(a2/a1). 	.Lf K1 
1,2 

 Is 

constant for a given glass com:csition, then the degree of interference 

by ion 2 is controlled b:i  (a 2/a1). 	So If less than 1% interference 

Is required when (a2/a1) = 102, a glass must be chosen for which K12  

is less than 10. 

* Normally n is used in place of x, but in this instance x is used 
to avoid confusion with the symbol n used for the deuterium atom 
fraction. 
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There are now several commercially available glass electrodes 

with a high selectivity for a particular ion. The most common of 

these is, of course, the conventional "pH" electrode. 	This 

electrode is highly selective towards hydrogen ions. 	Electrodes 

are also available which are said to be selective towards sodium 

or potassium ions. 	In actual fact these electrodes may be more 

sensitive to hydrogen or silver ins but if the ratio of the 

concentration of the ion under examination to that of the interfering 

ion is greater than a certain value (determined by the accuracy 

required) then interference by the other ion will not be significant. 

3.2.2. Behaviour of Hydrogen Ion Selective Electrodes in D,O 

Although several workers 22,58,599105-109  have intimated that 

the hydrogen ion selective glass electrode functions as well in D 2  0 

as it does in H20, it is only recently that this electrode has been 

tested directly against a deuterium gas electrode, 88 

Lumry et a]..1(36  made measurements with cell 3.111: 

Glass ElectrodelSoln. X 	sat. KC11H92C12JHg 	(3.111) 

where solution X is an acetate buffer stoichiometrically identical 

in HO and D20. These workers found that the pH of the solution in 

H 2  0 was 467 (molar scale) whereas the pH meter reading for the D 2  0 

solution was L77. 	Since LaMer and Chittuiii 6  had established that 

the value offor acetic acid was 050 unit, it was apparent 

that an addition to the pH meter reading of OLO unit was necessary 

to obtain the tru. 	:KD. Defining pD as the analogous property in 

D 2  0 to pH in H20, i follows that: 

PD = "pH 	= 'pH" + OL.O 	 (3.q) 



where "OH" is the pH meter reading an L s the required 

correction. 	Subsequently values of 	been obtained by 

several workers (Table 3.1). 

Mikkeln end N it en 07  and Giaso and I. 	22 showed 

ttiatA is 

Solely due to the glass electrode and not to diffusion 

phenomena at the liquid junction. 

Independent of whether the glass electrode is soaked in 

P120  or D20. 

C) Invariant over a wide pH range. 

d) Independent of the type of "pH" glass electrode used. 

The constancy of the results in Table 3.1 together with the 

conclusions drawn by Mikkelsen and Nielsen, and Glasoe and Long 

would appear to indicate that the various glass electrodes used 

give consistent results to within ± 001 log, unit in D20. 

After the present work was completed Bates et al. 88  published 

a paper in which they compare measurements made with the glass 

electrode and the standard deuterium gas electrode. 	The 

comparison was made with the cells: 

Pt,D2 	Buffer soTh.: KC1(sat.) 	Buffer sam. 	H2,Pt 	(3.Ivgas) 
or 	 in D20 	in H0 	in H.O 	or 

Glass Ll. I 	 I Glass El. (3.IVglass) 

Pt,D2  Buffer soin, in D20 Glass Electrode 	 (3.V) 

Cell 3.V gives a direct comparison between the glass electrode and 

the deuterium gas electrode in D 2  0 whereas cell 3-IV  yields the 
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Table 3.1 	Values of 	(Molar Scale) Obtained by Previous 
Workers at 2C. 

Workers 	Ref. A 	soln.X 	 Comments 

Lumry at a].. 	106 	O'Li.0 Acetate Buffers Relies on ApKD 
for acetic acid 
obtained by gaMer 
and Chittun 

Mikke].sen and 	107 	043(1) HO]. and DC]. + 	At 22°C. KG]. sat. 
Nielsen 	 0LL(ii) KC1 or acetate 	in (1) D 2  0 buffers + NaCl 

Hyman, Kaganov 108 OLC) HC1O 	and p1) region around 2 
and Katz DCl 

Li, Tang and 109 OO NaCl + HG]. and 
Mathur NaCl + 1)01 

Glasoe and Long 22 o40 Di1 	soins. of Results for bases 
strong acids cab. iq.th  value 
and bases - 	- of K,(c) which 

was later shown 
inoorrect59'110  

Salomea, Sohaleger 58 0 408 HOlO 	and Work extends to 
and Long DC1O: 1120-D20 mixtures 

UCI and DC]. 

Fife and Bruice 111 0 40  HG]. and DC]. Work extends to 
various temps. 

Bates et al. 	112 047 	Phosphate Molal scale (d) 
buffers 

88 0446 	Series of Covered wide pH 
standard range; 	molal 
buffers scale 	(d) 

(a) pD - "pH' 	(see equation 3.14) 
(b' jr the use of cell 3.111. 

 d is the Ion product of D20. 

 ti(mo1al) L(molar) + 0043. 
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differenceb the 	w oLee'de3 in H0 and D20. The 

"standard" &.p.f., if cell 3.tV glass 1aas) is related 

to A 

AEvi 	 (3.5) 

where k is the Nernst slope (= 2 303RT/F). Bates at al. found 	 11 

the; A obtained from a series of standard buffers is a function 

of P.0 of the buffer system (c.f. refs. 22,107) and varies from 

040 for 01 in 1101 solution to 06 for a 0025 m carbonate, 

bicarbonate buffer. 	Their average value was 046 (molal unit.). 

They also found the difference between A obtained with the glass 

eiuoand the corresponding A from the deuterium gas electrode, 

AA , wa u361 + D'll unit (molal scale), 

i.e. L\L = Atiass - L gas  = 0381 ± 0011 log.unit. (3.6) 

Tn terrils, of e.. .f. this nay be stated: 

= 226 ± 07 my. 	 (3.7) 

This value of 226 my. wss found to be independent of the nature of 

the glass. Values for AA O can also be obtained from measure-

ments with the cells: 

Glass El.JHC1(001 ni)IAgCl,Ag-Ag,AgC1JDC1(001  m)JGlass El 

E.vi 	(3-VI) 

Pt,H2JHC1(001 m)JAgCl,Ag-Ag,AgC1DC1(001 m)ID2Pt ; E. 	(3-VII) 

for which Bates et al. obtained E = 332 my88  and Em = 94 mv. 86  

Thus E.-Ev 	= 238 my, This is in effect AA----.o since the 

contributions of the glass electrode asymmetry potential and the 

silver, silver chloride electrode potential cancel out. Although 
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this value (28 my.) is in reasonable agreement with the value 

obtained with cans 3.IVglass and 3.Ivgas (226 my.), the difference 

between the two results (12 my.) is siificant. 	Similarly with 

the cells: 

Glass El.IHC1()Cl  r) KC1(aat. in 1120) DC1(001 m)lGlass El. (3-VIII) 

:  DC1(0o1 m)JDPt,H2JHC1(0o1 	 22Pt  

a value of AArj 22 my. was 	btained.° 

In their determination of APKD  values by the use of a class 

electrode, McDougall and Long 
19  assumed that the value of A 

determined with strong acids (040  unit; molar scale) was a constant 

and independent of pD and used this value to obtain values of pK, 

for various acids. Although this assumption is, according to 

Bates et al.,88   incorrectly founded, the value that those workers 

took foio 	is close to the average value of 041 unit (molar 

scale) ecommended by these later workers 88 for intermediate pD 

values. 

Work involving the determination o 	values by, in 

particular, Glasoe and Long 22 and McDougall and Long 19 depends 

for its validity on the assumption that the glass electrode-calomel 

electrode pair may be standardised in a protonated buffer solution 

and almost immediately used to determine the pD of a deuterated 

hof for solution by the addition of an experimentally determined value 

of A to the pH meter reading. Previous work involving the 

determination of 	in mixtures of H20-D20 (. refs. 57,58) 

also relies on the standardisation of the glass electrode in 1120  

for subsequent use in D20. Part of the work described in 
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Chapter 8 was designed to test whether this type of electrode 

calibration was suitable for precise work (Ca. + 0001 log.unit). 

On the basis of the results discussed in this section, it 

is evident that the glass electrode is probably capable of precise 

results when used in H 2  0 and D 2  0 solutions provided that suitable 

precautions are taken. The level of precision attainable has 

however not been shown with certainty by previous workers. 

Although several workers 	refs. 7, 57-59) maintain that the 

glass electrode is also capable of precise determinations in 

H20-D20 mixtures, this has never been clearly shown. It was the 

intent of part of the present work to rectify this situation and 

establish the conditions necessary to obtain precise determinations 

in these solvent mixtures. 	This was essential in order to provide 

a valid basis for previous work and part of the present work 

involving H20-D20 mixtures. 
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Chapter 1. 	Materials 

4.1 Inorganic Reagents 

Conductivity Water 

Conductivity water was used for all experiments. 	It was 

prepared by passing distilled water through a column of Amberlite 

Monobed MB-1 ion exchange resin. 	Its specific conductivity, 

measured with a cell (cell constant 0039 cm. ) attached to the 

base of the column and a Lock Conductivity Bridge Type BC1, was 

always less than 1 x lO 7ohincm.1  

Deuterium Oxide 

Deuterium oxide was obtained either from Norsk Hydro-Elektrisk 

or Koch-Light Laboratories Ltd., and had a guaranteed isotopic 

purity of 9972g. 

For e.m.f. measurements, the deuterium oxide was distilled 

twice under dry nitrogen and stored in a specially designed container 

(Fig. L.l) which incorporated a conductivity cell (cell constant 

30123 cm.). 	Semi-micro stills of 25 ml. and 100 ml. capacity 

(isons sc1entific Apparatus Ltd., parts SMDA/25 and SA/lJ)  were 

chosen for the distillation since their design incorporating flask 

and condenser in one unit minimised losses in distillate. 	The 

purified deuterium oxide usually had a specific conductance of 

1 x 106ohm1cm:1 	This may be compared with that for the 

commercially available product which was about 6-3 x 10-6  ohm 

After use, the D20 was repurified by distillation from calcium oxide. 



k- A 1 

KEY: - 

A Platinum wires. 

B Platinum sheet electrodes l"sq. 
C Araldite seals. 

V Volume approx. 200 mls. 

'-ntainn" 

ctual size. 
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For conductivity work, a column of Amberlite Monobed Resin 

MB-1 was made and deuterated by allowing it to equilibrate with 

a D20-1120 mixture of the approximate isotopic composition required 

for the experiment. 	Its specific conductivity was between 3 x 10-8 

and 8 x lO 8  ohm cm.  

An attempt was made to prepare isotopically pure D 2  0 

(n > 0' 996) of low conductivity using an ion exchange column. The 

resins selected were Permutit Isopor De-acidite M-1P anion exchange 

resin and Zeocarb 225 (SRC-14) cation exchange resin. After 

purification, drying, and deuteration of the two resins, D 2  0 

purified using them had an isotopic purity of 99'78 atom %. However 

Its specific conductivity (13 x 10 6ohmcin) was too high for 

accurate conductivity measurements 

The isotopic pu1 ty of the D20-H20 mixtures was established by 
2,115,116 

accurate pyknorie try. 	 The pyknometer is shown in 

Fig. 4.2. 	It was calibrated with distilled water. 	The solvent 
2 

composition was calculated from the density by means of the equations: 

Atom fraction D20, n = 92735Ad/(1-0'032 9Jd) 	 (L.1) 

Weight fraction D20, X = 10'2791Ld/(td + 0'997058) 	(4.2) 

where Ad is the difference In density between the isotopically mixed 

solvent and protium oxide. 	It the Isotoi;ic composition was above 

9 	D20, it was determined by n.m.r 17  9% 	and sometimes confirmed by 

density measurements. The method used for the n.m.r. determinations 

was as follows. To several samples of "pure" deuterium oxide known 

weights of protium oxide were added and the integrated peak height 

of the proton signals determined using a Perkin-Elmer Mode]. RiO 



Figure 4.2 }yknometer 

/ A \  

14 cms. 

KEY: - 

A Arms constructed from 

graduated pipettes. May 

be read to 0.0005 ml. 

B Glass bulb. 

Volume 44.3090 ml.+ 0.0002 m]. 

5 ems. 
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spectrometer (60 MHz.). 	A graph of integrated peak height against 

weight of added protium oxide was plotted (Fig. 4.3). 	The 

integrated peak height of an "unknown" sample was determined and the 

corresponding protium oxide content read from the graph. The 

results were reproducible to 0002 wt.%. 	A sample of Norsk Hydro- 

Elektrisk D20 was found to have an isotopic purity of 9979 wt.%, 

precisely the same as that stated by the manufacturers. 	This 

method of isotopic analysis can only be used satisfactorily when the 

solvent contains a low proportion of protium oxide. 

To compare both methods of D 2  0 analysis, the composition of a 

sample of D20 from the Koch-Light Laboratories was determined. 

Pyknometry gave 9982 mole% D 2  0 whereas n.m.r. gave 9977 wt. 

(99'74 mole ). 

Hydrochloric Acid 

Constant boiling hydrochloric acid was prepared by distillation 

of a solution (density - 110gn./m1.) of A.H. hydrochloric acid. 

The apparatus consisted of a 5 1. quickf it flask into which was 

fitted a pyrex column packed with glass beads. 	A modified still 

head and spiral condenser fitted into the top of the column. 

Saturated chlorine water (3 ml.) was added to the acid (3 1.) and 

the solution was boiled for half an hour to remove traces of bromine. 

One litre of acid was distilled over and discarded. 	The next 

11 1. of distillate was collected overnight (17 hours) and taken as 

the constant boiling fraction. 	During the course of the 

distillation the atmospheric pressure changed from 74.25 mm. Hg to 

mm. Hg. An average value of 7483 would indicate a 
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Figure 4.3 Determination of' D20 Composition by N.M.R. 

Wt.$ Added H 2  0 
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distillate ooiriposition of about T I:25 wt., HG].. 	However 

gravimetric analysis for chloride gave a value of 20177 ± 0313 

wt.% HC1. (69319 + 0'0036m). 	The composition determined by the 

gravimetric analysis suggests that the pressure inside the 

distillation apparatus was considerably higher than the average 

atmospheric pressure. Since there was a very narrow air leak at 

the top of the condenser, it is possible that this was in fact the 

case. 

The composition of the distillate was re-determined two years 

later by accurate pyknometry. 	The density of the HO]. was 

109572 + )OOOOl gm./ml. corresponding to 20180 + 0,002 wt. 
119 

HC 1. 

The original value of 20,177 wt.%. was used in all experiments. 

Sodium Chloride 

Pinching and Bates 120 found that 0001 moie bromide in 

Reagent-grade sodium chloride caused the silver, silver chloride 

electrode potential to depart from its reversible value by 001 my. 

and that higher bromide concentrations lead to increasing errors. 

Their method for NaCl purification which involves the complete 

removal of bromide was adopted. 

Chlorine gas (1.0.1. Ltd.) was bubbled through a filtered 

saturated solution of A.H. sodium chloride. Free halogens were 

then removed by boiling. The salt was precipitated twice by 

bubbling hydrogen chloride gas (Cambrian Chemicals Ltd.) through 

the solution. 	It was collected on a sintered glass filter and 
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washed with small portions of water. The precipitate was dried 

at 1400C (atmospheric pressure) for 15 mm. and then at 10000 and 

01 mm. Hg pressure for several hours. A 01 M solution of the 

dried salt had a pH of L8. 

The salt was then fused in order to remove occluded hydrochloric 

acid. This was carried out in a platinum crucible in an atmosphere 

of dry nitrogen. When molten, the salt was quickly poured into 

a platinum basin and allowed to cool in a dessicator. The pH of 

a 01M solution of the final product was 811, the same as that of 

the conductivity water. 

Gravimetric analysis for chloride gave 01 =•6066 + 

(theoretical 60'664). 

Potassium Chloride 

A.R. potassium chloride was purified in the same manner as the 

sodium chloride. An approximately 01 M solution had a pH of 63. 

Gravimetric analysis for chloride gave Cl = 4757 + 001% 

(theoretical 4755'%). 

Sodium Carbonate 

A.R. sodium carbonate was recrystallised from water and dried 

overnight at 2000C. 	It was then ground to a fine powder and further 

dried for 3 hours at 200°C. 

Potentiometric titration against HC1 (B.D.H., C.V.S.) gave a 

purity of 10011 + oi%. 
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Nitrogen 

"White Spot" nitrogen (B.0.C. Ltd.) was purified by passing 

through a Dresohel bottle containing concentrated sulphuric acid 

and then through self indicating silica gel, and "Sofnolite" 

self indicating soda lime contained in glass drying towers. Traces 

of oxygen were removed by passing the gas through a 1 cm. diameter 

quartz tube containing copper turnings heated to 600°C. 	It was 

then pre-saturated at 25°C with solvent close in isotopic composition 

to that of the cell solution. 

4.2 Organic Acids 

Maleic Acid 

Maleic acid (B.D.H. Ltd.) was recrystallised from distilled 

water. 	It was then crystallised from distilled acetone and dried 

in the atmosphere at room temperature. The infra-red spectrum of 

the acid and the gas-liquid chromatogram of the methyl ester showeJ 

no trace of the fumaric isomer. Analysis by potentiometric tit-

ration 121 of the acid against standardised NaOH (B.D.H., C.V.F.) gave 

a purity of 99 09 ± 01%. 

When heated slowly in a melting point tube the acid appeared to 

melt at 130-1320C and when heated quickly melted at 141-1430C. 

However when heated quickly on a Kofler Hot Stage Melting Point 

Apparatus, which allowed the observation of individual orystal, 

the acid commenced melting at 1L20C but about 95% remained in the 

solid form until 1480C when it melted sharply. 	The melting 

points reported in the literature range from 130-144
0 C and appear 
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to depend on the rate of heating. The highest and therefore 

probably most reliable value is that of German, et al. 
122 who 

report 143-1 C. The low melting points reported in the 

literature probably arise from the formation of the anhydride. 

Benzoic Acid 

A.R. benzoic acid (specified purity better than 999%) was 

purified by sublimation of small quantities in a stoppered B24 test 

tube. 	The product was collected at the top of the tube. 	The 

melting point, determined using a Kofler Hot Stage Apparatus, 

was 122-12250C (lit. 122°C). 

Salicylic Acid 

A.R. salicylic acid (specified purity better than 999%) was 

recrystallised from water and dried over P205  under vacuum 

(01 mm. Hg) overnight. 	The melting point was 158-159°C 

(lit. 1585-1610C). 

y-iiesoroylic Acid 

2,6-Dihydroxybenzoio acid (Koch-Light Ltd.) was shaken with 

sodium bicarbonate and washed with ether to remove un-ionized 

organic compounds (resorcinol). 	The aqueous solution was separated 

and acidified with 2N H 2  so to precipitate the resorcylic acid. 

This was filtered off and recrystallised five times from water 

until the mother-liquor was clear. The product was dried under 

reduced pressure and stored in the dark. The melting point was 

1615-16550C with decomposition (lit. 167°C). 	Analysis by 

potontiometric titration of the acid against standardised NaOH 

(B.D.H., c.V.S.) gave a purity of 9995 ± o•i%. 

ri \\ 
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Chapter 5. 	E.M.F. Measurement. 
5.1  Equipment 

The Cell 

The design of the cell is shown in Fig. 5.1. 	Because of 

the limited availability of deuterium oxide, the capacity of the 

cell had to be minimised. The cell was designed so that the 

whole of the electrode stems were at the temperature of the 

thermostat bath. 	If the glass electrode stem is allowed to 

project above the thermostat bath oil level, the temperature of 

the electrode surface and its filling solution may change with 

variations in atmospheric temperature with consequent changes in 

the potential measured by the electrode. 	Seven ml. of solution 

were required to cover the electrode measuring surfaces. 	The 

cell solutions were flushed with nitrogen which was pre-saturated 

with solvent at cell solution temperature. 	To achieve this two 

pre-saturator units were constructed and joined to each of the 

cell compartments. 	The pre-saturators each held about 1 ml. of 

solution. 	Two capillary tubes were attached to the cell to allow 

the nitrogen to escape. 

The whole apparatus was made from pyrex glass and in all 

four cells were constructed. 

Thermostat Laths 

Two 60 1. copper thermostat baths were used; one contained 

Shell Diala "B" oil, the other contained water. 	All e.m.f. 

measurements were made in the oil bath. The water bath was used 
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igure 5.1 Cell ±or E.N.F. Determinations 

Actual size. 

KEY: - 
A Glass electrode cavity. 
B Silver, silver chloride electrode cavity. 

C Nitrogen exits. 
B Nitrogen pre—saturating units. 

L Oil level. 
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for storing the electrodes and standard cells. The oil bath was 

maintained at 25 ± O'Ol°C by means of a toluene regulator (Gallenkamp, 

Type TM-560) connected to a modified A.E.I., Type EA4, relay unit. 

The mercury and toluene In the regulator were purified. The heat 

input to the oil bath was controlled by a "Variac" which allowed 

adjustment of the potential applied to the bath heater. 	The oil 

bath temperature was determined with an N.P.L. calibrated thermo-

meter. The oil bath was efficiently stirred. The water bath 

temperature was controlled to 25 ± 01°C using a mercury contact 

thermometer in conjunction with a "Sunvic" relay. 

pparatus for E.M.F. Measurement 

E.m.f. measurements were made using a Pye Vernier Potentiometer 

(catalogue No-7568) in conjunction with an E.I.L. Vibron Electro- 

meter Model 33B-2 as null indicator (Fig. 5.2). 	To assist in 

the detection of the null point, a Pye Scalamp Galvanometer (Type 

7903/3) was connected through a resistance network to the Vibron 

"output" terminal. By this means a 001 my. change In e.m.f. 

could be detected. The potentiometer was standardised with 

either of two calibrated Weston Normal Cells (Cambridge Instruments 

Ltd.). 	Their e.m.fs. were stated to be 101861 and 101862 absolute 

volts at 20°C (1018)4 and 101842 volts at 250C). The container 

for these cells was filled with oil and stored in the water bath 

at 25°C. 	It was found necessary to shield all leads and to 

connect the shields to a common earth. 	The relays, galvanometers, 

electrometer, and potentiometer were all placed on an earthed 
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equl-potential aluminium sheet. 

Glass Electrodes 

The glass electrodes used in the determination of hydrogen 

ion activity were either E.I.L. GHS33  (EILH) or Beckman AS2LC 

(BMNH) electrodes.*  For sodium activity measurements an E.I.L. 

0EA33 sodium selective electrode (EILN), an E.I.L. GKN33 

potassium selective electrode (EILK), and a Beckman 39137 cation 

selective electrode (BMNC) were used. * To enable the electrodes 

to be transferred rapidly between solutions, they were mounted 

in slightly extended B24 cones. They were held In position by 

split polythene tubing at the lower end of the cone and by a split 

rubber bung at the upper end (Fig. .3). 	The whole of the 
electrode stem was surrounded by self indicating silica gel and 

cotton wool to prevent condensation which could result in electrical 

leakage. This also ensured a minimal temperature effect on the 

electrode when it was transferred between solutions. As a further 

precaution against condensation on the electrode stem the polythene 

and rubber supports were coated with wax. 

Silver, Silver Chloride Electrodes 

These were of the electrolytic type and were prepared in 

accordance with the directions of Brown 123  and Ives and Janz.100  

The electrodes were mounted on an extended B7 soda glass cone 

(Fig. 5.4). 	The electrode base was made from 002" diameter 

The abbreviations used throughout this thesis for the glass 
electrodes are given in parentheses. 



Figure 5.3 Glass Electrode Mounting 
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KEY:- 

> A 	Glass electrode. 

B 	Extended B 24 cone. 

C 	Cotton wool. 

D• 	Self indicating silica gel. 

A - E 	Split polythene tube. - D 	 ' 	ax coating. 

G 	Split rubber bung. 

B 24 \-4 	[L/.- 
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I"igure 5.4  Silver, Silver Chloride 

Electrode Construction 

- F 

KEY: - 

A Platinum wire base. 
D 	 B Purified mercury. 

C Extended B7 soft glass cone. 

D Thick copper wire. 

E Split polythene tube support. 

F Araldite seal. 

C 
	

G- Terminal connector. 
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ure 5.5 Electrolysis Apparatus 

KEY: - 

A 500m1. flask. 

B Silver cyanide trap. 

C Central electrode. 

E Silver, silver chloride 

electrode sites (8). 
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platinum wire fused into the soda glass support. The tip of the 

platinum wire was fused to avoid sharp edges which may cause 

uneven deposition of silver. The tube was thoroughly dried before 

clean mercury was poured in. 

The electrodes were prepared In batches of eight. The 

platinum bases were cleaned by anodising in cioentrated nitric 

acid using a platinum cathode and a current of li ma. 	This was 

followed by prolonged washing In conductivity Water. The 

electroplating apparatus Is shown in Fig. 5.5. 	The central 

platinum electrode was separated from the other electrodes so as 

to prevent silver cyanide formed at the anode during electrolysis 

mixing with the bulk of the solution. 

After anodising and washing, the electrodes were silver plated. 

This was accomplished using a solution of recrystalll8ed potassium 

silver cyanide (10 gm./i.). 	The concentration of cyanide ion in 

this solution was reduced to a minimum by the addition of a 

solution of A.R. silver nitrate until the precipitated silver 

cyanide remained undissolved on shaking. The silver plating was 

carried out at a current density of 04 ma- cm: (about 05 ma. for 

the eight electrodes) for about 7 hr. 	At the start of plating a 
current of 08 ma. was used for 30 mm. to ensure that a large 

number of silver nuclei were formed and that consequently the 

silver layer would adhere well to the platinum surface. The 

silver plate was snowy white. 

The plated electrodes were washed for a few hours with 

conductivity water, left overnight in A.R. ammonia, and then washed 
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for 2 days with conductivity water. The electrodes were then 

made the anode in a cell containing bromide free 01 N HOl and 

electrolysis was carried out with a current of 05 ma. for +5 

minutes. 	This was sufficient to convert about 10% of the silver 

to silver chloride, this proportion having been found by previous 

workers 100  to give the most reproducible reu?s. 	The electrodes 

at this stage were purple. They were well wathed with water and 

then stored under nitrogen in conductivity water in the dark. They 

were always kept at 25°C. At least 3 days were required before 

reliable inter-comparison (bias) potentials were obtained. 	A 

Vibron Electrometer was used for the interoomparison; the electro-

lyte was a very dilute sodium chloride solution. Usually six out 

of each batch of eight agreed to within 002 my. Warming the 

electrodes and/or interconnecting them made no improvement in the 

bias potentials. 

Procedure 

5.2.1. General 

This section contains the more general features of the 

procedure for e.m.f. measurement. Details of solutions and 

specific techniques are given In the relevant sections. 	A series 

of e.m.f. measurements, or "run", was carried out by transferring 

a glass electrode between solutions of different concentrations 

each containing a silver, silver chloride electrode. The normal 

procedure was as follows. A clean dry cell was placed in the 

therniostatted oil bath and 7 ml. of the solution under test was 

iipetted under nitrogen Into the cell. 	About 1 ml. of solution 
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was placed in each of the two pre-saturator units. Nitrogen 

as bubbled through the solution for about 30 seconds in order 

to exclude oxygen which has a detrimental effect on the silver, 

silver chloride electrode in acidic media. The nitrogen was 

partially saturated with solvent contained in a Dresohel bottle 

stored in the water bath at 250C. 	It was "h(SLI passed through both 

pre-saturator units and finally through the cell measuring 

compartment. Thermal equilibration of the cell and solution with 

the oil bath took about 10-15 mm. 

The electrodes were usually stored in conductivity water in 

suitable containers in the water bath. While the electrodes were 

being transferred to the cell they were washed twice with cell 

solution contained in two small (221  ml.) vessels stored in the 

oil bath. The excess drops of water or solution were removed 

by touching with a tissue. This electrode transfer technique was 

found to give the most reproducible results and was always used 

for transferring electrodes from one cell to another as well as 

for the initial washing process. Washing was carried out as 

quickly as possible so as to minimise cooling of the electrodes 

and usually took 10-15 seconds for each electrode. A very 

similar electrode transfer technique has recently been recommended 

by Beck, Bottom and Covington. 124  

The electrodes were placed in the first solution a few hours 

before measurements were taken 80 as to ensure complete equili- 

bration of the system. 	When a steady e.m.f. value had been 

obtained, the glass electrode was transferred to a second solution 



which already contained a second silver, silver chloride electrode 

and the e.m.f. was again observed. 	In the majority of cases, for 

transfers between solutions of similar isotopic composition, there 

was little or no detectable variation of e.m.f. with time after 

about 10-15 mm. from the time of a transfer. 	The e.m.f. variation 

during this settling down period is probably electrical rather than 

electrochemical in origin. 126  Drifting of the e.m.f. may usually 

be attributed to variations in the asymmetry potential of the glass 

electrode 12_5  and can be allowed for using the extrapolation 

procedure of Covington and Prue. 91 

Fig. 5.6 illustrates the usual types of e.m.f. variation with 

time and the extrapolation procedure adopted to take this into 

account. This sort of behaviour was typical of electrode transfers 

between solutions of similar isotopic composition. 	The initial 

rapid change of e.m.f. followed by a zero, or slight and approxim-

ately linear change was also observed by Wynne-Jones et al. 126 

for high resistance glass electrodes. 	If, when the glass electrode 

Was transferred from one solution to another, after the initial 

"electrical" effect, there was a slight drift of e.m.f. (Fig. 5.6, 

solution 2), the linear portion of the e.m.f.-time curve was 

extrapolated back to the time of transfer, Ti. 	The e.in.fs. of' 

cells 1 and 2 are thus F1  and E2  at time Ti. 	It is convenient to 

define the "standard" e.m.f. of the system as the standard e.m.f. 

at time T1. 	This is not a true standard e.m.f. however since the 

standard e.m.f. of a glass electrode may vary with time because of 

asymmetry potential changes. 	It is desirable that the e.m.f. 
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assigned to cell 3 should contain a contribution from the standard 

e.m.f. which is the same as that for cells ]. and 2. 	The value of 

E3  may be obtained by considering the change In the e.m.f. of 

cell 2, i.e. (E - E2), to be due to an alteration in the standard 

potential of the electrode between the transfers at times T1  and 

T2. 	Thus 	equals 	- (E-E3 	 2 2). 	This procedure may be 

extended to further solutions. 	Clearly, it j  only valid if 

the small e.m.f. drifts may be ascribed to variations in the 

asymmetry potential. 	In some cases, particularly when the glass 

electrode had been used for a considerable length of time, there 

was no significant drifting of the e.m.f. 	In these cases the 

extrapolation procedure was not required. 

Wynne-Jones at al. 126  showed that extrapolations of e.m.f. 

values to the time of glass electrode transfer may give errors 

with high resistance glass electrodes of the order of ± 03 my. 

The present work indicates that, provided the glass electrodes 

are suitably pre-treated and carefully handled, errors may be 

reduced to less than 005 mv. 

To ensure that there was no drifting of the Instruments, the 

electrometer was switched on and the batteries attached to the 

potentiometer several days before a run. 

Usually two silver, silver chloride electrodes with a 

negligible bas potential were used for each run and were used for 

alternate solutions. 

5.2.2. Measurements with Cation Selective Glass Electrodes 

Activity Coefficients for NaCl in 1120  and D20 

The e.m.f. of cells each containing a silver, silver chloride 
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electrode and sodium chloride 8OlUtiOflS of different concentrations 

were determined by transferring a glass electrode between the 

cells and measuring the e.m.f. as a function of time. 	The cell 

solutions were made up by weight and vacuum connections were 

applied. 	Usually five or six solutions were used for each run, 

their concentrations ranging from about 01 - 1.0 m. Each 

solution was saturated with silver chloride to prevent dissolution 

of the silver chloride from the silver, silver chloride electrodes. 82 

Since the solubility of silver chloride in sodium chloride is rather 

low., 127  it was assumed to have a negligibleeffect on the results. 

E.m.f. readings were. initially taken for about one hour for each 

solution 128  but this was found to be unnecessarily long; to 

obtain consistent results thirty minutes were usually sufficient. 

For the EILN and EILK electrodes, 10 - 20 mm. were usually 

required for the ean.f. to attain a steady or negligible drift. 

However relatively large drifts (005 - 010 mv./10 mm.) were 

always observed with the BNC electrode. 	The pH of each solution 

was determined after use by means of a Beckman combined glass/calomel 

electrode (AD2LC) and a Pye Master pH meter (catalogue n.l1068). 

These pH measurements were made to check that the value of (pH - pNa) 

was greater than five units and hence confirm that there was no 

significant electrode response to hydrogen ions (see Seotion7.3). 

For each of the cation selective electrodes (EILN, EILJ, 

BMNC), two runs in both H20 and D 2  0 were made together with an 

extended run of ten solutions with the EILN electrode. When not in 

use the electrodes were stored in 01 m sodium chloride. 
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_Transfers of the Glass Electrodes between H20 and D20 

Transfers of glass electrodes between sodium chloride in 

H20 and D20 were accomplished in the following manner. Solutions 

of sodium chloride in H 2  0 and D 2  0 were made up by weight. A glass 

and silver, silver chloride electrode were then allowed to attain 

equilibrium in the solution containing H20. When equilibrium had 

been established, the glass electrode was transferred firct to the 

sodium chloride/D20 solution and then back to the sodium chloride/ 

1120 solution allowing a minimum of 30 mm. in each solution. By 

this procedure, the difference in e.m.f a. for the cells containing 

sodium chloride in H20 and sodium chloride in D 2  0 may be determined 

twice for each glass electrode for oach solution pair. 	Three pairs 

of solutions with concentrations of about 01 in. were made up and 

both E.I.L. electrodes were used in each pair. 	Only one run was 

made with the Beckman electrode. 	One pair of 10 in solutions 

was also used for e.in.f. measurements with the two E.I.L. electrodes. 

Transfers of the E.I.L. electrodes between saturated solutions of 

sodium chloride in H20 and D20 were made in a similar manner. 

Slight drifts in the e.rn.f. were usually observed after electrode 

transfer. These were more pronounced for the Beckman electrode 

than for the two E.I.L. electrodes. 

Selectivity Constants 

The selectivities of the electrodes for sodium ions and 

potassium ions with respect to protons were determined. 	Only 

approximate values of the selectivity constants were necessary and 

these were determined in the following manner. 	Into 50 ml. of a 
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volumetrically prepared 01 M sodium or potassium chloride solution 

In a 100 ml. beaker were inserted a cation selective glass electrode 

and a silver, silver chloride electrode. 	The e.m.f. was measured 

directly with a Vibron Electrometer, the "back-off" control being 

used when necessary to obtain more precise measurements. To the 

solution, the pH of which had previously been cietermined, were 

added small quantities (ca. 01 ml.) of 01 M HG]. (B.D.H.,C.V.S). 

The e.m.f. was measured after each addition. 	The acid was 

delivered from a 5 ml. burette and the solution stirred with a 

magnetic stirrer. Usually 3 ml. of acid was added. The measure-

ments were made at room temperature. 

Measurements with Hydrogen Ion Selective Glass Electrodes 

Activity Coefficients for 1101 and DC]. 

The determination of the activity coefficients of HC1 was made 

by transferring a glass electrode between HC1 solutions of 

different concentrations each containing a silver, silver chloride 

electrode and measuring the s.m.fs. of the cells so formed. 	The 

solutions were made up from a stock 1101 solution prepared from the 

constant boiling 1101. 	When runs were made In 1101, the glass 

electrode was stored in H 2  0 and for runs in DC1 electrode storage 

was in D20. The glass electrode was always placed in the first 

acid solution several hours before the commencement of a run. The 

determination of the activity coefficients of DC1 and 50% 1101-DC1 

solutions were made in the same manner as for 1101. Usually six 

solutions were used for each experiment. Generally 15 mm. were 

required for the e.m.f. to show little or no drift. 	The Beckman 
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electrode was used for 1101, DCl and 50 H01-DC1 but the E.I.L. 

electrode was only used for 1101. 

Transfers of the Glass Electrodes between HC1 and DOl 

Transfers of the glass electrodes between 1101 and DCl 

solutions were carried out in a similar manner to that in which 

the transfers between NaCl in H20 and NaCl in 1)20  were made. The 

1101 solutions were made up from a stock solution prepared from 

the constant boiling 1101. The concentrations of these solutions 

were in the range 0003 - 002 m. 	The DC1 solutions were prepared 

in a similar manner. Each DOl solution had an 1101 counterpart of 

similar concentration. 	Both the E.I.L. and Beckman electrodes 

were transferred between these solution pairs. 

It was thought that 15-20 mm. would be sufficient time to 

allow for equilibrium to be established after an electrode transfer. 

However it was found that after a transfer, several hours were 

required before a steady potential was obtained. 	When this 

occurred the glass electrode was returned to the first solution; 

several hours were again required to establish equilibrium. 

5.2.4. Measurement of Acid Dissociation Constants 

The dissociation constants of the four organic acids were 

determined in a similar manner. A stock buffer solution of the 

acid under investigation was made up by the addition of solvent 

to a mixture of the acid, sodium carbonate and sodium chloride. 

Normally six buffer solutions of different concentration were 

prepared by dilution of this stock solution. All solutions were 

made up by weight and vacuum corrections were applied. 
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The glass and silver, silver chloride electrode pair was 

standardised in an approximately 002 m HC1 reference solution. 

This was made up for each run by dilution of the constant boiling 

acid with solvent. The electrodes were allowed to reach a 

constant potential by immersion in the reference solution several 

hours before the beginning of the run. The Lass electrode was 

then transferred to a buffer solution which contained a second 

silver, silver chloride electrode and e.m.f. measurements made for 

between 15 and 30 mm. depending on the time required to establish 

a steady e.m.f. 	The glass electrode was then transferred to a 

second buffer solution. When measurements had been made on the 

first three buffer solutions, the glass electrode was returned to 

the reference HC1 solution and the e.m.f. again noted. 	Transfers 

were then made between the remaining three buffer solutions and 

finally the glass electrode was returned to the reference solution. 

It was necessary to obtain these additional e.m.f. readings for the 

reference HC1 solution in order to check that there had ben no 

alteration in the "standard" e.m.f. of the glass electrode. Usually 

a run lasted three hours during which time the "standard" e.m.f. 

rarely altered by more than 005 my. The extrapolation procedure 

(Section 5.2.1) was used when required. 

In some early experiments, an acetic acid buffer solution, 

as recommended by King and Prue, 129  was used instead of H01 as a 

reference solution. 	This was found to give unreprodu3ible results. 

The Beckman electrode (BMNH) was used for all experiments 

with the exception of one determination of pL1  for resorcylic acid. 
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Buffer Solutions 

The cells used in the determination of dissociation constants 

are of the form: 

Glass Electrode I FiA(m1),NaA(m2),NaCl(rn)  I A ifl.,Ag 	(5.1) 

where m1, in2  and in3  are the stoichiometric molalities of the acid, 

sodium salt of the acid and sodium chloride respectively. The 

thermodynamic dissociation constant K of the weak acid HA Is 

given by: 

K = (H)(A)/(IiA) = 

	

= 1H]r.rFI+yA_/yJA 	 (5.1) 

The term r is called the buffer ratio. 	It may be shown that: 

	

r = ([H] + m2)/(m1  - [H]). 	 (5.2) 

If the acid Is weak (pK >, Li-) then m >> {H] <<in2  and if m1  = in2  

then r will equal unity and the solution will be well buffered. 

This Is the case for benzoic acid and very nearly so for salicylic 

acid. 	In these buffer solutions in1  = in2  = in  3. 	However, if the 

acid Is relatively strong (K 2) then {H] becomes significant 

with respect to m  and m2  and if in1  = in2 then r 1. 	This is the 

case for malsic acid (p2. - 2) and in particular for resorcylic 

acid (p2 ' L). 	In these cases the value calculated for r with 

equation 5.2 is strongly dependent on [H]. 	In order to obtain 

precise values for the thermodynamic dissociation constant of 

these relatively strong acids there are two requirements which 

must be satisfied by the buffer solution: 
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1) A low ionic strength so that, 

a short extrapolation to zero ionic strength is 

possible. 

an accurate value for [ff+]  can be calculated using 

the Debye-HUckel equation, 

2) a considerable proportion of undissociated acid must be 

present so that the value of (m1  - {HJ) is large with respect to 

Unfortunately these two requirements are 1utually exclusive. A 

compromise between them must be found. 

Taking the case o y resorcylic acid as an example. 

Assuming K = io -  (pK = 1) then neglecting activity coefficients: 

10 	= [H +](M2 + H])/(m1 - [1) = [H]r. 	(5.3) 

If, as for benzoic acid and salicylic acid, m = m2  = m3  (= 001 

say), then for Y-resorcyiic acid [H] = 0009 m whence [A] 

0,019 in and {IiA] = 0001 in. 	Therefore r = 19; I = 0'03. Clearly 

this should be avoided since (in1 - [H]) is a small difference 

between large quantities and is therefore difficult to determine 

accurately. Table 5.1 gives the values of r and I for different 

cell concentrations. 

Table 5.1, I-Resoroylic Acid Buffer Solutions 

m   m   m  [H41 [A] [HA] r I 

001 0'01 OO]. 0009 01019 0001 19 003 
0'02 001 0c,1 0016 0026 OOOL 6'6 o'o. 
006 002 002 0038 0058 0022 26 008 
003 001 0'01 0'023 0 033 0'007 47 0'04 
0*05 0101 001 0035 0045 0.015 3'0 006 
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It is evident that a ratio of m1:m2:zri3  = 3:1:1 with 	03 

would be an acceptable compromise. 

Similar calculations were made for maleic acid and a ratio 

m1:in2:m3  = 2:1:1 with r- 	003 was accepted as a good compromise 

between ionic strength and buffer ratio. 

Benzoic Acid Buffer Solutions 

Since the solubility of benzoic acid is low (ca. 0025 rn), 

L-ie concentrations in the stock buffer were restricted to about 

002 in. 	About 80 ml. of stock solution were prepared and from 

this six cell solutions (15 20 ml. each) were made ranging in 

acid concentration from 0,005 - 002 in. 	Two independent runs 

were made with H 2  0 as solvent and two with D20 as solvent. 	Six 

independent runs with varioua mixtures of H20-D20 as solvent were 

also made. For experiments using deuterated solvent, the 

reference solution had the same deuterium atom fraction as the 

buffer solutions. 

SalioTlic Acid Buffer Solutions 

Solubility problems similar to those encountered with benzoic 

acid arise with salicylic acid (solubility ca. 0015 in). Eighty 

ml. of stock solution (in1 = in2  = in3  = 001 in) were made and cell 

solutions with an acid concentration (m,) ranging from 0004 - 001 in 

were prepared from this. The solvents were the seine as for 

benzoic acid. 

Y-Resorcyllc Acid Buffer Solutions 

Eighty ml. of stock solution were prepared. The ratio of the 

stoichioinebrjc molalities m1:m2:m3  was 3:1:1. 	The value of in1  was 



approximately 004 in. 	Six cell solutions were made from this 

stock, the value of m1  ranging from 0002 - OOL in. 	The buffer 

ratios were in the region of five. 	The dissociation constant was 

determined in 1120  and D20 by two independent experiments in each 

solvent. 

Maleic Acid Buffer Solutions 

About 70 ml. of stock buffer solution were made. 	The ratio 

was 2:1:1. 	The value of in1  was about 006 m. From this 

stock solution six cell solutions were made. The acid molality 

(m1) ranged from about 002 - 006 m and the buffer ratios were 

approximately unity. Two Independent runs were made with 1120  as 

solvent but only one with D20 as solvent was made. 

r.i 
L!1IJ 



Chapter 6. 	Conductivity Measurement. 

6.1 Equipment 

Bridge Circuit 

This is shown in Fig. 6.1. 	The oscillator was a Tinsley 

Bridge Oscillator Type 4159 which had been modified to cover the 

frequency range 250-5000  Hz. 	The detector was a Type 1232-A 

Tuned Amplifier and Null Detector (General Radio Co.). 	The 

bridge was a Tinsley Electrolytic Conductivity Bridge Type 4896. 

All apparatus was earthed and shielded cable was used for inter- 

connections. 	It was found necessary to isolate the detector 

from the bridge and this was accomplished by a 3:1 step-up 

L.F. Transformer "F" (Fig. 6.1). 	At low frequencies the capacity 

of the cell was less than the residual capacitance of the bridge. 

In order to balance the circuit under these conditions, a 470  pF. 

capacitance "H" was permanently fitted across the terminals at 

which the cell was connected to the bridge. When an Advance Type 

S066 L.F. Signal Generator was used in place of the modified Tinsley 

Oscillator the resistance measurements differed by about 001%. 

Conductivity Cell 

The cell design, which was based on that of Kraus at al. ,130 

is shown in Fig. 6.2. 	Full details of its construction,the 

determination of the cell constant, and the platinisation of the 

electrodes will be given elsewhere.13' The empty cell weighed 

327068 gm. and the cell constant was 063507 + 000004cm 	(standard 

error of twelve results). 	About 300 ml. of solution were required 



Figure 6.1 Bridge Circuit 

KEY;- 

- 	A Oscillator. 

C To cell. 

D Detector. 

B Earth connections. 

F Transformer. 

H 470pF. capacitor. 

N 240v. A.C. mains. 

c1  R1  Balancing arm capacitor and resistance. 
R39  H4  Ratio arms resistances. 

Switch to Wa6ner earth. 

S 2 9  h59H6, C6  Wagner earth components. 
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Figure 6.2 Conductivity Cell 

KEY: - 

A 500m1. pyrex flask. 

B Pyrex-soda graded seal, 

C Copper leads. 

D Oil level, 

E Mercury. 

F Cell compartment. 

G Stopper. 

H Brass connectors. 

I Lightly platinised platinum electrodes. 

J Nitrogen inlet. 
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for resistance measurements. 	Mixing of solutions was effected 

by rocking the cell. When not in use the whole vessel was 

filled with conductivity water. 	The electrode surfaces were 

never allowed to dry out. 

6.2 Procedure 

6.2.1 General 

Determinations were always carried out according to the 

following pattern. About 450 ml. of solvent (H20 or H20-D20 

mixtures) were run into the cell directly from the de-ionizing 

resin column and the cell was then weighed. An atmosphere of 

nitrogen was always maintained in the cell. 	The conductivity 

of the solvent was determined with a Wayne Kerr Universal Bridge 

Type B221A. 	The specific conductance of protium oxide was 

always about 10 7obT1cin and that of solvents with high deuterium 

atom fraction about 108ohmcm1  Solvent of higher conductivity 

was rejected. 	In the case of solvent mixtures, about 45 ml. 

of solvent were taken from the cell and analysed for deuterium 

content by pyknometry. A further 70 ml. were removed to make 

up a stock acid solution. 	The cell was then immersed in an oil 

bath maintained at 25 ± 0010C and allowed to attain thermal 

equilibrium. 	The oil bath and thermostatting arrangements were 

similar to those for e.m.f. measurement. 

A stock acid solution was made up by weight in a 100 ml. 

qulokf it flask and transferred to a 40 ml. weight burette (Fig. 

6.3). 	Stock solution was carefully added to the cell. 	Thermal 



Figure 6.3 Weight Burette 

Actual size. 
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equilibrium was established in about 30 mm. and the resistance 

of the solution then determined at the frequencies 5001  1,000, 

2,500 and 5,000 Hz. 	A graph of the resistance against the 

reciprocal of the frequency was plotted and a linear extrapolation 

made to determine the resistance at infinite frequency (see Fig. 

6.4 for a typical example). 	This resistance was taken to be the 

true resistance of the solution. 	The resistances obtained from 

the bridge were corrected in accordance with the 

calibration. A sharp bridge balance was obtained by means of 

the Wagner earth facility. Usually an experiment consisted of 

resistance measurements for six different cell solutions. 	The 

bridge gave inaccurate measurements when the cell resistance 

exceeded 10,000 ohms so the concentration of the first solution 

used in the run was chosen to give a resistance below, or at worst 

only slightly above, this value. 

6.2.2. Measurement of Acid Dissociation Constants 

Benzoic Acid 

About 70 ml.. of stock acid solution (ca, 002 M) were made 

up by weight and about 40 ml. transferred to the weight burette. 

For protium oxide, an addition to the solvent in the cell of about 

10 ml. of stock from the weight burette was sufficient to make the 

cell resistance about 10,000 ohms. 	Thereafter 5 ml. portions of 

stock solution were added. 	The range of molarities (calculated 

from molalities) was from about 00006 - 0002 M and the solutions 

had resistances from 10,000 - 5,000 ohms. 	About one hour was 

required for the solvent in the cell to attain thermal equilibrium 
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and a further 30 mm. were required for the equilibrium to be re-

established after the addition of stock acid solution. For work 

with solvents of high deuterium atom fraction, about 30 ml. of 

stock were required initially; this was followed by further 

additions of about 7 ml. Since the conductivity work was only 

intended to supplement the glass electrode results only one run 

in H20 and four in H20-D20 mixtures were made. 

Salicylic Acid 

The results for salicylic acid were obtained in a similar 

manner to those for benzoic acid. About 70 ml. of a stock 

solution (ca. 001 M) of acid were made. 	The initial resistance 

reading was made with a cell solution containing 20 ml. of the 

stock solution. 	The resistances of a further five solutions, 

each prepared by the addition of a further 5 ml. of stock to the 

solution already in the cell, were measured. 	The acid concen- 

trations ranged from 00005 - 0001 M. 	The resistances were in 

the region of 4,000 ohms. One run was made in H20 and four In 

H20-D20 mixtures. 

-Resorcylic Acid 

Y.r::rcylic acid is a relatively strong acid, very 

dilue so1v1ous contain so small a proportion of un-dissociated 

acid molecules that it is difficult to determine the acid dis- 

sociation constant. 	In order to determine this constant, a 

considerable proportion of the acid must be un-ionized and It Is 

therefore necessary to use relatively concentrated solutions. 
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However if the solution is too concentrated its resistance will be 

small and therefore precise resistance measurements would not be 

possible with the present cell. A compromise must be made and 

In this case measurements were made with acid concentrations ranging 

from 060013 - 0003 M. 	The resistances were in the range 1,300 	- 

600 ohms • This was accomplished by making a 0'05  M stock acid 

solution which was added to the solvent in the cell in one 10 ml, 

portion and five 2 ml. portions. 	The dissociation constant was 

determined only in H20. 

Maleic Acid 

Similar difficulties arise in the determination of the first 

dissociation constant of maleic acid as arise with Y-resorcylie 

acid. There is however an additional complication arising from 

the dissociation of the hydrogen mualeate anion. 	The cell solutions 

must therefore be of sufficient concentration to minimise both the 

complete first dissociation and the partial second dissociation of 

the acid. 

It may be shown that for the second dissociation to have a 

negligible (<001%) effect on the value determined for the first 

dissociation constant, the lower limit for the mnaleic acid concen- 

tration is 0001 N. 	This acid concentration is also Bufficient 

to allow a considerable proportion of undissociated acid to be 

present. 

Cell solutions were made with concentrations in the range 

0001 - 0002 N from a 006 N stock solution. 	The measured 
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resistance of these solutions was between 3,000 - 1,200 ohms. 

To obtain the required cell concentrations one J. ml. addition 

and five 15 ml. additions of stock solution were made to the 

solvent in the cell. 	Only the dissociation constant in H20 was 

determined. 
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Chapter 7. 	Measurements with Cation Selective Glass 1ectrodes 

jj Activity Coefficients for NaCl in HO and D20 

1.1.1 Theoretical Introduction 

If a cation selective glass electrode is transferred between 

sodium chloride solutions of different concentrations each 

containing a silver, silver chloride electrode then for each cell 

the e.m.f., E, is related to the NaCl molality, m, by: 

E = E°  - 2k log 	 (7.1) 

provided that the "standard" potential, E°, is the same for all the 

cells (Section 5.2). 	Then for any solution: 

2k loL(m) 	
{ 	

A r/2ml/2/(I + Bd'2am'2)] + bm 	(7.2) 

Irfe 	iia De Ci6iII d such that; 

= E - 2k [log(m) - Ad 2ml/2/(1 + Bd2amV2)] = E°  - 2k bm. (7.3) 

A graph of E' against m will give a straight line of gradient -2kb. 

Values of b were calculated by computer using a least squares 

procedure. 

7.1.2 Results and Discussion 

The experimental results are given in Table 7.1. 	The 

concentrations are expressed on three scales, molar (c), molal (zn), 

and aquamolal (m') [n.b. for solutions in 1120, m = iii 	y and + 

Details of the method of calculating the molarit lea and aquainolallt lea 

from the experimentally determined molalities are given in Appendix B. 

For work involving D20, the isotopic composition of the solvent was 

always in the range 0996 - 0998 (weight fraction). 



Table 7.1 Activity Coefficient Determinations for NaCl. 

Experimental Results 

Electrode: 	EILN 

Solvent: H20 

Run RunL 

o m 
* 

-E o in -E 

033845 034159 005176 023885 024062 003610 

054033 054743 007147 0 24945 0'25134 003816 

059601 060447 0e07879 048863 049456 007017 

086053 087719 009708 0'60306 061171 008037 

104029 106414 01069 090142 091961 010033 

Run 13 Run 13 (Contd.) 

o m -E o m -E 

006280 006306 -002703 042528 042993  006365 

010375 010426 -000300 060236 0'61099 0 08040 
018029 018194 002311 070722 071879 008836 

022554 022718 003359 088880 090650 009972 

034381 035211 005411 098848 101012 010515 

76 

Solvent: D 2  0 

Run  

C 	in 	 m' 

025620 023291 025887 00)453 

038492 035061 038969 006375 

057761 052768  058650 008317 
081880 075083 083452  010022 

091435 083970 093330 010570 

Run 8 

c 	m 	m t -E 

016956 01539 017110 002818 

022133 020110 022352 004065 

045917 041872 046539 0'07511 

063806 058346 064849 009083 

088007 080779 089783 010657 

099118 091136 101293 011256 

* All e.xn.fs. are given in absolute volts. 



Table 7,1 (Contd.) 

Electrode: BMNC 

Solvent: H 2  0 

Run Run 12 

c in -E c in -E 
029253 0'29499 016468 010054 010103 011205 

042286 0' V746 018221 018165 018280 013436 

059550 060395 019862 030576 030841 016396 

0'68584 0'69677 020587 0'40236 046773 0'18335 
105040  107470 022625 073334 074571 020580 

087326 089039 02144 

rti 

Solvent: D 2  0 

Run  

c 	in 	in' 	-E 

025056 022776 025315 015046 

048303 0 44064 048976 018151 

057432 052465  058314 018964 
0'62623 075773  084219  020714 

096161 088375 098226 021450  

Run 10 

rl 	in 	 in 	-E 

010635 009650 010722 011287 

020490  O'18619 020687 014356 

040337 036764 040849 017533 

0614437 058947 065496 019714 

083872 076958 085508 021031 

0'95360 087657 097396 02165 



Table 7.1 (Contd.) 

Electrode: EILK 

Solvent: H 2  0 

Run 3 Run 11 

c in c in 

016056 016151 000406 009590 009635 -0'02060 

023963 021441 002286 012977 0'13047 -000606 

025632 025830 002601 034061 034376 003937 

0 47234 047793 005519 0 44564 045068 005224 
065808 066822 007125 060541 061412 006707 

077367 078733 007923 

r&p 

Solvent: D20 

Run 6 

o 	in 	mo-E 

025636 023305 025903 003090 

041873 038160 042444 00541J4. 
0'60400  0'55202 061355  0'07180 
087133 079965 088879 003988 
109294 100652 1'11872 010136 

Run  

c 	in 	nl' 	-E 

013715 012447  013833 000185 
0'25835 023490 026105 003152 

06142  04.2084 046769 005895 
064564 059053 065626  007520  
077917 071414 0'79363 0 08443 

100403 192348 102028 0'09721 
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The experimental results for NaCl in H 2  0 and D 2  0 gave the 

best fit to equation 7.3 when a was set equal to O A. The values 

obtained for the parameter b, with a set equal to LrO  A, together 

with their standard deviations are given in Table 7.2. For each 

electrode the weighted mean of the two results obtained for b in 

each solvent was calculated. 	The weighted mean, IS. of two values 

of b is given by: 

= (w1b1  + w2b2)/(w1  + w2) 	 (7.4) 

where w1  and w2  are the weights of b1  and b2. 	If a and 32  are 

the standard deviations of b1  and b2, then the weights are given by: 

w1  = l/a 	 (7.5) 

and 	w2  = 1/8. 	 (7.6) 

The standard error, e, of the weighted mean is given by: 

a 	s/(w1  + w2) 112 	 (7.7) 
where 	 a 2 	w1(b1 - 	+ w2(b2 	S) 2 	(7.8) 

The total error, i.e. accuracy, of each value of B is difficult to 

establish. A minimum estimate of this total error can be made by 

assuming it to be equal to the reproducibility of the measurements, 

i.e. the difference between b1  and b2. 	By this means the total 

error of each value of B is at least ± 0002 unit. 

Values of b obtained for the electrodes EILN and EILK agree 

extremely well. When the solvent is H20 the difference in b is 

negligible (B = 00366 [moles/55507  moles solvent] 	for electrode 

EILN and 00371  for electrode E1LK). There is a slight difference 



EIR 

* 
Table 7.2 	Values obtained for b. 

Solvent: H20 

Units 

Run Electrode Molar-  Mo1al 

1 EILN 00421 + 00014 00337 + O'OOlL. 

0048 ± 00002 00366 + 0'0001 

13 
TV  00456 + 00008 00374 + 00008 

(00418 ± 00003) (00366 ± 00002)' 

3 EILK 00444+ 00010 00365 + 00010 

00468  ± II 

 

OOolL,. 00388 + OOOlL. 

( 00451  ± 0 ' 0010) (00371 ± o"oolo) 

2 BMNC 00392 ± 00015 00309 + 0'0014 

12 ff 0'0362 + 00020 00283 ± 00020 

(00383 + 00013) (00302  ± 00012) 

Solvent: D 2  0 

Units 

	

Run 	Electrode 	Molar -1 	 Mo1al 	 Aquamo1al 

	

5 	EILN 	00394 ± 0'0000 00362 ± 00001 00326 + 00001 

	

8 	tv 00368 ± OOOOL. 	00335 + OOOOL. 	00301 + OOOOL. 

(00393 ± 00003) (00361 ± 00006) (0 032 5 ± 00006) 

6 	EILK 00427 ± 00001 00397 + O'OOOl 00358 ± 00801 

9 	it 00409 ± 0'0008 00380  00008 00342 + 00007 

(00427 + 00002) (0'0397 ± 0'0002) (00357 ± 00002) 

7 	BJNC 00306 + 00010 00272 + 00020 00241 + 00010 

10 	it 00298 ± 00010 00250 + 00010 00230 ± 00010 

(00300 + 0 ' 0004) (00259 ± 00005) (00233 ± 00005) 

* Calculated for a = LO A; weighted mean given in parentheses. 

74 The results for Run 13 are not included. 



in E when the solvent is D20 (b = 000325 [molea/55507 moles 

solvent]' and 00357  for electrodes EILN and EILK respectively). 

Electrode BMNC however gave lower values for ; the difference 

was more pronounced in 1)20  than in 1120  (t = 0'0302 [moles/55507 

moles solvent] 	in 1120  and 00233 in 1)20). 

Using the values for 6 obtained with each electrode, the 

negative log, of the activity coefficients of sodium chloride, 

-logy (aquanolal scale), were calculated (Table 7.3). The values 

of -logY+1  obtained by previous workers are given in Table 7.4. A 

graphical comparison of the results may be made by plotting the 

value of (-logy' + A1d'2In u1/"2/fl + B1d2amth/2] against in'. This 

is shown for the results obtained in 1120  in Fig. 7.1. 	The 

literature values are those recommended by Robinson and Stokes 68 

as being the "beat" values and are based on a comparison of previous 

work. 	The lines drawn for the three glass electrodes have the  

slope . 	The results obtained with both E.I.L. electrodes (EILN 

and EILK) confirm those obtained by previous workers over the 

complete concentration range studied. The results obtained with 

the Beckman electrode (BMNC) are less satisfactory and differ from 

the literature values by an amount greater than the estimated error. 

When in' = 10, the Beckman electrode gives a value for -logY' which 

Is 0008 log, unit different from that recommended by Robinson and 

Stokes 68  (the estimated error when in' = l'O 18 + 0002 log, unit 

[see Fig. 7.1]). 	It is evident then that although the Beckman 

electrode used in this work was not as capable of accurate measure-

ments of the activity coefficients of NaCl in 1120  as the two E.I.L. 
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Pablo 7.3 Values determined for -logy for NaCl in 1120 and 

20  at 25°C. 	 - 

* 
1120  

** 
D20 

E ILN E ILK BMNC E ILN E ILK BMNC 
(0* 0366) (00371) (00302) (0'0325) (0 0357)  (000233) 

01 01104 01104 01111 01113 01110 01123 

02 01366 01365 0'1379 01380 01374 01398 

03 01517 01516 01536 01536 01527 01564 

0-4 01618 01616 01643 0l6) 01629 0'1679 

05 01689 01686 01721 01717 01701 01763 

06 01714.1 0'1738 01780 01774 01755 01829 

07 01779 01775 01824 01816 01794 01881 

08 	01807 01803 0'1858 01849 01823 01923 

009 	01828 01823 01665 01873 01845 01956 

10 	091641 01836 01905 0].892 01860 01984  

* 
Values obtained taking A,d]'2 = 05109; B,d'2 = 03287; a = 	0 A. 0 	 0 

** 
Values obtained taking A'dV2 05132; B,d/2 = 03286; a = LVO A. 

Values in parentheses under each electrode name are the values taken 

for b. 



Table 7. 	Values for -log for NaCl ij0obtainedb1 

Previous Workers (25°C). 

mt R H/C S H/N R/? - 

001 0'1086 01085 01072 01118 01088 - 
02 0'1348 0 0 1349 01322 01385 01339 01337 

03 01J.1.98 01500 01469 - 01489 - 
OL. - - 01570 - 0 1594 01586 

05 01666 0'1669 01642 - 01668 - 
0'6 - - 01696 - 01722 01726 

07 01761 0'1759 01735 - 01760 - 
08 - - 0'1764 - 01789 01785 

09 - - 01786 - 01810 - 
10 0'1315 01818 01801 01858 01825 01811 

H 	Robin son75  

H/C Harned and Cook 81 

S Scatchard et al. 74 

H/N Harned and Niins8°  

R/S Robinson and Stokes 68 

K 	Kerwin 10  

* 	Results for D20. 

74 	Calculated to be the "best" values by a comparison 
of other work. 



electrodes, the departures from the literature values are not 

extremely serious. 

The results obtained for the activity coefficients in D20 are 

compared in a similar manner (Fig. 7.2). 	The literature values 

shown are those of Kerwin. 0  These values for -logY are 

systematically higher than those obtained in the present work and 

differ from the results obtained with both of the E.I.L. electrodes 

by an amount greater than the estimated total error (+ 0002 log. 

unit when iii = 10). 	The difference between the results obtained 

with these electrodes for logY1  is rather small (0003 log, unit 

when m' = 10) and is probably not significant. 	The results 

obtained with the Beckman electrode are in the greatest disagree-

ment with the results of Kerwin; at iii' = l'O the difference is 

0017, log, unit. 	It is probable that the results obtained in 

both D 2  0 and H 2  0 with the Beckman electrode disagree with those 

obtained with the E.I.L. electrodes simply because this electrode 

took a lung time to develop a steady potential after transference 

between solutions (Section 5.2) and that consequently the e.m.f./ 

time extrapolation procedure cannot be applied with the same degree 

of certainty as for the other electrodes. 	This is further 

Indicated by the large standard errors for the values of b obtained 

with this electrode. 

The results obtained with the E.I.L. electrodes in D 2  0 are 

probably as reliable as those obtained in H20 because:- 

1) The e.m.f. obtained using these electrodes settled down 

after transfer as quickly in D 2  0 as in H20. 
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2) The standard errors of the values of b for NaCl in D 2  0 

are very small and are comparable with the values obtained 

with H20 as solvent. 

Since the activity coefficients for NaCl in H20 obtained using the 

electrodes agree so well with previous work, the disagreement 

betwexi the results of Kerwin 10  and the present results in D 2  0 is 

difficult to interpret. 	It is possible that the glass electrodes 

were not responding ideally in D 2  0 and that the Beckman electrode 

responded less well than the E.I.L. electrodes. Alternatively the 

estimated total error of the values of b may have been underestimated 

in which case the results obtained with the E.I.L. electrodes 

probably agree with those of Kerwin within the error of both sets 

of experiments. 

In Chapter 2 it was mentioned that Kerwin 10  determined the 

values of k in equation 7.9 for various alkali halides. 

ln'y(D2O) - lny(H2O) = 2k mt 	 (7.9) 

The magnitude and sign of ic may be taken as an indication of the 

difference in the degree of hydration of the salts in H 2  0 and D20. 

A positive value of k would indicate that the salt was more hydrated 

in D 2  0 than in H20.10  For sodium chloride Kerwin obtained the 

value k = + 00012. 	If equation 7.9  is restated as: 

logY(D20) - logYjH20) 	k*mt 	 (7.10) 

then Kerwin's value for k*  is + 00010. 	Values of [logy(D20) - 

logY(H20)] were calculated from the data obtained with each of the 

glass electrodes (Table 7.5) and the results plotted against m 
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Table 7.5 	Values of [logYjQ2O) - logY.42Q)] for NaC1* 

-mf 

	

Present Work 	
Kerwin 10 

EILN 	EILK 	BMNC 

01 -000009 -00006 -00012 -00005 +00001 

02 -00014 -00009 -00019 -00006 +00002 

0'3 -00019 -00011 -00026 -00007 +00003 

04 -00024 -00013 -0'0036 -00008 +O.00OL. 

05 -00028 -00015 -00042  -00008 400005 

0'6 -0'0033 -00017 -00049 -00009 +00006 

07 -00037 -00019 -00057 -00009 +00007 

0'8 -00042  -00020 -00065 -00009 +00008 

0'9 -00045 -00022 -0'0071 -00009 +0 0 0009 

1'0 -00051 -00024 -00079 -000010 +00010 

-00055 	-00029 	-00063 	 +00010 

* 
Calculated with the Debye-HUckel equation: 

log'r = _Atd'2m11'2/(l + Btd 112  am  112) 

where a = L0 A. 
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(Fig. 7.3). The present results may then be readily compared with 

those of Kerwin. Also plotted are the theoretical values obtained 

by use of the Debye-H1ckel equation for the case in which the 

aquaxnolal b values in H20 and D20 are identical; these values are 

labelled "D/H" in Fig. 7.3. 	The values of k* given in Table 7.5 

were determined from the lines drawn "by eye". 	The estimated 

error in the difference [logy(D2o) - logy(H2O)J is about 0003 

	

4.

log, unit when m' = 10 and 0'0003 log, unit when m' = 0'1. 	The 

present results do not confirm those of Kerwin. Whereas Kerwin 

obtained a small positive value for k*,  the values obtained by this 

work are negative and relatively large. 	The mean value of k*  for 

the three electrodes is -00056 log, unit. This would indicate 

that the salt is less hydrated in D20 than in H20. This discrepancy 

between the two sets of results cannot, unfortunately, be fully 

accounted for by the consideration of experimental error alone. If 

however the value of k*  obtained with electrode EILK (-0'0029) is 

considered by itself, this is found to agree with 	 value 

(+O'OOlO) within the probable limits of error of both sets of 

experiments. 	On this basis no firm conclusions can be drawn as 

to the nature of the solvatlon of the sodium and chloride ions in 

H20 and D20 other than the degree of solvation in both solvents is 

very similar. 

7.2 	Transfers of the Glass Electrodes between H20 and D20. 

7.2.1 Theoretical Introduction. 

The e.m.f. of cell 7.1, 

	

Cation Selective Glass ElectrodejNaCl(m' in H2O)AgCl,Ag 	(7.1) 



is given by: 

ER = E - 2k log(m'Y)1 . 	 (7.11) 

Similarly for cell 7.11, 

Cation Selective Glass i1ctrode I £a01 (Lu' in D 2  0)j AgC1,Ag (7.11) 

the e.m.f. is given by: 

ED = E - 2i< 1og(m'r). 
	 (7.12) 

The combination of cells 7.1 and 7.11 gives cell 7.111. 

Cation Selective Glass EleotrodE3INaCl (m' in D20)IAgC1,Ag-
-Ag,AgC1NaCl (m' in H20)ICation Selective Glass Electrode (7.111) 

The standard e.m.f. of cell 7.111 is given by: 

E0 = (E - E) 
	

(7.13) 

provided that the glass electrode asymmetry potential contribution 

to the e.m.f. of cells 7.1 and 7.11 is the same. 	The free energy 

of transfer for the reaction expressed in equation 7.14, 

NaC1(m' in H20) 	-* NaCl(m' in D20) 	(7.1) 

Is given by: 

AGO  = -FE°. 	 (7.15) 

A positive value ofG°t indicates a soontaneous transfer of salt 

from D 2  0 to 1120. 

7.2.2 Results and Discussion 

The experimental results together with the values obtained 

for JE°  are given in Table 7.6. 	In the calculation of LEO, a 

was set equal to LVO  A and the values used for b for each electrode 

rszii 
L'IS] 



Table 7.6 	Calculation of LE°  

Electrode Transfer'— 
Aquamolality E(mv.) 

Run 
1120 D 2  0 1120 D 2  0 c 

14 EILN H/D 009356 0104.24  898 -276 695 677 1218 
D/H 902 -276 699 681 1222 

15 EILK D/H 009356 01042)4. 2530 1289 7.5P 741 1282 
H/D 24V37 1193 761 7144 1285 

16 EILN H/D 009822 010109 886 018 761 714. 1286 
D/H 877 007 777 7'60 1302 

17 EILK H/D o;822 oiui'; 2o68 1179 779 761 13 03 
D/H. 2100 1199 791 773 1315 

18 BMNC H/D 009822 016109 -11590 -12470 777 759 1301 
D/H .-111000 -11975 772 754 1296 

19 EILN H/D 013209 012799 -589 -1181 771 753 1296 
D/H -50 98 -1194  775 757 1300 

20 EILK H/D 013209 012799 624  027 771 753 1296 
D/H 647 042 799 761 1304 

21 EILN H/D 098820 113043 -10260 -11589 736 718 1262 
D/H -10258 .-11589 738 720 1264 

22 EILK H/D 098820 11303 -8848 -10181 699 685 1228 
DIE -88'51 -10181 696 682 1225 

Denotes mode of glass electrode transfer, i.e. H/D means a transfer from 1120  to D20 and 
D/H means a transfer from D20 to 1120,  

L 	 OD° 	0 - 	- EII' 	 [Contd.] 
0 



Table 7.6 [Contd. ] 

Electrode in e  approx. 

	

A 	* 

	

—L. 	O mean A 	 * 
Gt

0  (cal./Mole) 

EILN 01 729 168 

EILK 	 01 	 756 	 174 
BMNC - 01 757 175 

EILN 10 719 166 

- EILK 10 684 158 

* Results are based on aquamolal scale. 
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are those given in Table 7.3. Although the values of AEO  are 

given for three different concentration scales, only the results 

based on the aquamolal scale will be considered in this discussion. 

The mean values of LE°  obtained with each of the electrodes agree 

extremely well. The overall mean of L. 
AEo  at ml  = 01 is 744 ± 

02 mv. (standard error) and at in' = 10 it is 702 + 02 mv. 

(standard error). 	These results are plotted in Fig. 7.4 together 

with the results obtained by Salomaa and Aalto)2  The results 

obtained by Greyson14   and Kerwin 10  are also shown. The abscissa Is 

given as ml
l/2  for convenience. 	The values of L° given at 

m 
j112 = 279 are obtained from solubility measurements. 

For a saturated solution of NaCl in H20, the free energy of 

the solid phase, G5 , is related to G, the partial molal free energy 

in solution by: 

Gs = G = G°  + 2RT ln(m'3) + 2RT 1n(Y) 	(7.16) 

where m is the solubility of the salt. 	For a saturated solution 

in D20, with bars denoting a property in this solvent: 

= 	= 	+ 2RT 1n 1Gs () + 2RT in (n). 	(7.17) 

Therefore 	G°  - G°  2RT ln(m/) +2RT 1n(yJ) (7.16) 

or LGO  = do - Go   = 2k 1og(m/i) + 2k 1og(yJ) (7.19) 

The activity coefficient term is given by: 

log(y/) = 	112 m  112 	+ Btd'2am hh'2)] + 

+,au/2,/2) j + (bm - 6ni') 	(7.20) 

The solubility of sodium chloride in H20 (111' = 6]45) and in D20 

132  (ii' = 5811) has been determined by Chang and Chu. 	The value 
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of AGot  can now be calculated using the mean values of b obtained 

for each of the three glass electrodes (Table 7.2). 	The results 

are given in Table 7.7. The assumptions made in these 

calculations are that the values of b obtained for the aquamolal 

range ml = 01 - 1 0 are the same at saturation (& 	i1) and that 

the value of a (L0 A) 	is valid at this high concentration. 

Table 7.7 AGt from Solubility Data. 

Electrode 	 LG(mv.) 

EILN 	 702 
EILK 	 520 

BMNC 	 870 

Mean 	 697 ± 1'8 

Clearly the spread in these values arises from the range of 

values obtained for b. 

The values of LGobtained in the present work are compared 

with the values determined by previous workers in Table 7.8 and 

Fig. 7.L4. 

Table 7.8 AGot, for the Process NaCl (H20) —+NaC1 (D20) at 250C. 

iii' 	AGO  (cal./mole) 	Ref. 

01020•1 	212 	 12 
01 	 ]40 	 14 
01 	172 	This work 

10 	 168 	 12 
10 	 164 	 This work 

L0 	 138 	 12 

6145(a) 	161(b) 	This work 
6145(a) 	116(c) 	 10 

Key: 

Value at 
saturation 

Combined with 
the solubility 
data ofang 
and C 9h hu. 32 

Combined with 
the solubility 
data of Eddy 17 and Menzies. 
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The values of AE' obtained by Salomaa and Aalto,12  and hence the 

values of AGto, are in agreement with the present results only at 

a concentration of m' = 1. The results for AG' obtained by 

Greyson and Kerwin1°  are in rather poor agreement with this work 

and that of Salomaa and Asito. The variation of AGO  with 

concentration, obtained by Salomaa and Aalto seems excessive. 

The value of L\G°  is expected to be a constant and independent 

of concentration. 	The agreement between the present values of 

Gto  obtained from solubilities combined with activity coefficient 

determinations and electrode transfers between H20 and D 2  0 is good; 

it may indicate that solvation of the sodium ion on the glass 

electrode surface is not significant. 	This is borne out by the 

small drifts in the e.m.f. immediately after electrode transfer. 

An experiment designed to give additional information about 

the behaviour of the glass electrode was carried out as follows. 

Solutions of NaCl In H 2  0 and D20 were saturated both with NaCl 

and AgOl and the glass electrodes were transferred between them. 

For these transfers, the value of (ED - EH) is expected to be zero 

provided that the glass and silver, silver chloride electrodes 

behave as "pure" sodium and chloride electrodes. 	If the sodium 

Ion at the glass electrode surface is hydrated then (ED - EH) is 

not expected to be zero since the solvent will play a significant 

part in the potential developed by the electrode. Unfortunately 

constant values of the e.m.f. were not established even several 

hours after electrode transfer and so results were not obtained 

under ideal conditions. 	The drifting of the e.m.f. was probably 
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due to the silver, silver chloride electrode not giving a true 

response in this high concentration medium. 	Silver chloride 

was probably being dissolved from the electrode despite attempts 

to saturate the solutions with AgC1. 	Despite these relatively 

large (up to 08 mv./hr.) and occasionally erratic drifts in 

e,m.f, the results obtained were quite conclusive. 	The value of 

(ED - EH) was about 02 my. This result gives considerable 

support to the values obtained for -AGO and Indicates that the 

sodium Ion at the glass electrode surfae is not significantly 

hydrated. 

7.3. Glass Electrode Selectivity Constants. 

7.3.1 Theoretical Introduction. 

In a solution containing protons and sodium ions, the 

potential developed by a glass electrode, V, Is given by: 

V = V0  - k log[(H) + KTlNa(Na)] 
	

(7.21) 

where K HNa  is the selectivity of the electrode towards sodium , 
ions with respect to protons. When the glass electrode is 

combined with a silver, silver chloride electrode, the e.m.f. of 

the cell thereby produced is given by: 

E = E°  - k log(C1) - k log{ (H) + KH,Na(Na)]. 	(7.22) 

If the compositions are given on the molar scale then: 

E = E°  - k log([Cl]y1_) - k log([H]y11+ + IT11 	 (7.23) 

Therefore E' may be defined such that: 

El  = E + 2k log y+  + k log[c1] = 

- k log([li] + KH,Na[Na]yNa+/yH+. 	 (7.24) 
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If the initial concentrations of ions present in the solution are 

[4] and [N4] and these concentrations are then altered to [4] 
and [N4], provided that the ionic strength of the solution and 

reY1 c)r*m 	t}]i 7+ = YNa+ then!  

log {(Li2 rH ,N S 4])/([H] ~ kH,Naia])} (7 2) 

Putting 	z = antiiog[(E * E')/k] 	 (7.26) 

Then 	z = ([4] + KH,Na 	2([Hi] + 	 (7.27) 

[4]/z = [4] + KH,Na {N4] - [N4]/z) 	 (7.26) 

This equation has the form: 

= [4] + KHNaX 	 (7.29) 

Values of X and Y were calculated from the experimental results and 

equation 7.29 solved for each glass electrode using a computer 

program which incorporated a least squares routine. For the work 

reported in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 to be valid, the value of 

must be sufficiently large to ensure that interference by protons 

was negligible. 	In Section 3.2 it was stated how the interference 

of a second ion could be calculated. 	In this case the >' interference, 

q, is given by: 

q = 100 x [H]/KH,Na[Na]. 
	

(7.30) 

The pH of the NaCl solutions was usually higher than seven when the 

molarity of NaCl was around 01. 	Here, .r q to be less than 

2 ooi%, then KHNa must be greater than io 
	it is difficult to 

assess the amount of potassium present in the sodium chloride. If 

the ratio of potassium to sodium is assumed to be 1/10,000 (maximum 



upper limit stated by the manufacturers), then for an interference 

of less than 001%,  the value of 	jr 	would have to K,Na 
be greater than unity. 

7,3,2_ Results and Discussion. 

The experimental results for KH,Na and  KH,Kare given 

graphically in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 respectively. 	In all, nine 

experiments were carried out. The values of KENa  and  KHK  were 

determined for two E.I.L. sodium selective electrodes [labelled 

EILN(l) and EILN(2) In Table 7.9]  and the value of K. Na determined 

twice for electrode EILN(l). 	In Fig. 7.5, the repeat experiment 

for KH,Na  with electrode EILN(l) [Run L] is omitted for clarity. 

Table 7.9 	Selectivity Constants 

Electrode 	 ",Na 	 KH,K 

EILN(l) 	0 0334 ± 0'0022[].] 	000015 ± 000001[5] 

EILN(l) 	00261 + 00028141 
EILN(2) 	00391 + 00020{9] 	000012 ± 000001[8] 

EILK 00781 + 00010[2 ] 1551 + 0026[6] 

B}'INC 01082 ± 00088[3] 2282 ± 0596[7] 

Run no. given in square brackets. 

In Fig. 7.6, the determination of KH,K  for electrode EILN(2) [Run 8] 

is omitted for the same reason. 

The values of KH,Na  for the three tr1Dea of electrode are all 

above the minimum value required for the electrodes to exhibit a 
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negligible response to protons. 	The selectivity of the electrodes 

to sodium with respect to potassium is obtained from the values 

found for KH K 	In the case of electrodes EILN (1 and 2) the I 

value of KK N is about 210. The selectivity order for this type , a 

of electrode is therefore H>Na>K. 	The value of KH K(1551) for 

electrode EILK indicates that this electrode exhibits approximately 

the same response to K+ as to H+.  The value of KKNa  for this 

electrode is therefore 005 and the order of selectivity is 

H = K>Na. 	The error in the value obtained for K H,K for electrode 

BNNC is considerable and the data could not be refined to give a 

more precise value. An approximate value for 	is 01. The 

selectivity order for this electrode is therefore KH>Na (the 

order stated by the manufacturers133  is H>K>Na). 

It is evident that for the concentration ranges used in 

Sections 7.1 and 7.2, the glass electrode did not respond in a 

significant manner to protons and possible traces of potassium 

Na btained for electrode EILK would appear ions. 	The value of KY.,  

to indicate a very slight response to potassium ions provided that 

the concentration of these ions was at the upper limit stated by 

the manufacturers (K/Na:1/102000). However the agreement between 

the results obtained for the activity coefficients of NaCl with 

both types of E.I.L. electrodes indicates that the response to 

potassium ions is insignificant. 

The question of glass electrode response to silver ions must 

now be considered since solid silver chloride was added to each 

solution. 	The solubility of AgC1 in H 2  0 is about 13 
 x 1O moles! 



litre. 	In a 1 M solution of NaCl this is increased to about 

8 x io 134 due to the formation of AgCl. 	However the 

solubility product (Ag) (01) 	110 must be maintained and if 

the chloride ion concentration is 1 M then (ignoring activity 

coefficients) it follows that the silver ion concentration is 

about 10 10 moles/litre. 	For a silver ion interference of less 

than o'oi%, the value of KAg,Na  must be greater than 10-6. 

Although no numerical data appear to be available it seems certain 

that this is the case for both types of E.I.L. electrode since the 

results obtained for log + (Section 7.1) agree so well with 

previous results. The same may not be true for the Beckman 

electrode however and this may be the cause of the poorer results 

obtained with this electrode. 	This does seem rather unlikely 

however in view of the selectivity order stated by the manufacturers 

for this electrode i.e. H>Ag>K>Na.133  

Approximate values of the selectivity constants of glass 

electrodes in D20 solutions may be obtained by the following 

procedure. For a solution in H20, containing the ions H+, M+ 

and C1, the o.rn.f. produced by a cell formed by the use of a 

glass electrode and a silver, aiLlvr chloride electrode is given by: 

EH = E - k log[(H) + K([)] - k log(C1) 	(7.31) 

Similarly for a solution in D20, 

ED = E - k log[ (D) 	iD,4(M)] - k log(C1) 	(7.32) 

Therefore 

E -  ED = E - E - k log[ (H) + KHN(M) I.1/ND) ' KD,M(M)] (7.33) 



If (M) = 0 and (H) = (D), then EH - ED = E - E = 

The values of E°  for the cation selective glass electrodes were 

not obtained but the results in Chapter 8 indicate that for 

hydrogen ion selective glass electrodes AEO  is independent of 

glass composition. 	If it is assumed that cation selective 

electrodes have the same value for ALF, as hydrogen ion selective 

glass electrodes then LE° = 267 my. 	For the cation selective 

glass electrodes in solutions in which they are treated as 

responding solely to sodium ions the experimental standard e.m.f., 

E°(exp), is given by 

E(exp) E 	- k log KHNa 

for H 2  0 solutions and 

E(exp) = E 	- k log KDNa 

for D 2  0 solutions. Then: 

LE°(exp) = E(exp) - E(tx)) = E - E 	- k.Na 	 (7.36) 

Therefore LE°(oxp) = -72 = 267 - 5916 log( K115/K.) 	(7.37) 

and 	KH,Na/KD,Na  = 37. (7.35) 

Although this is only an approximation it does show that the use of 

the cation selective electrodes to determine activity coefficients 

in D 2  0 is not likely to be Invalidated due to a high selectivity 

to D+  ions.  
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Chapter 8. Measurements with Hydrogen Ion Selective Glass 

Electrodes. 

8.1 Activity Coefficients for HC1 and D01. 

8.1.1 Theoretical Introduction. 

The calculations of the activity coefficients for HC1 and 

DC1 solutions were carried out In a similar manner to those for 

NaCl solutions. 	In the case of HC1 however, it Is the usual 

practice to set Bd2  equal to unity. Equation 7.3 therefore 
bee oes: 

El = E + 2k[log(m) - Ad'2mh/2/(l + r?/2)] = E° 	2k bzn (8.1) 

8.1.2 Results and Discussion. 

The experimental results for the determination of the activity 

coefficients of HC1 and H01-DC1 solutions and the values of E°  and 

b obtained from them are given in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. 	All e.m.fs. 

are in volts; E(calc) is the value of E calculated from the least 

squares line. 	The errors given are standard deviations. 	To 

enable the value of b to be readily compared with those obtained by 

previous workers (Table 8.3) the results are given in molal units 
(i.e. the units of b are [kg./mole]). 	When comparing the results 

it must be borne in mind that very small differences in the 

experimental results can lead to large changes in the value of b. 

For instance, in the calculation of b for DOl from the e.m.f. 

results of Bates at ".9 
89 a variation In the e.m.f. of the most 

concentrated solution of only 01 my. is sufficient to alter the 

value of b by about 003 unit. The sensitivity of b to the 
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Table 8.1. Determination of bfor HC1 at 25°C - Experimental 

Results. 

Electrode: BTNH 

Run 1 Run 2* 

in E(obs) E(calc) in E(obs) E(calc) 

001231 008029 0'08022 0007168 011755 011758 
002554 004463 0•04468 0015680 0•07926 007915 
0'05433 000815 000828 0022475 0'06160 006103 
008126 -001105 001108 0031786 004480 004485 
009236 -001728 001726 0037915 0'03629  003634 
0'10985 -002559 0256 Li. 0049178 0'02383 002381 

0050777 002230 002227 

B°  = -015lLi7 + 000007 v. 
b = 0208 ± o7oo8 

= -014071 ± 000005 v. 
b = 021L+ 0013 

Electrode: EILH** 

Run 1 

in E(ob8) E(calc) 

000438 012698 012705 
001394 007002  006993 
003891 002006 002006 
005965 -000058 -0- 00056 
008636 -0002846 -001846 

= -015563 ± 000005 v. 
b = 0236 + 0009 

Run 2* 

M E(obs) E(calc) 

0009091 010539 010537 
0014120 008367 008372 
0024354 005711  005708 
0026112 005369  005369 
0039213 003398 003390 
0036825 003690 003496 
0-048172  002387 002390 

= -0'14111 + 0'00005 v. 
b = 0303 + 0013 

The Debye-H.Ickel constants are Ad/2 =0'5109;  Bd/2 = 0'3287; 

Bd2 = 1. 

74  The units of b are (kg./rnole). 

* Run 2 was carried out 2 years after Run 1. 

** Runs 1 and 2 were carried out with different electrodes 
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Table 8.2. 	Determination of b for DOl Solutions at 25°C - 

Experimental Results. 

Electrode: BMNH 

Run 1. 

M E(obs) E(calc) 

0008LJ4. 007719 007711 
0022789 002876 002868 
0024977 00225 002425 
0029056 0'0l682 0'01694 
0048012 000723 000723 
0068578 -002432 -002L.36 

= -017335 + 000006 v. 
b = 0241 ± 0T011 

Debye-Httckel constants are AdV2  = 05395; Bd/2 = 03L57; Bd2 = 1. 

n = 009445. 

Run 2. 

in 

00215L3 
0028707 
0037959 
0051344 
0052183 
0'062388 

E (obs) 

0-04888 
003508 
002172 
000721 
0oo6L6 

-000221 

E(calc) 

0-04894  
0 - 03508 
002165 
000719 
000614 

-0-00213 

Eo = -0 15576 + 000009 v. 
b = 0187 ± o7016 

Debye-HUckel constants are AdV2 = 05265; 

n = 0'5126 

The units of b are (kg./mole). 

1/2  
Bdh/"203380;Bda =1. 

0 	 0 
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Table 8.3. 	Values of b (molal scale) Determined by Previous 
Workers at 2500. 

Workers 	 Ref. 	Method 	b 

Covington, Prue 
Guggenheim, Prue 
Covington 
Clever, Reeves 
Bates, Lower 
Harned, Ehlers 
Hills, Ives 
Covington, Dobson, 

Wynne-Jones 
Gary, Bates, Robinson 
Covington, Prue 

91 G/S 0214 (a) 
95 H/C 0234 (a)4b) 
92 G/3 02174a) 
93 a/s 0227 
86 H/S 0238 	(c) 
84 H/S 0238 (c) 
85 H/C 023i 	(c) 

87 H/C 0238 
89 D/S 030 	(d)(e) 
91 a/S 0217 	(e) 

Key: 
G Glass Electrode 
H 	Hydrogen Electrode 
D 	Deuterium Electrode 
C 	Calomel Electrode 
S 	Silver,Silver Chloride Electrode 

* AtO°C 
At 65°C 

Values obtafzd using dielectric constant of H 2 0 = 
785L.; 	all all other results ar1.asad on a 
dielectric constant of 78303. - 

Recalculated from data of Hills and Ives 8-5  
Recalculated by Covington, Dobson and Wynne-Jones for 

molal range 01>m>10 
Value for DOl 
Recomputed value 

The Debye-Hioke1 term Bd 2  has been set equal to 1. 



experimental results was emphasized by Covington and Prue 91  who 

noted that a difference in b of O'Ol unit is equivalent to a 

change in the activity coefficient of HC1 of only *,Z at Olm. 

A conservative estimate of the error in the values of b (Tables 

8.1 and 8.2) is about 003 unit. 

With the exception of Run 2 with electrode EILH, the values 

of b obtained for HC1 are in very good agreement with previous 

work (Table 8.3). 	This agreement shows that the electrodes 

functioned well and showed a theoretical response to the proton 

activity. 	For the DC1 solutions, there is only the one value of 

b calculated from the results of Bates et al. 89  with which to 

compare the present results. 	The present value of b for DC1 is 

smaller than that determined by Bates but the result is sufficient 

to indicate that the electrode used (BFtNH) functioned well in DC1. 

Although the value obtained for b for solutions containing 

approximately 50a HCl-DOl Is lower than the value obtained for both 

HC1 and DOl, it is sufficient to indicate that the electrode 

showed a Nrnst response to the sum of the lyons {(H3O) + (H2D0) 

+ 	(HD 20) + (D3o)]. 

The results obtained with these electrodes are probably best 

compared with those of previous workers by considering the values 

obtained for the activity coefficients (Table 8.4). 	It is evident 

that the electrodes respond as well in D 2  0 as in 1120  in the 

concentration range studied and that the results agree extremely 

well with previous work. 

The main use of hydrogen Ion selective glass electrodes in 
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Table 8. 	Values Values obtained for - logY at 25°C. 

HC1 

Electrode BMNH Electrode EILH 
Previous 

2 2 Run 1 Run Run 1 Run work 

0'005 0032 7 00326 00325 00323 00325 

001 00443 00443 0 04.0 00434 0 04 0  

002 000591 00590 00586 00572  0585 

0'05 0 0830  00827 00816 00782 00815 

DOl 

Electrode BMNH __________________________________ Previous work89(c) m 
Run 1 (a) Run 2 (b) 

0005 0'0348 0'0339 00342 

001 00466 0000 00461 

002 00620 00615 00610 

005 00865 00868 00836 

n = 09L45 

n = 05126 

n 	0996 



9 
in this work is in the determination of acid dissociation 

constants; in this case the molality of the HC1 and D01 used 

was rarely above 0'03m. The electrodes used are quite capable of 

precise measurements in this concentration region. The value 

taken for b for HC1 in the work on dissociation constants was 

0238 kg./mole. This value was recommended by Covington, Dobson 

and Wynne-Jones87  as that which gives the"best" results for the 

activity coefficient of HC1 (as given by equation 2.7) at 25 0C- 

8.2 Transfers of the Glass Electrode between HC1 and DC]. 

8.2,1 Theoretical Introduction. 

The theory for these electrode transfers is the 

same as that for cation selective glass electrode work (Section 

7.2.1) except that the activity coefficients given by the 

Guggenheim version of the Debye-Hüokel equation (i.e. the term 

Bd 2  is set equal to unity) were used. 

8.2.2 Results and Discussion 

When the glass electrode was transferred from a 

solution of HCl to a solution of DC1 of similar molality it was 

expected that an equilibrium would be established 10-15 mm. after 

electrode transfer as was observed in the case of "pH" electrode 

transfers between solutions of the same isotopic composition and 

for most measurements with the cation selective electrodes. 

However, the time taken to re-establish equilibrium was always 

in the region of 2-3 hours. 	The e.m.f. against time graphs were 

extremely reproducible and the following pattern was always observed 
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(Fig. 8.1). 	After equilibration in HOl (region A, Fig. 8.1), 

the glass electrode was transferred to the DC1 solution (T1). 

A rapid change of e.m.f. (region B) was observed initially (ca. 

03 - 05 my. In 5 mm.) thereafter the rate of change of e.m.f. 

decreased slowly and eventually became zero (region C). Several 

hours were always required for this to occur. 	The earns, but 

inverted, curve was always obtained for the transfers from Dcl to 

HC1 (T2). 	Occasionally an "electrical" effect would be sufficiently 

pronounced to be observed above the initial rapid e.m.f. change 

(region D). 

The values obtained for the equilibrium emn.fs. In H20 and 

D20, i.e. ER  and  ED,  for fourteen experiments with two E.I.L. 

electrodes and one Beckman electrode are given in Table 8.5. In 

all oases but one the curve shapes were superimposable. The 

odd curve is that for Run 3B, transfer HC]. to Dcl. 	In this case 

an additional two hours were required before equilibrium was 

attained. 

The values obtained for ALEO  were all based on the values of 

ER and  ED  obtained when equilibrium had been established. This 

is justified by the reproducibility of the values obtained for 

LXE°. 	In some early experiments, the glass electrodes were kept 

In each solution for only 30 mm. before being transferred to the 

next solution since after 30 mm. an apparently steady e.m.f. 

drift had been established. The values for ER  and  ED  were 

obtained by extrapolation of the e.m.f./time curves to the times 

of transfer. However the values of LEO  obtained in this manner 
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Table 8.5. 	Transfers between liCi and Dcl. 

A _O * 

Run** 
ND n E H 

 (mv. ED(m) a m 

lB 0008986 0008165 09959 10306 7694 2609 3136 2591 
103 22 7694  2625 3152 2607 

2E(l) 0008986 0006165 09959 10710 8083 2625 3152  26'07 
10710 8075 2633 31*60 2615 

3B 0006899 0006015 09955 11640 9190 2638 3165 2620 
11652 9190 2650 3177 26'32  

L13(l) 0006899 0006015 09955 12037 9552  2673 3200 2655 
12037 9567 2658 3185 26 40  

5B 0005769 0'005049 09952  12002 10033 2638 3166 2621 
12002 10033 2638 3166 2621 

6E(l) 0005769 0'005049 09952 12930 104*19 2680 3182 2637 	- 
12930 10419 26'54 3208 2663 

7E(l) 0003513 0'003448 09954 15333 12275 2655 3182 2636 
15332 12275 2654 3181 2635 

8B 0003513 0003148 09954 14945 11959 2677 3201 2658 
14995 11959 2677 3204 2658 

9E(2) 0003614 0021707 09920 62.1 34V94 2688 3216 2669 
6237 34v94 2684 3212 2665 

lOB 0023614 0021707 09920 5627 2873 26'9 3123 2676 
5644 28'73 2712 3240 26'93 



Table 8.5 (Contd.) 

L\E° 
* 

Run*3 M11  MD n E11 (mv.) ED(mv.) c in 

llE(2) 001811 0017606 0 .99 0  775 90 2709 32'35 - 2690 
7469 490 2703 3229 2684 

12E(l) 0'010653 0010746 09935 99'62 6754 2685 3214 2667 
9962 6734 2705 3234 26'87 

13B 0'006922 0'006850 09919 11625 8539 2658 3187 2639 
116 334 85.39T 2666 3195 264.7 

14E(l) 0'006922 0006850 09919 12086 8924  2734 3263 2715 
12076 8924 2724 3253 2705 

* 	AO 0 	o = E11 - ED; values corrected to n = 1. 

** 	
B rots. to electrode BMNH. E(l) and E(2) refer to two different EILH electrodes. 

7' 	Equilibrium values only taken. 

For each run the upper result refers to a transfer from RC1 to DC1 and the lower result 

a transfer from DC1 to HC1 with the exqoptlon of Run 2E(l) in which case the order is 

reversed and Run 4E(l) in which case both transfers were made from HOl to DC1. 

The mean values of AE' are: 

Molar scale 2670+ 030 (standard deviation) 

Mole], scale 3194± 030 

Aquamolal scale 2651 + 030. 

H 
0 
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were not reproduib1e. 	An essential condition for obtaining LE°  

from the equilibrium values depends on there being a neg1igibl 

change in the asymmetry potential (i.e. that part of the e.m.f. 

variation which would have occurred whether or not there had been 

a change in the isotopic composition of the solvent) over the 

complete period of an experiment. 	To reduce drifts of this nature 

to a minimum, the glass electrodes were always left in the first 

solution for at least several hours and preferably overnight. 	A 

precaution such as this was not required for other experiments. 

Th& success of this precaution is demonstrated by the consistency 

of the values obtained for i 
A
_.'.E

O  (Table 8.5). 

It is clear then that for precise measurements of pD in D20, 

the glass electrode must either be standardised in a deuterated 

buffer solution or else standardised in a protonaied buffer and, 

after being transferred to the deuterated solution, allowed to 

attain equilibiL (a process requiring 2-3 hours) before measure- 

ments are takri. 	If however nieasuremeS are taken, say, 10 mm. 

after the electrode is transferred, the "standard" potential of the 

electrode systeri in the deuterated solution may be in error by as 

much as 1 my. (almost 002 pD unit). 

The overall mean value of AE°  based on the results for 

26 electrode transfers is, on the molar scale, 26'7 + 0'3 my. 

(standard deviation from the mean). 	For the molal and aquaznolal 

scales the values of L\E°  are 319 my. and 265 my. respectively. 

The mean values of TI°  for the Beckman electrode (266 my.; molar 

scale) and for both f.I.L. electrodes tested (2'8 my.; molar scale) 
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are indistinguishable from each other within the limits of the 

experiments (the standard deviation in each case is 03 my.). 

There 18 therefore no evidence to suggest that the two different 

types of electrode give different values of AE°  and consequently 

A 	and the view held by previous workers 22,88,107  is therefore 

confirmed. 

ate8 at 	o 	no 	 (AE°glass - AE°gas) 

where A °giasa is the "standard" e.m.f. for the composite cell 8.1 

and A °gas Is the equivalent quantity for cell 8.11. 

Glass Electrode HC1(001 in) I AgC1,Ag - 
.-Ag,AgClI DC1(001 in) I Glass Electrode; LE°glass 	(8.1) 

Pt,H2 I H01(001 in) I AgC1,Ag - 
-Ag,AgClj DC1(OOl m) I D2 ,Pt ; AE°gas  

These workers88  obtained a value of 332 my. for AE°glass (molal 

scale) using friar different glass electrodes. 	...he value of AE°gas 

was found to be 94 my. 	Thus (L\E°glass -. 	f.°gas) was found to 

be 2308 my. 	There is a significant difference (13 my.) between 

the present value of AL°glass (319 my.) and that determined by 

Bates (33 2  my.) using cell 8.1. 	However 	extensive 

measurements88  on 12 different buffer solutions with cells 3-IV  gas 

and 3-IV'  glass (see Chapter 3) when combined with the value of 

AE°gas gives a value for L\E°glass of 320 my. This value is in 

oxellent agreement with the present value of 319 inV. 

The e.m.f./tizne curves, obtained when the glass electrodes 

were transferred between HOl and DC1 solutions, may be represented 

by the empirical equation: 
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E = 	
- 

+ As g 
112 	

(8.2) 

where E is the equilibrium e.m.f., E is the e.m.f. at time t 

minutes after transfer and A and g are constants. 	The values 

obtained for A and g for each transfer are given in Tables 8.6 and 

8.7. Within the limits of the experiments the values obtained 

for the modulus of A and for g are the same for both types of 

electrode (the sign of A is negative for a transfer fiom HCI to 

DOl and positive for a transfer from DC]. to UC1 so to compare the 

parameters the modulus of A must be taken). The time for the 

differenci (T 	E F  ) to be reduced by a half i: given by: 

i/P 
A/2 Aeti 	 (8.3) 

whro t Is he "half life" for the cquiiibration process and is 
2 

given by: 

t 	[(2303 log 2 )/g].2 	 (8.) 

The value of t1 for the Beckman electrode (taking the overall mean 

g) is  83 ± 21 mm. and for the E.I.L. electrodes it is 61 ± 22 mm. 

Table 3. 6 Mean Values obtained for Aandg. 

Electrode Transfer A(mv.) g(min) 

BNI'TH H/D -lLO + 06 021 + 003 
EILH H/D -144 ± 0 49 030 + 009 

I3MNIi D/H 103 ± 008 027 + 007 
EILH - D/H 109 4 	r 0.22 ± 010 

BMNH D/H/D* 122 ± 037 024  ± 006 
EILH D/H/D* 135 + 046  028 + 010 

* Indicates that both sets of transfers were used to obtain mod. A 
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Table .7. 	Transfers between HC1 and Dcl. 

Run Transfer*  No. of .&(mv.) g(min) 
Observations  

lB HID 56 -1818 ± 0079 0218 + 0011 
D/H - 34  1109 T 0029 0229 T 0'008 

- 
2E(1) D/H 24 1,212 + 0086 0,212 + 0015 

HID 22 -1786 0,161 0296 0037 

3B H/D 63 -1947+ 1326 1849 + 1L2? 
D/H 21 1 104 0048 0252 0013 

LE(l) 	H/D 	 35 	-1668 + 0082 	0280 + 0017 
H/D 	42 	-1092 1  0048 	0212 T 0012 

5B H/D 44 -1365 0073 0195 ± 0015 
D/H 26 - 0917 ± 0025 0211 -4- 0008 

6E(1) H/D 44 -1668 + 0 , 067 097 ± 0017 
D/H 26 0772±0014 0197+0'014 

7E(1) H/D 33 -234 + 0175 0 455 + 0030 
D/H 25 1304 T 0109 0 258 T 

8B H/D 34 -1'221 +0017 0'235 + 000L. 
D/H - 12 - 1078 o106 O254 T 0,029 

9E(2) H/D 31 -1209+0042 0223 ±0011 
D/H 15 0773 0 047 0303 + 0020/ 

lOB H/D 29 -0946 + 0028 0195 + 0009 
D/H 16 0957 T 0044 0392 T 0018 

11E(2) H/fl 17 -0768+ 0 038 0 ,289 -r 0 022 

12E(1) H/D 14 -1178+ - 0 ,046 0'262 ± 0013 

14(1) H/D 22 -1147 0068 0374 ± 0028 

* H/D signifies a transfer from HOl to Dcl; similarly D/H. 

/ The values for this experiment could not be refined. Probably 
the results do not fit the curve very well. 

/ The equilibrium value (EF)  for this experiment was estimated. 



8.3  Glass Electrode Mechanism 
The e.m.f./time curves for transfers between HOl and DOl 

may be interpreted as a solvent exchange process taking place 

within the hydrated gel layer of the glass electrode. 	If the 

electrode is conditioned to, say, protons either by storage in 

H20 or HC1, the surface layer of the glass will be conposed of 

a glass/H2o/H gel network (ref. 100, p.236). 	When such an 

electrode is transferred to a fully deuterated solvent, the 

e.m.f. sot up almost immediately after transfer accounts for 

about 95% of the overall change in e.m.f. The remaining 5% of 

the total e.m.f. difference (ca. 1 mv.) is only established after 

2-3 hours. 	This is probal'A7 due to a slow exchange taking place 

between the protons and H 2  0 molecules which are deepest in the 

gel layer and the deuterons and D 2  0 in the surratnding solution. 

The fact that the data is well represented by equation 8.2 

probably indicates that the e.m.f. variation is diffusion 

controlled. 	The main reason for this slow equilibration is 

therefor a slow diffusion of deuterons and D 
2  0 into the deeper 

regions of the gel layer. 

Bates et al. 88  also notices that the potential of the glass 

electrode drifted with time after the electrode was conditioned in 

D20 and transferred to H20. They did not give any experimental 

details, although they did suggest that the effect could be attributed 
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to the change from hydration of the electrode surface with D 2  0 to 

hydration with 1120.  This view is supported by the present work. 

The cation selective glass electrodes did not exhibit this 

kind of effect when transferred between H20 and D20 solutions. 

This is probably due to two reasons: 

At the sodium ion concentration,- used In the experiments, 

the electrodes were not responding In a significant to 

protons. 

Since the cation selective electrodes gave values for the 

free energy of transfer of NaCl from 1120  to D 2  0 which compare 

favourably with previous work, this Indicates that the 

electrode membrane has only a relatively thin hydrated layer. 

If this were not the case there would be a significant 

additional term In the value obtained for AE° for these 

electrodes since the solvent would play an important part 

in the potential developed by the glass electrode. 

At the end of the experiment in which the activity coefficients 

of HC1-DC1 mixtur- s (n = 05126) were determined, the glass electrode 

was transferred to an HOl solution of molality similar to that of 

the final solution in the experiment. The glass electrode response 

In this case was "normal", i.e. an equilibrium was established 

within 20 mm. of electrode transfer. 	This would indicate that 

the number of protons/deuterons and solvent molecules In the 

relatively inaccessible region of the gel layer is email. 	These 

"deep" ions and solvent molecules are significant only when the 

solvent contains a very high proportion of one of the isotopes. 
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It is apparent that the effect shown by the hydrogen ion selective 

electrodes is probably due to protons/deuterons attached to the 

glass deep within its structure and not contained in a labile 

solvent environment. 
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Chapter 9. 	Dissociation Constants from E.M.F. Measurements 

9.1 Theoretical Introduction 

For the dissociation of a weak monobasic acid: 

the dissociation constant is given by: 

K = (H)(A)/(HA). 	 (9.2) 

Therefore 

-log K = pK = -log[H41[Afl/{HA] -log 	 (9.3) 

and hence 

-log[H] = log{A1/{HA1 + log yHryA_/y 	± psi. 	(9.4) 

The e.m.f. of coil 9.1: 

	

(Ls iec;ro;IiiA(c1),  NaA(c2),NaC1(c) I AgC1,Ag 	(9.1) 

i3 	by: 

E = E°  - k log{H][G1] - k log; 

Substitution by equation 9.4 leads to: 

°)/k = pK + log[A]/[HA] + log 

- log[C1] - log 7H7C1 	 (9.6) 

If the Debyo-I-Ilickel equation with a term linear in Ionic strength 

and ba = 1 (equation 2.7) is used to take account of the activity 

then in dilute solutions: 

'o(1• HA/A - = B81. 	 (9.7) 

There fore 

(E - E°)/k = pK + log(r) - logEIOl] -  

The par&aetor, B8, is known as a specific interaction constant 
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and may be separated into several contributions: 129.,137 

B8  = B8(HA) + B5(Na,Cl) - B3(Na,A). 	 (9.9) 

The term log(r) Is the logarithm of the buffer ratio. Defining 

plc' such that: 

plc' = (E - E°)/k - log(r) + log [C1] 	(9.10) 

then 

plc' = pK - B31. 

Hence if pK' and I are determined, it follows from equati 	Li 

that a graph of plc' against I will give a straight line of 

gradient -B8  and intercept pK and hence the thermodynamic 

dissociation constant, K, may be obtained. It is therefore 

desirable to use solutions of low ionic strength in order to obtain 

a short extrapolation to znro ionic strength and to minimise errors 

In the estimation of the activity coefficients which are used in 

the calculation of an exact value for the buffer ratio. 

The "standard" o.m.f., E°, of cell 9.1 may be determined 

from measurements with cell 9.11. 

Glass Electrode] HCl(c) AgC1,Ag. 	 (9.11) 

The e.m.f. of this cell is given by: 

E = E°  - k 1og(ff) (Cl ). 	 (.12) 

Provided that variations in the asymmetry potential of the glass 

electrode are taken into account (Section 5.2), the value of 

determined by the use of cell 9.11 may be used in equation 9.10. 

For any buffer solution, if E0  is known, an estimate of E H+] can 

be made with equation 9.13. 

- log {H] 	(L - i °)/k + log(c3) + 2 log y 	(9.13) 
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where log y is given by: 

log 7+ = 	pj1/2/1 1 ± Ba11/2) + bI. 	 (9.1) 

As H+] is required to calculate the ionic strength, I, a ihort 

series of approximations is necessary. 	The procedure is as 

follows: 

Put 1(1) 	02  + 	and use equations 9.13 and 
9.14 to 

calculate [H(l)]. 

Put 1(2) = 02 + 03  + [H(1)] and calculate [H(2)]. 

Processes 1) and 2) must be repeated until successive 

values o' H+i agree. 

The buffer ra;;io, r 	(02 +[H+])/(c1 [Hfl), and hence pK' can then 

be calculated. 	It is of interest to vary both a and b to see what 

effect this has on the values obtained for the dissociation constant. 

The Tables of experimental results for this chapter Contain 

the Debye-H{Ickel constants A, B, the parameter b used in the 

calculation of E°  from equations 9.12 and 9.lL (with Ba = 1), the 

parameters a and b used in the calculation of [iJ] for the buffer 

solutions using equations 9.13 and 9.14 and the solvent density d0 . 

For the reference solution, the molarity c, the e.m.f. of the cell, 

E, and the calculated value for E°  are given. For each buffer 

solution, the e.m.f., E, and the stoichiometric concentrations of 

the weak acid, c,  the sodium salt of the acid, °2' 
 and the sodium 

chloride, C3  are given together with the value calculated for the 

ionic strength, I, and the negative log, of the concentration 

dissociation constant, pK'. 	Also the values of n for the reference 

and buffer solutions are given. 	All e.m.f a. are in absolute volts. 
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Although the values for pK are given to four decimal places, 

little emphasis should be placed on the significance of this 

fourth decimal place especially in the case of maleic and 

Y -r8sorcylic acids. 

A computer program which enabled the calculation of the 

thermodynamic dissociation constant to be made on three 

concentration scales, molar, molal and aquamolal, was used for 

the calculations. 	Unless otherwise stated, the results are 

given on the molar scale and the errors given are standard errors. 

Although the molal scale Is used for most electrochemical work, 

the molar scale was used in this work. 	This is because dissociation 

constants obtained in D20, if expressed on the molal scale, are 

not directly comparable with dissociation constants obtained in 

H20. 	They are comparable, however, on the molar scale. 	This is 

of the utmost importance when considering dissociation constants 

in mixtures of H20 and D 2  0 since the theoretical equations relating 

pK and n require the use of a composition scale which is equivalent 

throughout the Isotopic composition range. The normal practice 

of expressing dissociation constants, obtained from conductivity 

measurements, on the molar scale has been adopted in Chapter 10. 

The cell solution compositions are obtained in molal units 

directly from the weights of the components used in the preparation 

of the solutions. 	From these molal values, the molar and aqua- 

molal values can be obtained by means of the solvent density 

(Appendix ). 	The method for calculating the value of b for the 

1101 reference solution for different concentration scales is given 
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in Appendix C. 	These calculations are based on the value 

b = 0238 kg./mole for H01.8  

9.2 Benzoic Acid. 

The results obtained in the determination of the dissociation 

constant of benzoic sold in H20 are given in Table 9.1. 	Taking 

a = L4 0A and b = 0 for the buffer solutions, pKH determined as the 

mean value of two independent rune is 4 203. 	The standard error 

(an estimate of the precision) of each determination is 0001 unit. 

A realistic estimate of the accuracy may be obtained by 

consideration of the effect of an estimated error in the value of 

E°. 	The value of E°  rarely altered by more than 005 my. during 

the course of an experiment. If the random errors involved in 

making the solutions and In the determination of the buffer solution 

e.ni.fa. may be allowed for by assigning an error to E. and hence to 

E°, of 005 my. then the accuracy of a single plC determination may 

be calculated on the basis of a total error in E°  of 01 my. 

In mixtures of 1120  and D20, the values of n for the reference 

and buffer solutions usually differed slightly. 	It 18 possible 

to allow for these differences by applying a suitable correction 

to E°. 	However, these differences are rather small so it is 

reasonable to include them in the estimated total error In E°  of 

01 my. Although this is an oversimplification of the problems 

associated with the estimation of the errors in this work It may be 

used as a useful guide. 

If, then, E°  is altered by 01 my. the log, of the thermodynamic 
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Table 9.1 	The Dissociation Constant of Benzoic Acid in H20. 

* 
Run 1H 

A = 0'5116; B = 03292; d0  = 099707. 

Reference HC1 	solution. 

c = 0034547; 	E = 003400; E°  = -014744; b = 0239; n = 0. 

Benzoic Acid Solutions. 

n0; a=LvO; b=0. 

E 10 c1  22 3 C 2  10 C 3  10 I PKH 

023310 05837 05637 0 5884 11600 4'2054 
022384 08329 0-8044 08396 16521 L2065 
021887 10115 09769 10196 20046 4V 2082  
0 21723 10769 1'0420 1'0875 2 1379 42089 
021546 11583 11166 11676 2'2947 12103 
0• 21077 13906 13430 14017 27533 402113 

PKH  = 4V 2005 ± 0'0008; B3  = -0400 ± 0- 0L1.0. 

In molal units, pK11  = 4v1992 ; 	B9  = -0399. 

Run 2H 

A = 05116; 	B 	= 03292; 	d0 = 099707. 
Reference htJl Solution. 

o = 0028759; 	E 	004315; 	E°  = -014702; b = 0239; n = 0. 
Benzoic Acid Solutions. 

n=0; 	aLvO; 	b0. 

10 2 
C 	 10 c2  10 c 3  10 I pKH 

022511 	08089 	07830 0'8161 16071 4V 2099 
021565 	1*1671 	11297 11775 23157 42116 
021078 	14126 	13673 14252 26012 42132 
020866 	15395 	1902 15532 30521 4V 2151 
020558 	17333 	16779 17489 34356 4v 2150  
020179 	2 0134 	19490 20314 39894 4-2166 

pK11  = 1 2052  ± 0 0009; 	B9  = -0293 ± 0030. 
In molal units, pKF = 4r 2039; B5  = -0292. 

fo 	ot 	,s e ep J23] 



Table 9.1 (Contd.) 

For a graph of pK 1  vs. I for Runs 1H and 2H see Fig. 9.1. 
Varying a between 3 and 5A and b between 0 and 02 for 

Runs 1H and 2H makes a negligible difference in the value 

obtained for PKH. 	This Is also true for PKD  (Table 9.3) and 
pK (Table 9.L). 

If E°  is altered by 01 my., then PKH alters by 00018 log, unit. 

* The code lH means that Run 1 Is in H20. In the following 

tables, the replacement of H by D or M means that the run 
indicated is in "pure" D20 or a mixture of H20-D20 respectively. 

** In the following tables the use of Hal, DOl and LC1 in the 

heading for the reference solution indicates that the solvent 
was H20, D20 (n > 099) or an H20-D20 mixture respectively. 
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dissociation constant obtained for benzoic acid is altered by 

0,002 unit (see Figure 9.1). 	Therefore the total error (standard 

error + estimated accuracy) In an individual determination of pK 

is of the order of ± 0003 unit. The error in the mean of the 

two determinations of pK11  will be about + 0002 log, unit. Thus 

the value obtained for PKH Is 1 203 ± 0002. This is in excellent 

agreement with the results obtained by previous workers (Table 9.2) 

by diverse methods and shows conclusively that the experimental 

technique used in the present work is satisfactory. 

The results of the determinations in "pure" D20 are given In 

Table 9.3 and the results for mixtures of H20-D20 in Table 9.L. 

The values obtained for pKn and the specific interaction 

coefficient, B8, are summarised in Table 9.5. 	There is no apparent 

correlation between values of B3  and n. The mean value of B8  18 

-0371 ± 0097 (standard deviation of the results from the mean). 

This compares well with the value -0 0335 ± 0'057 (standard 

deviation based on one experiment) obtained for benzoic acid by 

King and Prue. 120 

Values of 	are given in Table 9.5 and shown in Fig. 9.2, 

An epirica1 cuv of the form: 

APKr  = a1   + a2n2  + a3n3  

was fitted to the experimental points by a least squares method 

and gave the equation: 

pK = OLJO3n - 00261n2  + o0757n3. 	 (9.16) 

ien n = 1, 	LKfl = 	= 090, and hence PKD = 4693. 
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Table 9.2 Values of 	and 	pcfor J3enzoic Acid (Molar 

units) at 

pK n.KD Method*  Remarks Ref. 

L'216 138 

4199(9) C Verr reliable: 	A' = 38210 39 

4V201 C A °  = 381'96 139 

421(5) 	049(5) 27 

4r212 S 140 

4 213 Q 141 

4r201 Units Uncertain 142  

4V208 S 143 

4V203 S 114 

L206 G 129 

4-16 	0L9 S I = 0001 30 

1V202 S 145 

4-205 C A °  = 3883 146  

4V216 G Involves liquid Junction 147 

1V202 x 148 

* Methods are indicated as follows: 

Q, Quinhydrone Electrode 

C Conductivity 

S Speotrophotometry 

G Glass Electrode 

H Hydrogen electrode 
X PKH determined from the weighted mean of results 

obtained by methods C O  H, Q, G. 
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Table 9.3 The Dissociation Constant of Benzoic Acid inD2O. 

Run 1D 
A = O51L8; B = 03299; d0  = 110435. 

Reference D01 Solution. 
a = 0'014478; E = 005095; E°  = -0'17280; b = 0240; n = 09964. 

Benzoic Acid Solutions. 
n0'9985; aLrO; b0. 

E 104c1  1 2c2  102c 3 
 

1021 piç1  

022053 11283 11848 11981 2 3854 47040 
021485 14151 1486o 15026 29912 4- 7067 
021038 16945 17795 17994 35815 47097 
020858 18233 1 9147 19361 38535 4V7111 
020636 19824 20818 2 1051 4r1896  47100 
020456 21128 22502 22754 4V5284 4v7135 

PK =46945  + 00021; B8  = 	+ 0056 
In molal units, pK = 47374; B3 = -0 451  
In aquamolal units, pK = 46917; B8  = -0406 

Run2D 

A = 05148; B = 03299; a0  = 110417 
ReferenceDC1Solution. 

o = 0017545; E = 004237; E°  = -017201; b = 0240; n = 09927. 
BenzoicAcidSolutions. 

n=09965; a=WO; b=O. 

E 102 102 2  10263  
1021 pK 

0'22139 11245 11489 11515 2 3030 4r6996  
021597 13951 1 4254 1'4285 28566 4r7020 
021135 16750 17114 17151 34293 47036 
020904 18354 18752  1'8794 37574 47044 
020713 19818 20248 20292 4V 0568 47055 
020542 2 1193 21653 2 1701 43382 47058 

pK = 4r6931  ± 00007; B3  = 0301 + 0'019 
In molal units, pK = 17358; B8  = -0331 
In aquaniolal units, pKn  = 4V6903; B8  = -0299. 
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Table 94j 	Tho Dissociation Constant of Benzoic Acid in H20-D20 
mixtures. 

Run 1M 

A = 05147; 	B = 03298; 	d0  = 1100i2. 

a) Reference LC1 Solution. 

= 00020940; 	E = 003832 ; 	E°  = -01674 b = 0240; n = 09580. 

b) Benzoic Acid Solutions. 

n=09610; a=LvO; b=0. 

E 102C1  102c2  1021 plc1  10 c
1 

022933 08997 08930 09268 18226 26743 
022558 104.20 10343 10734 21105 4V 6750  
021730 14475 1 4368 14912  29309 16785 
021521 15732 15615 16207 31851 16794 
0 21304 17193 17066 17712 34807 4r6814 
021128 18574 18436 19135 37601 4V 6853 

pK11  = 46642 + 00022; 	B8  = -0514 ± 0'073. 
In molal units, pKn = 47055; B8  = -0566. 
In aquaznolal units, pK = 4'6614; B8  = -0511. 

I;t,14Zii 

A = 05125; 	B = 03294; 	d0  = 102675 

a) Reference LC1 Solution. 

= 01025006; 	E = 004709; 	E°  = -014982 ; b = 0239; n = 02756. 

b) Benzoic Acid 	D1ution8. 

= 02766; 	a = LvO; 	b = 0. 

E 	10 C1 	l) 02 10 03  10 I pK 

024331 	0 4844 	0 5147 05123 10325 4V3223 
022560 	09705 	10314 10265 2'0636 4V3292 
021765 	13154 	13980 13913 27953 4V3280 
0 21501 	14625 	15543 15469 31072  43298 
021379 	15335 	16297 16219 3'2578 4r3299 
021040 	17514 	18612 18524 37199 4V3307 

pK 	= 43208 + 00020; 	B8  = -0232 + 0071. 
In molal units, PKn = 43322; B8  = -0290. 

In aquamolal units, pK 	= 43191; B8  = -0281. 



Table 9.4 (Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Benzoic Acid 
in H20-D20 Mixtures. 

Run 3M 
A = 05114; 	B = 03297; d0  = 108084. 

Reference LC1 Solution. 
c = 0017600; E = 0 05049; E°  = -016372; b = 0239; n = 07791. 

Benzoic Acid Solutions. 
n = 07811; a = LrO; b = 0. 

E 10201  102c.2  102c 3  io2i pK 

023995 0'5663 0 5747 05702 11482  4v5681 
022409 10509 10666 10583 2'1284 4*5707 
022125 11713 11887 11795 23717 45700 
021439 1 546 8 15698 15576 31311 4V5754 
021228 16828 17078 16946 34061 45765 
021049 1 8094 18363 18220 36621 4v5779 

PKn  = 4V5623 ± 00016; B3  = -0 410  ± 0057. 
In molal units, pKn  = 4v5959; B5  = -0L143. 
In aquamolal units, PKn  = 15598; B3  = -0408. 

A = 05114; B = 03297; 	d0  = 106446. 
Reference LOl So1utionj 

c = 0016909; 	E = 005684; fl0  = 	0•15932 	b = 0239; n = 06265. 
Beazoic Acid Solutions. 

n= 06260; a = L0; 	b = 0. 

E 10 c1 	10 2 C 2 ii 2 2310 I plc11  

024325 02..949 	04969 0'4982 09989 4V4937 
022513 10045 	10085 10111 20238 44980 
021697 13828 	13883 13919 27845 4V4998 
021392 15645 	15707 15748 31499 4V5021 
021181 16980 	17047 17092  34184 45022 
020980 18322 	18394 18442 3-6881 -4- 5014 

4V4911 ± 00012; 	B3  = -0315 + 0 043. 
In inolal units, plc11  = L 5182; E 	= 	0•335. 
In aquamolal units, pKLL889; 	i 	= -0313. 
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Table 9.4 (Contd.) 	Th6Lissocition Constant of enzoic Acid 

in H22-220  MIxtures. 

Run 5M 
A = 05122; B = 03293; 	d0  = 110559. 

Reference LC1 Solution 
O = 0 019355; E = 006009; E°  = -014917; b = 0239; n = 01719. 

Benzoic Acid Solutions 
n=0'l72L; a=LVO; 	b0. 

102c 	102c 10 2c 102I pjc' _1 	 2 3 n 
023562 06002 	06171 0'6196 1 2430 4 2804 
0'21475 13530 	13910 13968 27947 4V2853 
021198 1'50)4 	1 5464 1'5528 31062 42848 
020767 17849 	18351 18427 36849 42869 

pK = 4r2774 + 00010; 13 = -0258 + 0035. 
In inolal units, pK = 42840; Bs  = -0262. 
In aquamolal unit4 pK = 4r2758; B 	-0257. 

Run 6N 

A = 05132; 	B = 03295; 	d0  = 105104. 
Reference LOl Solution 

O = 0015007; 	E = 006357; 	E°  = -015841; b = 0239; n = 0 5015. 
Benzoic Acid Solutions 

n=05026; 	a=L0; 	b0. 

102c1 	102C2 10203 1021 OK ,  

024059 	05071 	05233 05179 10456 44378 
022056 	11037 	11391 11274 22712 4)406 
021405 	1 4389 	1 4851  14699 29598 4466 
021190 	15720 	1'6225 16058 2331 4488 
020997 	16982 	17527 17347 3923 4v4499 
020846 	18051 	18630 18439 37117 44510  

PKn  = 44310  + 00019; 	B2  = -0531 + 0065. 
In molal units, pK 	= 44526; B5  = -0558. 
In aquamolal units, pK = 44289; 13 = -0529. 
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A 	 A 	 (b) 
2able ).. -- 	

(a 
Values of 	for 

Benzoic Acid. 

(d) 	 (c) 	 pK(ca1c) 

0 4201 + 0'001 0400 ± 0'040 - - - 
o 4205 + 0 ,001 0293 + 0030 - - - 
01724 4277 ± 0001 0258 ± 0035 0075 0076 +0001 

0'2766 4321 + 0002 0'282 ± 0'071 0 ,118 0121 +0003 

05026 4431  ± 0002 0531 ± 0065 0228 0224 -0004 
06280 1491 + 0001 0'315 ± 0043 0288 o285 -0003 

07811 4562 + 0'002 0410 + 0057 0'360 0364 +0004 

0'9610 4664 + 0002 0514 ± 0073 0 '461  0166 +0005 

09965 4V693 + 0001 0301 + 001.9 0490 0488 -0002 

09985 4695 0002 0409 ± 0056 0492 0 489 -0003 

S = 0•00L. 

(a) 	PK = pK - p1 11 ; (PKH  = 4* 203). 

(b)p.c(caic) obtained from the empirical equation: 

01403n - 00261n2  + 00757n3. 

(c) 	 iven are standard errors and only indicate the 
precision of the results. 

(, 	tho 	 ora fraction of tL biffur o1utions. 

(e 	= 	picaJc) 
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The extent to which equation 9.16 represents the exerimenta1 data 

may be determined by the standard deviation,s, given by: 

L p1c11(oa1c )12)u1} /(N - 1)1/' 	(9.17) 

is the ota1 number of data points, 	pK is the value 

derived from experimental work (or, in latc.i 3 	 L;Leore tical 

equation), and.pK(ca1c) is the value obtained 	 from the 

empirical equaLion (equation 9.16). 	The standard d.viation of the 

experimental points from the values given by the use of equation 

0.1E is OOO4 log, unit (Table 9.5). 	The estimated error in 

is ± 0 O 	unit. 

Values of 	for benzoic acid have been determined by Rule 

and LaMer,27  and oahry and Rogers30  who obtained 0'495 and 0'49 log. 

unit respectively. Although the values of pKH (44  215 and 4'16  

respectively) determined by these workers disagree with the present 

value (4V203 + 0002), the agreement between the v1 es of &PKD  

is most satisfactory. The agreement between the 	values 

despite the wide variation in the values obtained 	p1 is not 

surprising in so far as systematic errors in PKD and  PKH may cancel 

out in the determination of 

Rule and La'ier27  extended their work to H20-D20 mixtures and 

obtained values opI for benzoic acid. Their results are given 

in Table 9.6 and 3 --h-own in Fig. 9.2. 	The standard deviation of 

their results from those values calculated by the use of equation 

9.16 is only 0009 log, unit. 
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FignKe 9.2 
Graph _ofK vs. n for Benzoic Acid 

o Results of Rule and LaNer27; i Eqn. 9.1; B Eqn- 9.19; 0 Eqn. 9.21. 
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Table 9. 	Results of Rule and LaMer for Benzoic Acid. 
27* 

ii ApK(calc) AA(a  

05145 0233 0230 -0303 

05242 (F234 0235 -0001 

08799 0436 0)49 -0017 

0 9 9651 0477 0469 +0008 

09787 00 485 077 -0008 

= 0009 

* For footnotes see Table 9.5. 

A linear extrapolation to n = 1 of the T,rnt values for 

at n = 09985, 0 9965 and 09610 giv 	= L52, 0492 

and 080 respectively. 	hese may be compared with the value 

(0490) obainod using the eLnpirlcal equation. 	The extrapolated 

values of 	obtained with the results for n > 099 are in 

good agreement with the value obtained by the use of the empirical 

equation whereas AJKD obtained from the result for n = 09610 

is significantly lower (lJunib). 	This suggests that, in 

order to obtain reliable V51U5 of 	and neflOS PKD by a linear 

extrapolation method, measurements uust be made as near to n 1 

as possible. 	The use of an empirical curve with mixture data is 

probably the most reliable method for extrapolation purposes 

provided sufficient data with high values of n are obtained. 

Application of Theoretical Equations. 

If medium effects are neglected then the equations relating 

Kn  with n for mono and unspecified hydration of the proton 
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(Sction 

- 	 - 	+ n) 	; monohydration. 	(° 18) 

Kn = KH(l - 	 Li (1 - n + n) 1  ; unspecified hydration. (9.19) 

In calculatio Lralues o. K from these equations the values 

I 	069 an I' = 03285 = (069) [i.e. L = 93 ; see Section 

±.L.L] have been used. 	The parameter ( is determined from 

equation 9.20 which is obtained from equations 9.18 and 9.19 by 

setting n = 1, 

or 	= KRI 
	

(9.20) 

For benzoic acid, 	= 10149. 	Values of 	OKn  for nine rounded 

values of n calculated with equations 9.1d and 9.19 are given in 

Table 9.7 and the results plotted in Fig. 9.2 together with the 

experimentally determined ralues. 	Also included in Table 9.7 and 

Fig. 9.2 are the values of 	calculated with equation 9.21 

(Section 1.4, equation 1.37): 

= K  Di'KH) 

This equation is cased on the assumption that the free energy of 

exchange is zero and that the free energy of transfer of each species 

varies linearly with n. 	For each of the theoretical equations, 

the standard deviation, c (equation 9.17),  from the empirical curve 

is calculated (Table 9.7). 	It is evident that equation 9.18 fits 

the empirical curve, and consequently the experimental results, 

extremely well (a = 0,002 log, unit) whereas the fit of equations 

9.19 and 9.21 is poor (a = 00 036 and 0018 log, unit respectively). 

The excellent fit of equation 9.18 would appear to justify the 
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Table 9.7 Theoretical Values ofK for Benzoic Acid. 

= 0 490 , 	(KTI/KD = 30896); 	y = 101Li9 	J- 069; /' = O'3285. 

n 	i\K(Ei. 9.1) 	LK(E. 9.19) 9.21) 	L\pK(calo) 

01 0042 0031 0 049 0 044 

02 0'085 OO64 0098 oo88 

03 0,129 0100 0147 0132  

OL. 0175 0138 ol( 0177 

05 0 ,223 0181 0'245 0223 

06 0272  0228 0294 0271 

07 0323 0'280 0343 0321 

08 0377 0 340  0392 0374 

09 0432  0 '409 0 441  0430 

8 = 0002 	a = 0036 	s = 0'018 

(b) See footnote (b), Table 9.5. 
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assumption made in its derivation that the proton in solution is 

monohydrated (i.e. 1130). 	These results also indicate that the 

model in which the solvation of the proton is unspecified is 

unsatisfactory. 	It is probable that the Isotope effect, 	PKDJ 

includes a contribution from the free energies of transfer of 

H+, A and HA. This contribution must be extremely small however 

since the empirical curve is quite adequately represented by 

equation 9.18. 	It is therefore unnecessary to superimpose equations 

9.19 and 9.21 to obtain a satisfactory representation of the data. 

The above results suggest that the glass electrode Is capable 

of precise determinations in both H20 and mixtures of H20 and D20. 

This is borne out, in particular, by the agreement between the 

oresent results and those obtained by Rule and LaMer27  in H20-D20 

mixtures. 	These workers 2
'7 used a cell incorporating a quinhydrone 

electrode and the agreement between the results suggests that both 

the glass electrode and the qulnhydrone electrode are capable of 

functioning well in deuterated solvents. 

9.3 	Salicylic Acid. 

The results obtained for the dissociation constant of salicylic 

acid in 1120  are given in Table 9.8 and those in "pure" D20 and 

mixtures of 1120  and D20 in Tables 9.9 and 9.10 resoectively. 	The 

mean of the two determinations of pKH  is 3003 (setting a = WO, 

b = 0 for the buffer solutions). 

An uncertainty In E°  of 01 my. is 43uivalent to an error of 

about 00002 log, unit in each value obtained for p1111. 	The standard 
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Table 9.8 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid in 1120. 

Run 1H 
A = 05116; 	B = 0'3292; 	d0  = 099707. 

a) Reference HO]. Solution. 

c = 0037453; E = 003014; E°  
b) Salicylic Acid Solutions. 
n0; aLO; b0. 

= -014740; b = 0239; n = 0. 

E 102 c1  102c2  102c3 io2i PKT 

017087 05827 u6307 06200 13359 3014.1 
0'17127 05741 06214 06108 13173 30128 
016401 07295 0 0 7897 07763 16569 30143 
016154 07913 08566 0'8420 17918 30138 
0015980 08417 09111 08956 19010 30160 
015505 09916 10734 10551 22267 30180 

pK11  = 30067 + 0.002*; Bs = -076 + 012L. 

In molal units, pK11  = 3 0054; 135  = -0 475. 

c) Variation of pK11  with a and b 

a 	 b 	pK11  

3 0 30057 
0 30067 

5 0 30076 

3 02 30071 

3043 02 30070 
L. 02 3'0080 

5 02 30089 

* If E°  is altered by 01 mv. then pKH  alters by 00024 log, unit. 
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Table 9,8 (Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic 

Acid in 1120 

Run 211 

A = 0'5116; B = 093292; d0  = 099707. 

Reference 1101 Solution 

a = 0030506; E = 004040; E°= -014706;  b = 01239; n = 0. 

Salicylic Acid Solutions. 

n=0; a=LvO; b=0. 

E103  ioi piq 

018002 034 J41-)3 0"4488 009802 3'0098 
017191 05680 05820 05801 12502  30104 
0'16643 06813 0'6982 0'6959 1 4866  30137 
0'16168 0'7980 0'8178 08151 1'7291i. 30149 
016050 0'8314 08520 0'8L92 l'7987 3'0161 
015595 0'9743 0'9984 09951 20946 3'0198 

plC11  = 3' 0001 ± 00016; 	B3  = -0903 + 0'098. 

In rriolal units, plC11  = 29988; 	B8  = -0900. 

a) Variation of plC11  with a and b 

a 	 b 	 pKH 

3 0 2999]. 

0 30001 

5 0 3'OOlO 

3 02 30OOL 

3043 0'2 30004 

0'2 300lL. 

5 02 30023 

For a graph of pK vs. I for Runs 111 and 211 see Fig. 9.3 
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Table 9.9 The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid in 

Run 1D 

A = 0 5148; B = 03299; d0  

Reference DC1 Solution. 

o = 0018531; E = 01 04005; E°  

Salicylic Acid Solutions. 

n09960; a=LrO; b=O. 

= 11OL.29. 

-017133; b = 0240; n = 09939. 

1 2c 	ioc 	 1021 	pK' 	- 1 	 2 	 3 	 n 

016469 07253 07112 07555 15018 3 0 5298 
015984 08674 08506 09036 17903 35315 
015783 09396 09214 09787 19366 35348 
015582 10123 09926 1' 0546  2 0840  35352 
015396 10848 10637 11301 22311 35356 

pK 	= 35168 ± 00032; B8  = -0871 ± O'161H 

In molal units, pKn = 35594; B8  = -0963. 

In aquarnolal unitsPK = 35139; 	B8  = -0865. 

(c) Variation of 	with a and b. 

a b pK 

3 0 3516L 
L. 0 35168 

5 0 35171 

3 02 35169 

3043 02 35169 
02 35173 

5 02 3•5177 
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Table 9.9 (Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic 

Acid in D2  

ff MAO WE 

A = 0 5148; B = 03299; 	d0  = 110397. 

Reference DC1 Solution. 

c = 0024527; ' = 002647; E°  = -017162; b = 0240; n = 0 9955. 
Salicylic Acid Solutions. 

n=09950; a=LO; b=O. 

- E 	10201 	102 2 	10 3 	1021 	pK 

017183 05934 05878 0.5939 12148 35345 
016788 06851 06787 0'6857 13983 35356 
0'16299 08229 008151 08235 16734 35388 
015856 09786 09693 09793 19842 35)445 
015649 10634 10534 106L2 24 1534 35479 

PKn  = 3- 5158 + 00025; B3  = -14528 ± 0144 
In molal units, pK = 35584; B8  = -1605 
In aquamolal units, PK = 35130; B3  = -1443. 

Variation of pKwith a and b. 

a 	 b 

3 0 35l5L 
0 35158 

5 0 35161 
3 02 35159 
30143 02 35159 

02 35163 
5 0'2 35166 
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Table 9.10 
	

The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid 

in H20-D20 Mixtures. 

1unhi 

A = 05145; B = 03298; d0 	l'09337. 
Reference L01 Solution. 

o = 0020011; E = 004187; EO = -016610; b = 0239; n = 08970. 

Salicylic Acid Solutions. 

n=08960; a=LrO; b=0. 

E 2 10 C1  2 
10 °2 

2 10 03  2 10 I pK 

018025 04797 0'6784 06504 13561 3'4745 
017143 06619 09361 08974 18623 3'4752  
016804 07553 10682 10241 21216 34789 
016775 07627 10787 10341 21422 3'4784 
016545 08311 1- 1754 1,1268 23320 34788 

PKn  = 34671 + 00027; B3  = -0515 ± 0 137. 

In molal units, pK 	= 35059; B3  = -0562. 

In aquamolal units, pK = 36LJ; B3  = -0512. 

Variation of pK with a and b. 

Ii b PKn  

3 0 3L667 

4 0 34671 
5 0 34674 
3 02 34672  
3043 02 3'4672 

4 02 34676 
5 02 34679 
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Table 9.10 (Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid 
in H,0-D 0 Mixtures. 2 

Run 2M 
A = 05126; B = 0'3294; d0  

Reference LC1 Solution. 
o = 0021660; E = 005260; 

Salicylic Acid Solutions. 
ii = 03133; a = LVO; b = 0. 

= 103080. 

-015149; b = 0239; n = 03123. 

102c 	10202 	10203 
	

1021 	pK1?1  

018006 0554 06132  05957 12615 31612 
017277 05850 0'7876 07652  16086 31625 
016703 0'7165 09647 09371 19600 3'16)4. 
016)440 07816 1052 3 10222 21343 31615 
016189 08548 1.1508 11180 23297 31620 
015996 09130 12292 11940  2 4652 3'1606 

PKn  = 31628 + 00029; B8  = +0014 ± 0146 

In inolal units, pK = 31759; 	B8  = + 00L2. 

In aq.uamolal units, PKn  = 31611; 13 = +0014. 

Variation of pl,  with a and b. 

a b pK n 

3 0 31621 

0 31628 

5 0 31635 
3 02 31631 
30L3 02 31631 

0'2 31637 
5 02 31614. 
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Table 9.10 (Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid 

in H 20 Mixtures. 

Ruri 3M 

A = 0 5141; B = 03297; 	d0  = 1' 08139. 

Reference L01 Solution. 

a = 0022648; E = 003812; E°  = -0'16363; b = 0239; n = 07817. 

Salicylic Acid Solutions. 

n = 07842; a = LO; b = U. 

E 102e 1 10202 10  0 
3 

1021 pKrj  

017723 04997 05973 06027 12359 34100 
017309 05816 06951 07014 14333 34128 
016420 0'8032 09600 09687 19677 3.146 
016172 08784 10499 10594 2'1490 34142  
015975 09452  1•1298 11400 23099 34149 
015810 010074 1201i2 12151 2 4597 34166 

PKn  = 33056 + 00016; B3  = -0 430  ± 0080. 

In molal units, pK = 34393; B 	-0466 

In aquamolal units, pK = 34031; B 	-0428. 

Variation of pK,with a and b. 

a 	 b 

3 0 3L051 

4 0 34056 

5 0 3L060 

3 02 3'L057 

30L3 02 3L.057 

02 3L06l 

5 02 3'4066 
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Table 9310(Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid 
in H20-D20 Mixtures. 

Run L.M 
A = 05134; B = 03296; d0  = 105743. 

Reference L01 Solution. 

= 0017144.; E = 0'05567; E°  = -015982; b = 0239; n = 05596. 

Salicylic Acid Solutions. 

n=05610; a=LrO; b=0. 

E 	 1Oc 	10203 	io2i 	 pIc 

018303 03820 0 4922  04825 1'0157 328L7 
017146 05265 06784 06650 13867 p2939 
016621 07012 09035 08857 18349 32974 
016316 07796 10050 0'98L47 20362 32959 
016145 08270 10657 10446 2 1578 3 2947 
015916 09013 11614 1'1384 23480 32965 

= 32804 ± 00050; B5  = -0750 ± 0272. 

In molal units, pK 	= 33045; 	B8  = -0-7014- 

In aquarnolal units, pK = 32782; B5  = -0747. 

Variation of pK with a and b. 

a 	 b 

3 0 32798 
L. 0 3280L 
5 0 3'2809 
3 02 32805 
3043 02 32806 
L. 02 32811 
5 02 32816 
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Table 9.10 (Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid 

In 1!22-:-D20Mixtures. 

Run 5M 

A = 05121; B = 03293; 	d0  = 101214. 

Reference LC1 Solution. 

0016801; E = 006776; E°  = -0 1486 9; b = 0239; n = 01396. 

Salicylic Acid Solutions. 

n01399; a=LVO; b=O. 

E 10c lO'o lOo lO'1 plC' 

018478 03609 04854 0 4991 104l6 3"0831 
017518 0 4959 06669 06857 1)448 3 0849 
0'16700 06537 03791 09039 18499 30850 
016377 07330 09857 10136 20679 30870 
016236 07711 10370 10662 21725 30881 
015923 0E3605 11571 11897 24179 3 0884 

pI( 	= 30790 ± 00012; 	B5  = -0388 + 0062. 

In molal units, pK = 30812; 	B8  = -0393. 

In aquamolal units, pK 	= 30775; B3  = -0387. 

Variation of 	with a and b. 

a b pK 
1-i 

3 0 3'0782 

0 30790 

5 0 3.0798 

3 02 30793 

303 02 30793 
L. 02 30801 

5 02 30809 
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Table 9.10 (Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid 

in H20-D20 Mixtures. 

Run 6M 

A = 05129; B = 0'3294; 	d0  = 103921. 

Reference LOl Solution. 

o = 0018428; E = 0 6 05655; F°  = -015518; b = 0239; ii = 03913. 

Salicylic Acid Solutions. 

n0392L; a=Li0; 	b0. 

102c1 	10202  102c3  io2i pK - 	- 

019440 02697 	0'3292 03274 07012 32076 
0'17375 0'5340 	06519 06483 13536 32090 
016480 07296 	08907 08358 18338 32107 
0'16212 07980 	09741 09688 20017 32083 
016029 08541 	1026 10369 2'1389 3'2101 
015753 0'9408 	11485 11L22 23514 32095 

plcII  = 32072 + 00014; 	B8  = -011L+ 0075 

In molal units, pK 	= 32236; 	B3 = -0120. 

In aquainolal units, pK 	32053; B3 = -011L. 

Variation of pK with a and b. 

a b 

3 0 32066 

L. 0 32072  

5 0 32073 

3 02 32074 

3043 002 32075 
02 3'2080 

5 02 32086 
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error of each experiment is about 0002 log, unit. 	Therefore the 

total error involved in a single determination of pK is about 

± 0'004 log, unit. The error in the mean value of PKH  obtained 

from the two separate determinations is about + 0003 log, unit. 

The values obtained for PKH  and 	PKD by previous workers 

are given in Table 9.11. 

Table 9.11 	Values of pK11  and LpK.D for Salicylic Acid 
(Molar Units) at 250C. 

rJKH 	 ApK 	Method* 	Remarks 	 Ref. 

3026 Q 138 
301 061 	 Q. 	At ñ = 0917;I=005 114 
2,978 S 140 
2996 C 42 
2- 94 0'75 	 G 19 
2 975 S 149 
301 056 	 G 14 

2'903 H 	 3000 43 

* For methods see footnotes to Table 9.2. 

The present value for PKH (3003 ± 0'003) compares favourably with 

those determined by Glasoe,14  Korman and LaNer,1 	and Bray et a1. 

These workers used a glass electrode, a quinhydrone electrode and 

a conductivity technique respectively. 

Table 9.8 also gives the values of PKH  calculated from the 

experimental data using different values of the parameters a and 

b. 	It is evident that there Is a small difference in the value 
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obtained for pL depending upon the values assigned to a and . 

The term Ba in the Debye-Htkkel equation in often set equal to 

unity (corresponding to a -- 3 04 A) with b set equal to 02. For 

the results discussed in this chapter the values a = LvO A and b = 0 

have been used throughout. There is a negligible difference between 

the pK values obtained with either set of parameters. 

Table 9.12 gives a summary of the values obtained for 

and B8. There Is no apparent correlation between B3  and n. The 

mean value of B. is -0586 and the standard deviation of the 

results from this mean is 0429. 

	

The empirical equation (922) relating 	with n was 

obtained by a least squares method. 

rL 	0'5294n - 00743n2  + 00620n3 	 (9.22) 

when n = 1, ApKn  = APKD  = 0517, i.e. PLD = 3520, taking 

PKH = 3003. The sandard deviation of the experimental points 

from the empirical curve Is 0004 log, unit (Table 9.12). 	The 

estimated error in ApKD  Is + 0005 log, unit. This value fcr 

LPKD  (0517) is considerably lower than the values obtained by 

previous workers (Table 9.11). Korman and LaNer11  obtained the 

value of LPK = 061 at n = 0917 (mean of two results) using the 

quinhydrone electrode. 	The two results given by these workers 

for plC disagree by about 008 log, unit and their values must 

therefore be considered to be unreliable. 	The results obtained 

by G1asoe and McDougall and Long19  (056 and  075  respectively) 

were obtained from "pH" measurements with cells which incorporated 

liquid junctions. 	These liquid junctions may be the source of 
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Table 9.12 Valuas of pK B3 , 	 for 

Salicylic Acid. 

n( d) 	
PKn  (c) 	 -B3 	- 	APK n 	AK( cal) 

o 3007 ± 0002 

o 3000 ± 0002 

01399 3079 + 0001 

03133 3163 + 0003 

03924 3207 ± 0001 

0'5610 3280 ± 0005 

07842 31406 + 0002 

08960 3467 + 0003 

0'9950 3516 ± 0003 

0' 9960 3517 ± 0'003 

0'476 ± 0124 

0903 + 0'098 

0'388 ± 0'062 0076 0073 -0'003 

-0041 + 0146 0159 0'161 +0' 002 

O'llLi. ± 0075 0204 0'200 -OOOLi. 

0750+O'272 0'277 0'285 +0'008 

0"430  ± 0' 080 0402 0'399 -0003 

0 '515 ± 0'137 0 '464 0'459 -0'005 

1'L53 ± 0'1L4 0'512 0'514  +Q'002 

0 - 871 + 0'164 0513 0'515 +0002 

As in Table 9.5; (PKH = 3003) 

LpK(ca1c) obtained from the empirical equation: 

L\pK = 05294ri - 0'0743n2  + 0'0620n3  

For other footnotes, see Table 9.5. 
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uncertathties in their results as also may be their procedures in 

which the glass electrode used in D 2  0 was standardised in 1120, 

It was shown in Chapter 8 that this procedure may introduce errors 

especially if measurements are made soon after glass electrode 

transfer. The results of these workers must then be considered 

to be doubtful even though the value obtained by Glasoe' (0-56) 

Is in reasonable agreement with the present value (0'517). 	The 

present value is considered to be more reliable than previous ones 

since the uncertainties Involved in earlier work have been 

eliminated. 	The results obtained in H20-D20 mixtures also serve 

to support the present value. 

Application of Theoretical Equations. 

Taking 	= 0517 and, as for benzoic acid (Section 9.2), 

setting 	069 an.:I it = 1% the fractionation factor, , for 

salicylic acid, detorjed from equations 9.20 Is 10803. Values 

of LpK were calculated with equation 9.18 (monosolvated proton) 

and equation 9.19 (unspecified solvation of the proton) and the 

results plotted in Fig. 9., together with the experimentally 

determined values of LPLnS Table 9.13 gives the numerical values 

obtained for APK with equations 9.18 and 9.19 for nine rounded 

values of n together with the standard deviation, a, of these 

values from those given by the empirical equation (equation 9.22). 

Also given in Table 9.13 and Fig. 9.4 are the values obtained for 

iPK by considering the isotope effect to arise solely from the 

free energy of transfer of the ions and undissociated acid 

(equation 9.21). 	It is evident that the model in which the proton 
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Table 9.l. 	Theoretical Values ofpK for Salicylic Acid. 

LPKD  = 0517,(KH/JcD  = 32893) 	10803; £ O6i; i = 03285. 

n 	(Eq.9,15)K(Eq.9.l9) pK(Eq.9.21) p(calc 

01 	0045 0034 0052 0052 

02 	0090 0070 0103 0103 

03 	0138 0108 0.155 0154 

0 .4 0'186 0150 0207 0204 

05 0237 0.195 0259 0254 

0'6 0289 0214 0310 0304 

07 0343 0300 0362 36 

08 0398 0362 04L. 0LD8 

09 0'457 0433 0465 0462 

S = 0014 = 0045 s = 0005 

(b) See footnote (b), Table 9.12. 
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is considered to bo monohydrated (equation 9.18) fits the 

experimental data (s = 001L log, unit) far better than the model 

in which the solvation is unspecified (equation 9.19) Is = 0045 

log, unit] and that when exchange effects are not considered at 

all (equation 9.21) the date fits the theoretical equation even 

better (a = 0005 log, unit). 	The empirical curve is in fact 

almost a straight line. 	Obviously the isotope effect cannot be 

due to transfer alone, exchange must play a considerable part, as 

is indicated by the results obtained for benzoic acid. 	It is 

possible that the inadequacy of equation 9.18 in the case of 

salicylic acid compared with its success in the case of benzoic 

acid may be due to intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the acid. 

anion. 

9 	y-Rosorcylic Ad. 

The dissociation constant of this acid was determined 

twice in H 2  0 and twice in D20. 	The results are given in Tables 

9.14 and 9.15 respectively. 	The values obtained by previous 

workers are given in Table 9.16. 
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Table 9.14 	The Dissociation Constant of Y-ResOIc -1ic Acid 
in 1120. 

Run 111 

A = 05116; B = 03292; d0  = 099707 
Reference HC1 Solution. 

o = 0020662; E = 036609 ,O = -014D28; b = 0239; n = 0. 

y-Resoroylic Acid Solutions. 

n=0; a=L0; b=0. 

E 10 1 10 0 3 10 I K' r 

021536 20703 05466 0'5485 03101 1'146 40 
016453 59453 15697 15751 0 8575 1216L  135 
013847 10343 2 7320 2743 14523 11918 96 
01186o 15999 12243 4V 2386  2 1742 11948 6'4 
010739 20637 54486 5-4671  27308 12128 51 
008123 37099 97951 98283 4r6891 11605 38 

pK11  = 1191L± 0.0217* 	; B 	= +0190 ± 0872. 

In molal units, pK11  = 11900; i3= +0187. 

o) Variation of pK11_with a and b. 

a 	 pK11  

3 0 11624 

4. 0 11914 

5 0 12177 
3 02 12003 

3043 02 12015 

02 12270 

5 02 12512 

If E°  is altered b 01 my., then p1K11  alters by 0039 unit. 
** Electrode EILE was used for this experiment. 
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a  C.;.  11. (Oontd.) 	l'he Dissoiatioii (Dons ant. of Y -he scfc;iic 
Acid in 1120 

Run 2H 

A = 05116; B = 03292; d = 0'99707. 
Reference HC1 Solution, 

= 0015639; E = 007786; E°  = -014209; b = 0239; n = 0. 
y-Reaorcy].ic Acid Solutions. 

n0; a=L.'O; b0. 

E 1O3c 10302 10303 
 

1021 pK 

021830 16998 05936 05512 02795 11793 41 
016793 4r8079 16790 15591 07676 12149 165 
0•14869 72107 2 5182  23383 1'1336 11939 123 
012513 12016 1961 3'8964 18327 11990 8'1 
011085 16520 57693 53573 2571 12088 62 
008674 28851 10075 93558 L0507 102362 10 

PKH = 11848 + 0.0089***; 	Ba  = -1171 + 

In molal units, PKH = 11835; B8  = -1170 

Variation of pKH_with a and b. 

a 	b 	 pKH 

3 0 11550 
L' 118L.8 

5 0 12118 

3 02 1l9L4 
3 043 02 11957 

02 12217 

5 02 12465 

*** If E°  is altered by 01 mv., then pKH  alters by 0059 log, unit. 

For a graph of pK Vs. I for Runs 1H and 2H, see Fig. 9.5. 
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Table 9.15 The Dissociation Constant of -Resoroylic Acid 

in D20. 

Run 1D 

A = 05146; B = 03299; d0 = 110286. 

Reference DC1 Solution. 

c= 0'01755L.;  E = 004580; E°  = -0].6855; b = 0240; n = 0 0 9821. 

1-Resorcylic Acid Solutions. 

n=098L6; a=LVO; b=O. 

102cr  103c2  10303  102  plc1  

011462  
009763 
008676 

10403 
15559 
20260 

2 9725 
4414.62 
57892 

28112 
4* 2094 
54810  

1 3143 
18548 
2'3185 

17056 
17204 
17278 

314. 
25 
21 

007770 
006254 

2552L. 
3817k, 

7'2934 
10909 

69051 
10329 

27986 
38635 

17473 
17860 

18 
14 

pK = 16605 ± 00062; B3  = -3166 + 0239. 

In molal units, iK = 17020; 	B3  = 3506. 

In aquarnolal units, 	= 16577; 	B3  = -3145. 

Variation of 	with a and b. 

a 	 b 	 PK 11 

3 0 l6L99 
0 l6605 

5 0 1670L. 

3 02 l66L0 

3043 02 16644 
L. 02 16742 

5 02 16837 
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Table 9.1 (Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant oi -kLesorcy1jc 
Acid In D20. 

Run  2D 

A = 0 '5148; B = 03298; 	d0  = 110252. 

) Reference DC]. Solution. 
c = 	014590; E = 005440; E°  = -016898; b = 0210; n = 09795. 

josorcy1ic Acid Solutions. 

n0'981L; a=140; b=0, 

E 10 c1  103
C2 

103c 
3 

10 I r 

011904 78505 29975 29459 11695 17177 42 
0'10193 11,699 44668 4'3899 16652 17245 32 
008059 19734 75350 74052 26138 1 7467 22 
007660 21763 8 3094 81663 2 8473 17450 21 
0061458 29782 11'372 11'176 3 0 7065 17667 17 

PKn  = 16938 ± 00037; B3  = -1931 + 0146. 

In molal units, pK = 17354; 	B3 = -2142. 

In aquamolal units, pK = 116910; B3 = -14 918. 

Variation of p_with a and b. 

b 	 PKn  

3 0 l6835 
0 16938 

5 0 

3 02 16972 
3043 02 146976 

02 17071 
5 02 1- 7165 
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Table 9.16 	and LpKD  for Resorcylic Acid (Molar Units) 
at 25°C. 

PJCH 	 pKD 	 Method* 	Remarks 	 Ref. 

187 	046 	 G 	 19 
1222 	 H 	 30°C 	 43 
105 	 C 	° = 3856 	150 

* For methods, See footnote to Table 92. 

The determination of PKH gave, setting a = LVO and b = 0 for the 

buffer solutions, values of 1191 + 0022 (standard error) and 

1185 + 0009. A change of 01 my. in the value of E°  is 

sufficient to cause an error in the value for pK calculated from 

the data for Run 1H of 0039 log, unit (Figure 9.5). 	This is a 

considerable effect and serves as a good illustration of the 

problems associated with the accurate measurement of the pK of a 

relatively strong acid. 	The error therefore in any single 

determination of pK is approximately ± 006 log, unit. 	The mean 

value of the two determinations of pKH  is 1,188 with a probable 

error of ± 004 log, unit. 	This value differs substantially from 

the value of 187 ± 004 (standard deviation) determined by 

McDougall and Long, 19 
 These workers used a cell which incorporated 

a liquid junction thereby introducing errors of unknown magnitude 

into the determinations. These errors may well be sufficient to 

account for the discrepancy between the results. 

Also given in Table 9.14  are the values of PKH calculated 

with different values of a and b. 	It may be seen that the value 
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obtained for PKH  is very sensitive to the values chosen for a and 

b and hence the choice of these parameters is of prime importance 

especially in a comparison of pK values obtained by different 

workers. McDougall and Long 19  used the Debye-Hiickel equation in 

the form: 

-log y = 0509 11/2/(1 + 11/2 ) 	 (9.23) 

and took the average of six (?) determinations of pIçand pKD 

These workers used the Debye-Hückel constant, A = 0509, which is 

different from the value calculated using modern values of the 

dielectric constant of H20. Equation 9.23 corresponds to a - 3 A 

and b = 0. The present value of pL obtained using these 

parameters is 1162. Thus the disagreement between this work and 

that of McDougall and Long 19  Is even more pronounced. Unfortunately, 

insufficient experimental detail is given In their paper for 

recalculation of their results. 

Abichandani and Jatkar 3  obtained pL = 1222 at 30°C by means 

of a cell without liquid junction containing the hydrogen electrode 

and a silver, silver chloride electrode. 	In their paper, two of 

the ionic strength values of the y-resorcylio acid buffer solutions 

have been stated incorrectly (ref. 43, Table 2) and three results 

have been incorrectly plotted (ref. 43, Fig. 1). 	Taking their 

values for pK1  and the corrected values for the ionic strength, a 

least squares calculation gives pKH = 1215 + 000L (standard 

deviation); B s = -1326 -s-  0077. 	This value at 30°C is consistent 

with the present value of 118(8) ± 0.04 (estimated total error) 

at 25°C. 	It Is interesting that these workers failed to detect 
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reduction of the acid by the hydrogen electrode. 

The values of pKnwere found to be 1661 ± 0006 (standard 

error) for n = 09846 and 1'694 + OOOL for n = 0'9914. 	A linear 

extrapolation to n = 1 may not be justified (see Section 9.2) if a 

considerable proportion of the Isotope effect is due to free 

energy of exchange. As determinations of pK for Y-resoroylio 

acid were not made In a series of mixtures of H20 and D20, it is 

not possible to establish whether or not this is the case. 	There 

Is thus no Simple alternative to a linear extrapolation. 	It is 

probable that the errors incurred by this treatment are small 

compared with the errors arising from other sources. Extrapolation 

to n = ]. gives PKD = 1,668 and 1703, the mean of which is 1686. 

The probable error in each determination of pKD  is about ± 006 log. 

unit. Therefore the error in the mean Is about ± 004 log, unit. 

The difference, L\PKD, is  0'498  log, unit. 	It is difficult to 

assess the error in ApKD  but It is probably around ± 0'06 log. 

unit. McDougall and Long 19  obtained LpK, = 0'46  (pKD = 233). 

Although their determinations of PJCH  and pK are much higher than 

those determined in this work, the APKD  values are in good agree-

ment. This is probably due to a cancellation of errors in the 

determination of PKH and PKD. 

The values obtained for B3  from the four runs have a mean of 

-1520 compared with -1326 obtained by recalculation of the 

results of Abichandani and Jatkar, 3  However the standard errors 

of the individual values are very high. The standard deviation 

of the four values from the mean is 1'41. 	Therefore a great deal 
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of reliance should not be placed on the value obtained for B8. 

9.5 Maleic Acid 

The results for the dissociation constant of maleic acid 

in H20 and D 2 0 are 
given in Tables 9.17 and 9.18 respectively. 

Two determinations of pKH  gave 2028 + 0008 (standard error) 

and 2307 ± 0002, the mean of which is 2032  (calculated with 

a = LVO, b = 0 for the buffer solutions). 	An error in E°  of 

01 my. leads to an error in pKH  of 0004 log, unit (Fig. 9.6). 

In accordance with the procedure already described, this can 

be taken as the accuracy of any one run. The total error involved 

in the two determinations of pK11  is about ± 0011 and ± 0006 

log, unit respectively. 	Thus the mean value of 2032  has a 

probable error of ± 0,006 log, unit. 

Table 9.19 gives the values obtained for PKH  and LPKD 

by previous workers. 	The present value of pKH  is the highest 

yet recorded. 	The disagreement between this value and those 

obtained by previous workers Is striking particularly when previous 

results obtained with the quinhydrone electrode are considered. 

SIhvohen and AdelllS2  obtained values for PKH  of 200 and 1,905 

respectively at 180C whereas Dahigren and Long25  obtained 191 at 

25°C. 	The result (OK,, = 185) obtained by Ashton and Part ington151  

with the hydrogen electrode cannot be considered to be reliable 

since they observed that the acid was reduced by the hydrogen gas. 

It is difficult to account for these large discrepancies but it is 

possible that some of the differences may be reduced when the 
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Table 9.17 	The Dissociation Constant or Maleic Acid 

Run 1H 

A = 05116; B = 03292; 	d0  = 0 99707. 
Reference HC-1  Solution, 

c = 0011731; E = 008997; F O = -0 l)45; b = 0239; n = 0. 

Maleic Acid Solutions. 

n0; a=LvO; b=0, 

- E 	102o 	10202 	io2 3 	io2i 	pK 

010992 17723 0 '9184 09031 25929 20212 
009299 2 7513 14257 14020 38415 20061 
007814 11276 2'1390 2 1033 5155 20011 
006920 52863 27394 26938 68942 1'9943 
006617 58039 3'0077 2 9576 74839 2'0006 

PKH = 20276 ± 0,0076*; B5  = +0 435 ± 0137. 

In molal units, pKH = 20263; B8  = +0434. 

Variation of pK11 	h a and b. 

a 	 b 	 PKH 

3 0 20207 

LI. 0 20276 

5 0 2'0340 

3 0'2 2'0302 
3043 02 2 0305 
L. 02 2 0371 

5 02 2'0434 

* If E°  is altered by 01 my., then PKH  alters by 0'0043 unit. 
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Table 9.17 (Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Naleic Acid 
in 

Run 2H 

A = 05116; B = 03292; n = 0. 

Reference HC1 Solution. 

c = 0 036443; E = 003106; E°  = -014780; b = 0239; n = 0. 

Maleic Acid Solutions. 
n=0; aLj0; b=0. 

10201 	10202 	10203 
	

1021 	pK 

0 09725 22625 11287 11232 31527 20194 
008984 2 7478 13709 136L.l 37491 2 0133 
008065 35182 17552 17465 4V 6723 20082 
O0758L 10133 20022 1992L. 525L9 20059 
007440 41672 20790 20688 54387 20029 
006378 55919 27897 2 7761 70851 1'9952 

PKH = 20367 + 03021; B3  = +0597 + 00)4. 

In molal units, PKH = 20354; B8  = + 0595 

C) Variation of pKH  with a and b. 

a 	 b 	 pK11  

3 0 20297 
0 20367 

5 0 2 "0432 
3 0'2 20393 
3043 0'2 20396 
L. 02 20462 

5 02 2 0526 

For a graph of pKt VS. I for RUfl8 1H and 2H see Fig. 9.6. 
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Table 9.18 	The Dissociation Constant of Maleic Acid in D20. 

Run 1D 
A = 05148; B = 03299; n = 0 1 9891. 

Reference DC1 Solution. 

= 0012783; E = 005866; E°  = -017119; b = 0240; n = 0'98,)l- 

Maleic Acid Solutions. 

10 	10202 	10203 	102  

008111 31775 15964 15950 36814 25774 
00743 39325 19757 19740 W 4847 25734 
006575 51093 25669 25648 57249 25691 
006214 57237 28756 2 8731 63690 25667 
005882 63635 3'1970 3'1943 70371 25648 

pK 	= 25905 ± 00010; B8  +O370 + 0019 

In inolal units, PYn  = 26331; B8  = +0408. 

In aquamolal units, pL = 25877; B5  = +0368. 

Variation of PKr th a and b. 

a b 0K 

3 0 2587L. 

L. 0 25905 

5 0 2'5931i. 

3 02 25918 

3043 02 205920 

L. 02 5950 
5 0'2 25979 
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Table 9.19 PKIT nd ApK for Maleic Acid (Molar Unite) at 
25°C. 

pKD  Method Remarks Ref. 

198 	055 0 22 
191 	062 Q I = 0045 25 
2'00 0. 180c 144 
185 H Acid Reduced 151 
1943 C ° 	

3839 122 
1905 Q 180c 152 

* For methods, see footnote to Table 9.2. 

activity ooe.ficients are allowed for in a realistic manner; none 

of the previous workers took ino accim the effect of the ion-size 

paraeter. 	The results of Dahigren and Long 25  were recalculated 

taking Ba = 1 and b = 02 (Table 9.20). 

Table 9.20 Recomputed Values of Dahigren and Long for Maleic Aoid 5  

Point 	 pK 1021 

1 	 11991 5L6 
2 	 2'006 4180 

3 	 2005 611 

These values are calculated for the molal scale. 

Here BcL1/2a  has been set equal to unity and b set equal to 02. 

The value of pL taken as the mean of the three results is 200. 

Dahigren and Long did not extrapolate their results to zero ionic 

strength to obtain the thermodynamic dissociation constant. 	If, 

however, the recalculated points are extrapolated to zero ionic 

strength, the value obtained for PKH  is 201 in good agreement 

with the present work. 
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Only one determination of pK (=259l ± 0)O1 at n = 09906) 

was mad'. 	Assuming that a linear extrapolation to n = 1 is 

justifiable, the value obtained for ApKD  Is 0564. 	This 

corresponds to p5 = 2596. The probable error in p5 is about 

± 0005 log, unit and in Lp5 it Is about + 0008 log, unit. 

This value for LpKD is in excellent agreement with that determined 

by Glasoe and Long (Q.55)22 whereas their values for PKff  and P5 
(198 and 253 respectively) are somewhat lower than the values 

obtained in this work. Dahigren and Long 2.5  obtained LPKD  = 0625 

on the aquamolal scale. 	There is little difference between Lp5 
on the aquamolal or the molar scales (about 0003 log, unit) and 

so their value of 0625 must be regarded as being rather high. 

The values obtained for B5  have a mean of + 0 467 (standard 

deviation from the mean is 0'117  unit). It is to be noted that 

the sign of B5  Is opposite to that obtained for the other acids 

discussed In this chapter. 

3.6  General Discussion. 

The values of APKD and  PKH  obtained for the four acids 

considered are summarised In Table 9.21 and plotted in Fig. 9.7. 

Table 9.21 Summary of Values of ILP_5 and PK 

Acid 	 PKH 	 P LKD 
Y-Rosorcyllc 	118(6) ± OOL. 	049(8) + 006 

Maleic 	 2032 ± 0'006 	 0564 0'003 

Salicylic 	3003 ± 0003 	 0517 + 0005 

Benzoic 	 4V 203 + 0002 	 0 490  + OOOL 
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Also shown in Fig. 9.7  are the values obtained by other workers 

for these acids and the results of Webry and Rogers30  for some 

substituted benzoic acids. 	The line drawn In Fig. 9.7 is that 

suggested by Bel13  and subsequently used by McDougall and Long" 

i.e. 

ApK 	= o hi + a o2pIc 	 o•  2t) 

The intercept is empirical but the gradient Is approximately that 

expected from theoretical considerations.3  This equation is 

supported to some extent by the results of Wehry and. Rogers.30  

McDougall and Long 19  suggested that, unless the work is very precise, 

only points which lie a considerable distance away from this line 

may be taken to Indicate the presence of intramolecular hydrogen 

bonding in the acid or its conjugate base. An important feature 

of the present work was its precision and consequently departures 

of the experimental values from this line are readily discernable. 

The value of APKD  obtained for benzoic acid (no intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding possible) lies, within experimental error, on the 

line. This, together with the fact that the results of Wehry and 

Rogers30  lie close to the line suggest the use of equation 9.214 

as a crude norm for the consideration of intramolecular hydrogen 

bonding in other carboxylic acids. 

The value ofLpKD  for salicylic acid is about 005 log, unit 

higher than that predicted by equation 9.24. 	This result is probably 

attributable to intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the anion 

species as suggested by previous workers.19'3'36  

Although the value obtained for y-resorcylic acid lies about 
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006 log, unit above the line, the significance of this value is 

in some doubt because of the large error (± 0'06 log, unit) 

associaed with L\PKD.  However it does make it seem probable that 

intramolecular hydrogen bonding occurs in the anion as suggested by 

Hunter3  and Baker.33  The view held by McDougall and Long 19  that 

Y-resorcylic acid has a "normal" isotope effect whereas salicylic 

acid has an abnormally high value forLPKD  is thus discounted. 

Their results 19  are in disagreement with hose of others on several 

occasions (e.g refs. 26, 30, 153, 154) and must therefore be 

treated with suspicion. 

The vale of IpKD for maleic acid lies well above the line. 

It seems reasonable to attribute this to considerable intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding in the hydrogen maleate anion species thus 

supporting the view held by Westheirner and Benfey,35  and McDougall 

and Long, 19 

Unfortunately the value ofpKD  for the second dissociation 

constant of maleio acid was not determined in the present work. 

Dahigren and Long 25  obtained the values PKH(2) = 633 and APKD (2)  

= 038. 	This is consistent with the view that the univalent ion 

exhibits intramolecular hydrogen bonding. A precise determination 

of LPicD(2)  :cu1d be invaluable in the verification of this view. 

The values obtained for the specific interaction constants, 

B3, are summarised in Table 9.22. 
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Table 9.22 	Values obtained for B3. 

	

Acid 	 B3(1./mole) 	 Previous work (c) 

Y-Resorcylic 	-1520  ± lLl 	 -132( (a) 

3a1icylio 	-0586 ± 04.29 

Benzoic 	 -.0371 ± 0097 	 -0 335129(molal units)(b) 

Maleic 	 +0367 + 0117 

Recalculated value 

The difference in B3  for solutions in 1120  expressed in 
molar or xnolal units is negligible. 

Values obtained in H.O. 

The coefficient B3  may be separated into several interaction 

coefficients. 

13 = B8( A) + B5(Na,C1) - B3(Na,A) 
	

(9.9) 

King and Prue 129  noted that whilst B3(Na,A) would be different for 

acetic acid (B3  = -0061) and the aromatic acids they considered, 

the largest source of difference should reside in B3  (HA ), t1 

contribution of the un-ionised acid. Guggenheim and Turgeon137  

reinterpreted Davies' classification71  of the meaning of the B5  

values and obtained: 

B3  = (u1 	Y:g./mo1e ; association iniinportant. 

B3  < -01 kg./A)io ; association important. 

This is consistent with the effect observed by King and Prue (ref. 

129, Tabl 2) that as the solubility of some aromatic acids 

increased (association becoming less important), the value of B8  

also increased. Considering the values of B9  obtained for the 
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three aromatic acids in Table 9.22, it is evident that as the 

complexity of the acid increases so the value of B5  decreases 

indicating either a decrease in BS(HA) or an increase in B(Na,A). 

The effect of B3(HA) is probably larger than B3(Na,A) 9  

suggesting that, since salicylic acid is less soluble than benzoic 

acid, as the acid solubility decreases so the value of the self 

Interaction coefficient, B8(HA), becomes more significant. 

Unfortunately there are no solubility data available for 

-resorcy11c acid but on this basis it should be less soluble at 

250C than either benzoic or salicylic acid. 	However, the 

concentration -s of Y-r.sorcylic acid used In the cell solutions in 

this work indicate that this is not the case and, since the error 

associated with B8  for Y-reeorcylic acid Is so high, a reliable 

conclusion cannot, t1rrefore, be reached. 

In the case of maleic acid, the term B3(Na,A) will probably 

be different from that of the aromatic acids. 	Since, howevex 

the overall value, B8 , is high and positive, this would indicate a 

large positive effect of the self interaction coefficient, B3(HA). 

This would be consistent with the relatively high solubility of 

maleic acid. 



Chapter 10 	Dissociation Constants from Conductivity 

Measurements. 

10.1 Theoretical Introduction. 

If the resistance, R, of a solution is determined with a 

conductivity cell which has electrodes of area, A, and separation, 

1, then the specific conductivity, K', of the solution is given by: 

=1/AR = C/R 	 (10.1) 

where C is the cell constant. 	The equivalent conductivity, , is 

given by: 

A = 1000 K*/c 	 (10.2) 

where o is t 	solution concentration in moles/i. 	Since only the 

ions conduct and the solutions investigated here are not 

cornpte1y ionised it is necessary ; write: 

A1 	1000 K */ 

where the subscript I refers to the ions. 	For a solution of a 

weak acid, HA, which dissociates to form H and A ions, c  is 

given by equation 10.4. 
= [H] = [A] = o - [HA) 	(lO.Lj.) 

The equivalent conductivity, A1, is a function of concentration: 

A1  = Fn(c1) 
	

(10.5) 

such that whon c -4 0 then A1  - A°,the equivalent conductivity 

at infinite dilution; A1 	A°  and hence the combination of 

equations 10.2 and 1C.3 ,ctves: 

c1/c = A/A° 	 (10.6) 

The concentration dicciation constant of an acid, K,  is defined 

by: 



K0 = {HI[A]/{HA] = c1  2/(c - 

and hence: 
K3 = A2c/A0(A0 - A 

Equation 10.8 is known as the Ostwald dilution law. 
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(10.7) 

(10.8) 

The value of 

K3  given by equation 10.8 is approximately equal to the thermodynamic 

dissociation constant, 	( KQy+2/YHA), since the approximations 

A 	= A°  and y+ 2/YHA = 1 tend to cancel out. However these two 

approximations must not be used if accurate results are required. 

This is especially true for measurements on moderately strong 

(K > 	moles/i.) acids, and in the present work these approximations 

have been avoided as follows. The approximatiu A I  = A°  is not 

required provided the form of the function 	{equation 10.51 is 

known. 	Onsager suggested the equation: 68 

Ai  = A°  - (B1A°  + B2)c11" 	(10.9) 

in which B1  and B2  are constants which depend on the physical 

properties of the solvent (details are given in Appendix A). 

Although this equation has been widely used for completely dissociated 

1:1 electrolytes, it is only valid for very dilute solutions 

< 10). 	Shedlovaky suggested equation 10.10: 68 

A 	= A°  - (A /A°) (B1A 0 
 + B2)c. 	 (io.io 

which holds for ionic concentrations less tiin D3i Ii. 	oblnson and 

Stokes15 
r- 
extended the concentration range of the Onsagor equation 

by the introduction of the concept of finite ion size. 	Their 

equation (10.11) in which B and a are identical with the parameter 

used in the debye-Hflckel equation (Chapter 2) is useful for 
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conentrations up to 0C-1 r4 . 

A1  = A°  - (A° + Jc1h/2/(l + Bac1h/2) 

A more complicated form of equation 10.5 is that proposed by 

Leist: 

	

ba(c1/2)11) - L 	c",(1 + 

Sevra1 more e1aborai:. forms of equation 10.5 have been given, of 

these the most well known are those due to Fuoss and onsager,156 and 

Pltts.157  Only equations 10.-12 have been used in the present work. 

	

The approximation y+2/i 	1. is effectively dealt with by 

use of the Debye-Hückel equation: 

log y 	-Ac1/(1 + Bacjh/2) 	(10.13) 

	

and by assuming that y HA = 1. 	Hero, as in equations 10.11 and 

10.12, there is the problem of deciding the value to be taken for 

the ion-size parameter a. 

There are thus three equations involved in the determination 

of the thermodynamic dissociation constant, K, from the experimental 

values of A and c. These are: 

Equation 10.13 which may be written: 

	

= antilog {_Ac11/2/(1  + Bao1h/2) 	fn(c.) 	(10.14) 

where fn(c1) denotes the specified function of C1. 

A1  = Fn(c1) 	 (10.5) 

where Fn(c1) is a function of c1  and may be represented by 

equations 10.9-12. 

K = A2 7+2/A1(A1  -A ) = c12y 2/(c  

This holds only when YH.A = 1. 
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These equations contain three unknowns A°, a and K. The 

determination of all three would make extreme demands on the 

exoerimental data and so a procedure was adonted in which the ion-

size parameter a was fixed at certain values and j\0  and K deter- 

mined from these values. 	Substituting for A, equation 10.15 

becomes: 

K 	A2C;ILfl(C112/Fn(Cj)[Ffl(C.) -A I 
	

(10.16) 

and hence writing 

Fn(c1) = A°  - FA(o1) 	 (10.17) 

Fn(c1) = Ac[fn(c1) ]2/K[Fn(c) - A ] 	Fn 	(10.18) 

Then A° - FI1v(C.) - A = A2c[fn(c1)12/K Fn(c.) 	(10.19) 

Frt'(c1) + A = A°  - (1/K) A2c[ fill (c.)]2/{A° - Fn'(c.)] 	(10.20) 

or Y =A? - (1/ic)x 	 (10.21) 

where Y = Fri(e) + A 	 (10.22) 

and x = A2c{Fn(c,)12/[A0 - Fn'(c1)] 	 (10.23) 

A graph (or least squares calculation) of If against X will give an 

intercept at A°  and a gradient of (i/K). 

The determination of A°  and K is carried out by iteration, 

as follows: 

An estimate of A°  is made and c is obtained with 

equation 10.6. 

Preliminary values for X and for Y are then obtained. 

A least squares calculation on the values of X and Y gives 

a better estimate of A°. 

Li.) Values of Aj  are 	eaLcu 	 u 
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10.9-12 and the new estimate of A 0 

5 Betti-  vaLs of c are obtained with the equatiãn 

c. = c A/J\ and from this better values for X and Y are 

obtained. 

6) Stages 3-5 are repeated until successive values of A°  

and (1/K) agree. 	 - 

The dissociation constant, K, obtained in this way is not precisely 

the thermodynamic constant because the activity coefficient of the 

un-ionized acid species, y, has been neglected. 	However at the 

low concentrations used in this work, the error involved in setting 

equal to unity is negligible. 

To enable the above calculations to be made rapidly, a 

computer program was used. Calculations of pK and A°  were made 

setting the ion-size parameter, a, equal to 1, 3 and  5 A for the 

theoretical equations 10.9-12. 	The iteration cycle (s-boos 3-5) 

was repeated five times; this was sufficient to give constant 

values for A°  and plc. 	The constants used in the calculations are 

given in Appendix A. 	In the Tables of exeriznental results in this 

chapter are given the values of the solvent deuterium atom fraction, 

n, dielectric constant, D, density, d0, and viscosity 	(in poIse). 

Also given are the constants A, B, B1, B2  and the product A°'l 
(where A°  is the value determined by the Leist equation with 

a = ) A). 	In each section headed "Experimental Results" are given 

the values determined for c and A. 	In the calculation of A the 

conductivity of the solvent was always ignored since It was small 

(ca. 1O 7  ohm am. ) compared with that of each solution. In each 

section headed "Computed Results" are given the calculated values 
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for A°  and pK. 	In the case of solvent mixtures, only the values 

obtained with the Leist equation (10.12) are given. When comparing 

pK values, a is set equal to 4  A; these values are obtained by 

interpolation. Although in most cases the values of pK are given 

to L decimal places, no emphasis should be placed on this 4th figure; 

similarly with the 2nd decimal place of the values given for A°. 

It must be borne in mind that the conductivity work is only of 

a preliminary nature and was carried out for two main reasons: 

To support the values of PKH  obtained by glass electrode 

measurements. 	Consequently only one determination of pK 11  

was made for each aciü. 

To provide additional information concorning the 

reliability of the glass electrode measurements in H20-D20 

mixtures 

10.2 Results injkO. 
10.2,1 Benzoic Acid, 

Th first dissociation constant to be determined conductimetri-

cally as a check on the experimental procedure was that of benzoic 

acid in H20 (Table 10.1). 	Since only one determination of PKH  was 

made, the total error (i.e. accuracy) of this value is difficult to 

establish. 	The standard error (estimate of precision) of pKHis 

0002 log, unit and so an estimated value of the accuracy of 

± 0004 log, unit does not seem unreasonable. The values computed 

for PKH for benzoic acid are almost independent of the form of 

Fn(c1) [equations 10.9-121 but do show a slight variation with a; 
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Table 10.1 	The Dissociation Constant of Benzoic Acid in H20. 

n = 0; D = 78303; d0  = 099707; 1 = 0008903; A = 05116; 

B = 03292; B = 02300; B2  = 60'6358;A° 7 = 3388. 

Experimental Results 

103C 	 A 

0'5832 	10733 
08321 	 92L3 
10831 	 82L7 
13308 	 7533 
15260 	 7089 
17759 	6623 

Computed Results 

Equation 	a A 
0 

 PKH  
109 	10 380'79 4V1980 

30 38034 4V1967 5 4 0  37991 41954 - - 

1010 	20 38088 - 4*1983 
3•0 38043 4-1969 
50 - 	380-00 LV 1957 

3 8087 	4' 1982  
30 	 380'57 	1V1973 
5 - 0 	38028 	4-1965 

1012 	1'O 	38090 	4V 1 83 
30 	38066 	4*1976 
50 	 38043 	4-  1969 

Standard error of A°  Is 13 and that of PKH Is 00020 unit. 



1 	2 	3 	a 	5 

Li 

4.200 

4.198 

4.196 

4.204 

Fg 	:i.o.i Variation of 	with a for Bgnzojp Apjp 
11 

Key: 

Ejuation 10.9 

Equation 10.10 

Equation 10.11 

O Equation 10.12 

O From e.m.f. measurements 	
39 

Recalculated results of Broclorian and Kilpatrick 
using equation 10.12 

Recalculated results of Saxton and Meier139  
using equation 10.12 
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as a Is varied from 1-5 A the value obtained for plc11  decreases by 

about 0e002  log, unit (Fig. 10.1). 	The results of Brockman and 

Kilpatriok,39  and Saxton and Meier139  have been recomputed 

(Table 10.1). 	Also shown In Fig. 10.1 are the mean values of 

plc 11  at 3, L and 5 A obtained from e.m.f. measurements (Section 9.2). 

The present results are found to agree well with those of other 

workers. 	If a is set equal to 40 A, the present value obtained 

for plc 11  using equation 9.12 (Leist equation) is 4'197 + 0004 

(estimated accuracy) compared with 1200 and 4199 determined from 

the experimental values of Brockman and Kilpatrlck,39  and Saxton 

and Meier139  respectively. 	The value for pK obtained from e.m.f. 

measurements (4' 203 ± 0,002 [estimated accuracy]) is in good 

agreement with that obtained from the present conductivity 

measurements. 

The present value for A°  of 3805 ± 13 ohmcm 	(no1e/l.) 

Is In reasonable agreement with the values of 3822 ± 02 and 

3808 ± 0.6139 recalculated from the experimental results of other 

workers (the errors given are standard errors and only indicate 

the experimental precision). 

10.2.2 	Salicylic Acid. 

The value of pKH  for this acid was determined only once 

(Table 10.3). 	If the absolute error of this determination is the 

same as for pKH  for benzoic acid then, taking a = 40 A and using 

equation 10.12, the value of pKH  for salicylic acid is 2,997 + 0004 

(estimated error). 	The value obtained for pKH  is almost 

independent of the form of Fn(cj) [equations 10.9-12] and shows only 
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Table 10.2 The Dissociation Constant of Benzoic Acid in H20-

Recomputed Results of Previous Workers.39"39  

Brockman and Kilpatrick*39  (lowest and 8 highest concentrations 
omitted) 

Equation 	a 	 z PKH 

10.9 	10 	362130 12004 
3'0 	38210 1997 
50 	381- 90 41991 

10.10 	10 38234 42006 
30 38214 4V 1999 
5 0  38194 4V1992  

10.11 	10 38234 42006 
30 38220 4V 2001  
5 0  38207 4r1996  

10.12 	10 38235 42006 
30 38224 4 2002  

38214 41999 

Standard error of 	A°  is 017 and that of pkL 	is 00003 unit. 
* These workers obtained the values: A°  = 38210; pl(11  = 4-1999- 

Saxton and Neier**139  (lowest 8 concentrations only) 

Equation a ° A pK 

10.9 10 38092 11989 
3.0 38077 I1983 
50 38061 4V1977 

10.10 10 38096 4 1990  
30 38080 4r1984 
50 38064 41979 

10.11 10 38095 4 1990  
3.0 38085 41986 
5•0 38074 41982 

10.12 10 38096 11990 
30 38088 4v 1987 
510 380'80 4r1984 

Standard error of A0  is about 06 and that of pKH  is 0'0011 unit. 
** These workers obtained the values: A°  = 38196; pKH = 42009. 
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Table 10.3 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid in 1120• 

n = 0; D = 78303; d0  = 099707; 7 = 0008903; A = 05116; 

B = 03292; B1  = 02300; B2  = 606358; A°i = 3386. 

Experimental Results 

ioj c A 
L3572 28717 
55243 27357 
65168 26362 
76514 25381 
8 4034 24798 
99453 23734 

Computed Results 

Equation 	a A PKH 

10.9 	10 38041 2997L 
3.0 38030 29965 
50 38019 2"9956 

10.10 	10 38044 29976 
30 380'32 29967 
50 38021 2 9959 

10.11 	10 38043 29976 
30 38036 2 9971 
50 38028 29966 

10.12 	10 380'44 2 9977 
3.0 380'38 2 9974 
50 38032  2 9971 

Standard error of A°  is 022 and that of 	is 00009 unit. 



1 	2 	3 	a 	5 

3.004 

pKH 

3.000 

2.998 

2.996 

Fig 	I0. 	Jriçtion of 	with a for aiigy1ic Acid 
11 

Key: 

Equation 10.9 

Euation 10.10 

C) Equation 10.11 

Equation 10.12 

O From e.m.f, measurements 

Results of Bray et al 
42
. 	using equation 10.12 
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R slight dependence on the value chosen fora (Fig. 10.2), Also 

shown in Fig. 10.2 are the recomputed results of Bray et al. 42  

(Table 10.4) and the mean values obtained for pKHat 3, L. and 5 A 
from e.m.f. measurements. 	The present value (2997 ± 0004) is 

in good agreement with the value recalculated from the results of 

Bray et aL.42   (3'001 ± 0004 [standard error]) and that 

determined from e.m.f. measurements (3'003 + 0003 [estimated 

accuracy]). 	The present value for A°  (380'3 + 02 [standard 

error]) is considerably lower than that determined from the 

results of Bray at al. (3867 ± 16). 

10.2.3 	Y-Resorcylic Acid. 

The only determination made with Y-resorcylie acid was that 

of pK1  (Table 10.5). 	The variation of the value •a1culated for 

PKH with a is, in this case, considerable and the value of 

obtained depends to a very large extent on the value chosen for a. 

For example the values of PKH calculated using equation 10.12 

with a set equal to 3 and  5 A are different from each other by 

almost 002 log, unit. 	Since either of these ion-size parameters 

is not unreasonable, it is very difficult to give an exact value 

of PE  for this acid. 	Setting .E = 0 and using equation 10.12, 

the value for pKH thereby obtained is 1228. 	The total error of 

this single determination is very difficult to establish. 	A 

reasonable estimate of the minimum error would be 002 log, unit. 

The present value for pKH  [122(8) ± 002] compares favourably with 

that of 118t8) ± 004 (estimated error) obtained from e.m.f. 

measurements. 	The values of plC11  obtained from the present 
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Table 10.L. 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid 
Recomputed Results of Bray et 	. (a) 

Equation 	a 	 A°  PKH  

10.9 	10 38692 30014 
30 386 52 29992 
50 38615 29971 

10.10 	10 38701 30019 

30 38661 29997 
50 38623 29977 

10.11 	10 38699 30019 
3.0 38673 3*0005 

5. 0 38648 29992 

10.12 	10 38702 30021 

3.0 38681 30010 
50 38661 30001 

Standard error of A°  is about 16 and that of plc11  is 0 ' 004 unit. 

(a) 	These workers obtained the values: A°  = 385 2; plc 11  = 2-996. 
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Table 10.5 The Dissociation constant of Y-Resoroy].ic Acid in H22. 

n = 0; D = 78303; d0  = 099707; '/= 0008903; A = 0'5116; 

B = 03292; B1  = 0 0 2300; B2  = 60 - 63581: A°hl = 3430. 

Experimental Results 

1030 A 

12943 37296 
17783 36976 
20131 36836 
22254 36685 
25019 36512 
30292 362'34 

Computed Results 

Equation 	a 0 
APKH 

10.9 	10 385'36 1'209 
3() 38532 1206 
50 38529 1204 

10.10 	10 38537 1214 
3*0 38534 1212 
50 38531 1209 

10.11 	10 38537 1214 
3.0 385 35 1219 
50 38533 1224 

10.12 	10 38537 1215 
30 38536 1224 
50 38534 1232 

Standard error of A°  Is 023 and that of PKH  0009 unit. 



1 	2 	3 	a 	5 

1. 2 

pKH 

1 • 2; 

1.17 

1.16 

Fig 	10.3 Variation of oi., with a for y-eorcyiic Agid  

Key: 

Equation 10.9 

Equation 10.10 

Equation 10.11 

Cl Equation 10.12 

0 	From e.in.f. measurements 
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conductivity anc:. e.m.f. measurements are compared In Fig. 10.3. 

It Is evident that there is a unique value of a at which the mean 

value of PKH  obtained from e.m.f. measurements coincides with the 

results obtained using each of the theoretical conductivity 

equations. These values of a are about 5 A. 	Unfortunately, due 

to the large erc associated with both sets of measuremens, 

this value of a (5 A) cannot be stated with a precision better than 

about ± 2 A. The results of Bray et al. 150 have been recalculated 

so that they may be compared with the present work (Table 10.6). In 

this case setting a = 40 and using equation 10.12, the value 

obtained for pKH  is 105 (the same as that given in the original 

paper). This value differs substantially from that determined in 

this work. 	Since the e.m.f. and conductivity results give 

concordant values for PKH  (122(8) and 118(8) respectively) and 

these values agree with that determined by Ahiohandani and Jatkar 

(1'222) 	from e.m.f. measurements at 3000, it seems likely that 

the results of Bray et al. are in error. 	However the values 

obtained for A°  from the present work (3853 ± 002) and from the 

results of Bray et al. 5°  (38.53 + 03) are in excellent agreement. 

10.2.j 	Maleic Acid. 

Only one determination, that of iKH,  was made for maleic 

acid (Table 10.7)  and so the accuracy of PKH  Is difficult to 

estimate with any degree of certainty. The standard error of this 

single determination of pKH  is 0004  log, unit. 	It does not seem 

unreasonable therefore to estimate the total error to be about 

± 0'006 1o. unit. 	Setting a = 40 and using equation 10.12 a 



Table 10.6 The Dissociation Constant of Y-Resorcylic Acid in 
- Recomputed Results of Bray et al. (a)15o  

Equation 	a A°  PKH 

10.9 	10 38534 1023 
30 38533 1,021 

50 38533 1020 

10.10 	10 38534 1030 	- 
30 38534 1029 
50 38533 1027 

10.11 	10 38534 1029 
30 385 3L. 1039 
50 38534 1048 

10.12 	10 	 38534 	1 .31 
30 	 3853L. 	1046 
50 	 385'34 	1.059 

Standard error of A°  is 031 and that of pKH  is 0040 unit. 

(a) These workers obtained the values: A°  = 3856; PKH = 105. 
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Table 10.7 	The Dissociation Constant of Maleic Acid in H20. 

= 0; D = 78303; d0  = 099707; "J = 0008903; A = 05116; 

B = 03292; B = 02300; B2  = 605358; A01  3.399. 

Experimental Results 

A 

3L.196 
11996 33986 
13449 336O4 
14947 332'37 
1 6404 32900 
18802 32391 

Computed Results 

Equation 	a A°  PKH 

- 10.9 	110 38187 20380 
3.0 38178 2 - 0361- 
5.0 

'0361
50 38170 2034 

10.10 	10 38189 20391 
30 38180 2 0372 
50 38172 2 0355 

10.11 	10 38189 20389 
30 38183 20385 
5'0 38178 20386 

10.12 	10 38190 2 0393 
3•0 38185 200398 
50 38181 20403 

Standard error of A°  is 038 and that of plc11  is 00038. 
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value for pKH  of 2040 ± 0006 is obtained. This value is in 

good agreement with that determined from e.m.f. measurements 

(2032 + 00006 [estimated accuracy]). The variation of pKH  with 

a and with the theoretical equations used is shown in Fig. 10-4- 
For equations 10.9 and 10.10 the variation of PKH with a Is small 

and Insignificant whrrpas for equations 10.11 and 10.12, the 

variation Is much larger and Iu significant. Also shown In 

Fig. 10.4  are the values of pK11  at a = 3, L. and 5 A obtained from 

e.m.f. measurements. The values obtained for pK1  by both methods 

coincide for the four theoretical conductivity equations at 

A. 	As with Y-resorcylic acid, no major conclusions can 	be 

drawn from this (e.g. that this value of 5 A is the distance of 
closest approach of the ions in solution) since the errors 

Involved In both sets of measurements are so large. A value for 

a of 5 A would, however, not be unreasonable. 

The results of German et al. 122  have been recalculated 

for two concentration ranges (Table 10.8). 	Taking the results 

obtained for their four most dilute solutions (10>0>2 x 10; 

range A) the value obtained for PKH  Is l969+ 0002 (standard 

error [equation 10.12; a = )O Al. 	The value obtained lising 

all their results (1>c>l0_2; range B) is 1'897 ± 0015. These 
values are considerably lower than those determined in the present 

work. 

The value obtained for A°  is 3818 ± OL. (standard 

error) whereas values obtained by recalculation of the results of 

German et al, 122  are 388'4 ± 02 [range Al and 3830 2 + 26 [range B]. 



1 	2 	3 	a 	5 

2.0 

2.04 

pKH  

2.03k 

2.02'  

gurc 1014  Variation of pK, with a for 11ejc Acid 

Key: 

uation 10.9 

Equation 10.10 

Equation 10.11 

Cl Equation. 10.12 

0 From e.m.f. measurements 



Table 10.8 Th Dissociation Constant of Maleic Acid in H0 - 

Recomputed Results of German et 

Equation a Range A plc 
of o 

10.9 10 A 38837 1966 
B 36331 1.895 

3.0 A 388'35 1964 
B 38308 1890 
A 38832 196: 
B 38287 1886 

10.10 10 A 38838 1967 
B 38336 1896 

30 A 38835 1965 
B 383'13 1892 

5.0 A 38833 1964 
B 38293 1888 

10.11 10 A 38837 1966 
B 383'35 1896 

30 A 38836 1967 
B 38320 1895 

50 A 38835 1967 
B 38305 1893 

10.12 1'0 A 38838 1967 
B 38337 18fl7 

3.0 A 38837 1968 
897 

50 A 3883 1969 
13 38312 1896 

Concentration range A Is 10 > c > 2 x 	and range B is 
io -  - c > 10 2. 

Standard errors of A°  are 015 (A) and 26 (B) and those for pKH 
are 0002(A) and 0015(B). 

(a) These workers obtained the values: t 	3839; pL = 1943. 
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10.3 Results in Mixtures of H20-D20. 

The results obtained for the determinations of pK for benzoic 

acid and salicylic acid are given in Tables 10.9 and 10.10 

respectively. 	Only four experiments were carried out for each acid 

and for each experiment the computed results given are those obtained 

by the use of equa:iri 10.12. 	Unfortunately a precise vaiu f cv 

ApXD  and hence pKD  cannot be obtained with any degree of certainty 

since the highest solvent deuterium atom fraction, ri, was only 

about 08-09 (solvent with both a very low conductivity and a 

high value of n [> 099] could not be obtained - Section 4- 1)-
The results obtained for PKn  (with a = 40) by the conductivity 

and e.ui.f. methods are compared in Figs. 10.5 (benzoic acid) and 

10.6 (salicylic acid). 	The lines drawn in each of these Figures 

are those obtained by the use of the empirical equations obtained 

from the e.m.f. results (oquation 9.16 for benzoic acid; 	22 for 

salicylic acid). 	In the case of benzoic acid (Fig. 10.5),  with 

the exception of the value for PKH (i.e. n = 0), the values of 

pK obtained from conductivity measurements appear to lie on a 

curve similar In shape to the empirical curve but displaced upwards 

by about 002 log, unit. The two sets of measurements are compared 

in Table 10.11. Here the value of pL obtained by conductivity 

has been ignored and the value of PKH  taken to be 4203  (i.e. the 

value determined from e.m.f, measrements). 	From this, the 

values of Ap& were determined •[LPK(exP)] and their mean 

deviation (D) from the empirical curve was calculated. 	This mean 

deviation was subtracted from the original deviation (LA ) to 



B = 03292; 

a) Experimental Results 

A 

07275 9126 
09052 8307 
10L55 7800 
1 2047 7328 
1L1073 839 
16081 64* 42  

a) Experimental Results 

A 

13176 L65o 
15527 L3l3 
17036 )433 
18702  3958 
20334 3808 
22083 3665 

Table 10.9 	The Dissociation Constant of Benzoic Acid in 

22±20 Mixtures. 

Run 1 

it = 00791; D = 7828; d0  = 100559; ' = 0009061; A = 05119; 

Wei rol 
IA•11 

B1  = 02301; B2  = 595663; A°1 = 3.375. 

(b) Computed Results 

Equation 	a A°  pK 

10.12 	10 372 '88 4'2472 
3.0 372'63 4 2464 
50 37238 4V 2457 

Standard error of A°  is 060 and 
that of pK1 	is 00009. 

Run  

n = 0 5548; D = 78'12; d0  = 1'05677; 1 = 0010034; A = 05134; 

B = 032; B1  = 02308; B2  = 538643; A°1 = 3087. 

b) Computed Results 

Equation 	a 	A°  PKn  

10.12 	10 	30822 4V4612  
30 	307'86 44600  
50 	30751 4 9 4589 

Standard error of A0  is 085 and 
that of pK is 00014  unit. 



a) 	er1mental Results 

103c - A 

12548 4089 
1 	440 3837 
1'6776 35.75 
19064 3368 
21305 3198 
23010 30'85 

a) Experimental Results 

_l0 3c  A 

13955 33145 
18LD7 2938 
20631 2785 
22856 2653 

- 34520 2567 
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Table 10.9 (Contd.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Benzoic Acid in 

.2220  Mixtures. 

Run 3 

ii = 0 '7333; D = 7806; d0  = 107593; 1 = 0010403; A = 05140; 

B = 03297; B1  = 02311; B2  = 51'9753; A"q = 3- 049- 

b) Computed Results 

0 Equation 	a 	A 

10.12 	10 	29364 4V5573 
30 	29330 5561 
50 	29296 45550 

Standard error of A°  is 046 and 
that of pK is 0'0008 unit. 

Run 4 

n = 09177; D = 78'00; d0  = 1 0957Q; I = 0010781; A = 0 5146; 

B = 03298; B1  = 02314; B2 = 50'1713; A°1 = 3067. 

b) Computed Results 

Equation a j°pK 

10.12 10 284 64 46691 
30 28423 4r6678 
50 28384 46664 

Standard error of A°  is 2'1L and 
that of pK is 00036 unit. 



Table 10.10 The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid in 

Mixtures. 

190 

Run 1 

n = 00721; D = 78'28; d0  

B = 03292; B1  

a) Experimental Rsu1Ts 

1040 

6 2631 25310 
75617 2485 
8798 23278 
100583 224*45 
118776 21419 
14V0305 20385 

= 100483; 1 = 0009047; A = 05118; 

= 02301; B2  = 596787; A°1 = 36323. 

b) Computed Results 

Equation 	a 

10.12 	10 	36746 30260 
30 	36736 30255 

367 26 30250 

Standard error of J\O 
is 0•49 and 

that of pK is 00016. 

Run  

n = 04921; D = 78'14; d0  = 105003; = 0009901 A = 05132; 

B = 03295 B1  = 0'3295; B2  = 54V5612; A°  3067. 

R) Experimental Results 

1040  A 

3'9461 21312 
49113 20201 
57173 194 16  
64422 18796 
7'1854 18225 
78591 17753 

b) Computed Results 

Equation a A° PK 

10.12 	10 	309'82 	32277 
3•0 	309.77 	32275 
50 	30972 	32272 

Standard error of J\ 0  is 014  and 
that of pK is 00005 unit. 
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Table 10.10 (Cond.) 	The Dissociation Constant of Salicylic Acid 

in H20-D20 Mixtures. 

Run  

n = 06215; D = 7810; d0  = 106393; I =  0010172; A = 05136; 

= 03296; B1  = 02309; B2  = 531L.20; A°"l = 3024. 

a) Experimental Results 

- l0c 	A  

45856 18950 
56714 17883 
65355 17171 
'7'3412 16587 
8'3362 15955 
89281 15611 

b) Computed Results 

Equation a 	A0 PKn 

10.12 	10 	2971 	32960 
3.0 	29735 	32956 
50 29728 32953 

Standard error of A°  Is 021 and 
that of pK1  is 0'0007 unit. 

RunL 

n = 08269; D = 7803; d0  = 1' 08-597; 	J= 0'010595; A = 05143; 

B = 03297; B1  = 02312; B2  = 510409; A0  I = 2992. 

a) Experimental Results 

1 j4 A 

4V9752  16267 
62856 15151 
73865 14394 
85429 13717 
95929 131'88 

108724 12627 

h) Computed Results. 

	

Equation 	a 	A°  pKn  

	

10.12 	10 	28253 	34175 
3.0 	28245 	34171 
50 28237 34166 

Standard error of A°  is 015 and 
that of pKn  is 00003 unit. 



10,5 	v. n for Benzoic Acid 

4.70 

4.60 

oK 

4.40 

4.30 

4.20 

 

0.2 	0.4 	n 	0.8 

Results obtained from conductivity measurements 

E Eqn. 9.16 

Ficure 10.6 oK vs. n for Snlinvlin AnI rl  

3.50 

3.4.0 

oK 

3,20 

3.10 

3.00 

0.2 	0.4 	n 	0. 

Results obtained from conductivity measurements 

E Eqn. 9.22 
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Table 10.11 	Comparison of the Values of AP for Benzoic Acid 

Obtained by Conductivity and E.M.F. Measurements. 

Lp(ca1c) 	ipK(ex)0  

00791 	0035 	 0043 	 0008 	-0009 

05546 	 0249 	 0267 	 0018 	-0001 

0•7333 	().339 	 0•353 
	

0.02.4 	-0004 

09177 	0141 	 0464 	 0023 	+0006 

D = 0.018(e) 8 = 0007 

.pK.(ca1c) obtained using the empirical equation 9.16. 

pK.(exp) 	p& - 4203. 

& = £pK(exp) - LpK(calc) 

&(corr) = AA - D 

D is the mean value of .A 

a is the standard deviation of the correct.d points 

from the empirical curve. 



1 3̀ 

obtain a corrected deviation [ 	(corr)] and the standard 

deviation (a) based on the values of 	(corr) then determined. 

This was found to be 0007 log, unit i.e. if the values of pK 

obtained from conductivity measurements have a constant amount 

(0'018 log, unit) subtracted from them then the standard deviation 

of the points from the empirical curve is 0007 log, unit. 31nce 

the standard deviation of the original e.zn.f. points from the 

empirical curve is 0004 log, unit, it follows that the results for 

PKn  obtained by the conductivity method lie on a curve the shape of 

which is not significantly different from that represented by the 

empirical equation. 

In the case of salicylic acid (Fig. 10.6), the experimental 

points appear to lie about 002 log, unit below the empirical curve. 

A similar series of calculations for all the values of pK obtained 

for this acid from conductivity measurements (i.e. includin; pKH) 

leads to Table 10.12. 	In this case D = -0016 log, unit and 

a = 01 009 log. unit. 	This value of a is just over twice that 

obtained from the e.m.f. results (a = 00CL1 log, unit) and so it 

may be argued that the values of ApKn  determined by the two metd3 

lie on curves significantly different from each other. However 

since only four determinations of APK were made by conductivity 

measurements, it is difficult to draw any concrete conclusions as 

to the nature of this difference. 	The main point of interest 	is 

that in the case of benzoic acid, with the exception of the value 

determined for PKH  by conductivity, the values of pK determined 

from e.m.f. measurements lie systematically below those determined 
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Table 10.12 	Comparison of the Values Of A pE.  for Salicylic 
Acid Obtained bConduotivity and E.M.F. 

Measurements 

n 	LpK(ca1c 	LpK(expPb) AA (c) 	&i(corr_- 

0 	 0 	 -0006 	-0006 	 +0010 

00721 0038 0022 -0o16 

04921 0250 0224 -0026 

06215 0'315 0'292 -0023 

08269 01422 0 414  -0 0 009 

0•000 

-0 010 

-0007 

+0007 

D = 	 S = 

(ia) & pK(calc) obtained using the empirical equation 9.22. 

(b) ApK(exp) = 	pK - 3•003. 

For other footnotes see Table 10.11. 
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from conductivity measurements whereas in the case of salicylic 

acid the values of pKn  determined from e.in.f. measurements lie 

8fsteXflatiCally above those determined from conductivity measure-

ments. This may indicate that the results obtained by the two 

methods depend on the acid used rather than on the experimental 

method. These prolLilnary conductivity measurements show that 

although the glass electrode may not give accurate values of pK 
11 

in 1120-D20 mixtures, the discrepancy between the values of 

obtained from both methods is 80 small that more extensive 

conductivity measurements are required before any definite 

conclusions can be reached. 

'6873 Waldens 	 states that the product of the limiting 

equivalent conductance of an electrolyte and the solvent viscosity 

( A°'l) is a ionstant provided that the Ionic radii of the ions 

remain constant. 	Hence the value of R, given by: 

= (.A1)n/(A 1i)H 	 (10.24) 

where (A°?flH  is the Walden rule product Jo. 1120 and (A°')n  is the 

product at solvnt deuterium atom fraction n, is expected to equal 

unity for all values of n. Recent studies by Kay and Evans158  

show that RD  (i.e. n = 1 in equation 10.24) does not always equal 

unity but for various salts lies in the range 099 < RD < 103. 

These workers 1.58  interpret their results in terms of the solvent 

structure breaking (RD > 1) or structure making (R < 1) effects 

of the ions in the solution. 

Fig. 10.7 shows the variation of R with n for benzoic and 



0.2 	 0.4 	 n 	 0.8 

1 • 00 

0.99 

0.96 

R n 

0.92 

0.90 

C. 03 

Key: 	desuits of Baker and iai'er159  for HC1-DC1 
C) Present results for benzoic acid 
0 Present results for salicylic acid 
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salicylic acids together with the results for hydrochloric acid 

obtained by Baker and LaMer.159  The extrapolated values of RD 

for benzoic and salicylic acids art; 0910 and 0889 respectively 

compared with the value 0904 obtained for hydrochloric acid.159  

Clearly these values of RD differ from unity far more than those 

obtained by Kay and vans158  for simple salts and these small 

values for RD  are almost certainly associated with the conductance 

behaviour of the lyonium ion. 	It is doubtful whether these 

preliminary results for benzoic and salicylic acids warrant 

further discussion at this stage and the need for further 

investigation is clearly evident. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A. 

The constants used in the determination of the coefficients 

A, B (equation 2.1) and B1, B2  (equations 10.9-12) and in the 

determination of plC values are as follows: 

Molecular Weights 

1120 	 18.015712 

D 2  0 	
200028362 

HCl 	 36L.65 

Benzoic acid 	122'12 

Salicylic acid 	12813 

1-Resorcylic acid 	116- 07 

NaCl 	 58454 

Na2CO3 	106004 

Densities (gm./ml.) 

Air 	 00012 

Weights 	80 

1120 	 099707 

Others 

Temperature T 	29816°K (25°C) 

Avagadro number, N. 60230 x 10 2
100  

Boltzmann constant, k' 	138049 x io erg deg-.'molecule-
' 100 

Electronic charge, e 	480294 x 10-100.8  .u.'°° 
,l60 

The Faraday, F 	96,4872 abs. coulomb equiv 

Nernst slope, k (= 2303 RT/F) 	59159 my. 



OM 

Dielectric constant D = 780303 - 

i.e. 	D for 1120  = 78.303.136 The difference, 033,  between the 

dielectric constants for H20 and D20 Is an estimate from previous 

determinations of these values. 2,161 

Viscosity i = 0008903/(1 - 	+ v2s') 2 

The value of 77 for 1120  is 0008903 poise.2  

V1 = 2.068552  

V2 = 311222  

AS = (do/dH) - 1, where d11  is the density of 1120. 

The Debye-H1ck1 constants A and B are given by: 

A = (2 N/1000) 112  (/2 •303k 3'2) (1/[DT]3/2) 

= A"/(DT)3/2  = 18250 x 1o6/(DT)3/2 

B = (Sir IJe2/l000k' )l/2(1/[DT]1/2) 

= Bfl/(DT)1'2 = 502941 x 108/(DT)1 '2  

The literature values for All and B" are 13246 x iO'' uo1e' 1 

and 50'29 x l0_Scm1mole'21.h/'2  respectively.68 

The constants B1  and B2  used in equations 10.9-12 are given by: 

B1 = Be2/6k'(l + 0.51'2)(DT) 

B2 = BF2/3irNi 

For 112O B1  = 02300 mole _'2i.1'2  (lit. 0.230068) 	B2  = 6064 

cm ohm equiv (1./Mole) 60.6568). 
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Appendix B. 

The soluGion concentrations were calculated as follows: 

The molality, in, was calculated directly from the solution 

compositions (all solutions were made up by weight) 

For NaCl solutions, the molarity, c, was calculated by 

use of the equation: 

c = md0 	CL -,n2  ±m3  

where a = 00183 and 0 = 0. (ref. 73, p,725) 

For solutions other than NaCl in H20 and D 2  0 the approximate 

equation 

C = md 

was used. 

The aquamolality, &, was calculated from the molality 

by use of the equation 

mt = 

where J=l - X+X 

and X is the solvent deuterium weight fraction. The constants 

and MD  are the molecular weights of H20 and D 2  0 respectively. 



Appendix C 

The calculation of the Debye-Hfickel extended term b for 

HC1 for solvents of different deuterium atom fraction, n, on 

different concentration scales was made as follows. 

The value of b is taken to be 0238 on the aquamolal scale 

for all isotopic compositions of the solvent. 

The value of b on the molal scale is calculated by use of 

the equation: 

b(molal) = b/H 

where H = 1/(1 - n + n[MD/MH]) 

The value of b on the molar scale is calculated using: 

b(molar) = b(znolal)/d0. 

200 
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Appendix D 

Values of the Debye-Hfickel coefficients calculated on three 

concentration scales at rounded values of the deuterium atom 

fraction, n. 

n D 	A B Ad 1  Bd 1  A'd B'd 11  0 	0 	 0  ) 

0 78303 05116 03292 05109 03287 05109 03287 
lit. (0) 05115 03291  05108 03286 05108 03286 

01 78270 05119  03292  05139 03305 05100 03287 
02 78237 05123 03293 0'5170 03324 05113 03287 

03 78204 05126 03294  05201  03342 05116 03287 

04 78,171 05129 03294 05231  0'3360 05118 03287 

05 78138 05132  0295 05261 03378 05120 03287 
06 78105 05136 0'3296 05291 03396 05123 03287 

07 78072 05139 03296 u'5321  03144  05125  03288 

08 78039 0514.2 03297 05351 03431 05127  03288 

0•9 78'00' 05145 032 98 05381 03449 05130 03288 

10 	77973 05149 03299 05141 03467 0 5132 	0'3288 

lit.(c) 0151 03299 05413 0314.67 (d) 

See Appendix A. 

At = A(M5/5550711)hI'2; B' = B(M3/55.50711)h/2 

where M. is the number of moles of solvent/1000 gm. 

Ref. 89. 

Kerwin 10  obtained the values A,dh/2  = 05102 and 

Atd0h,/'2 = 005123 for H20 and D 2  0 respectively taking the 

dielectric constants of these 8OlVefltS to be 7837  and 

7806. When these dielectr-ic constants are used in place 
of 76'303 and 77973, the computed values of Adhh/'2  in 

H 2  0 and D 2  0 are 05100 and 05123 respectively. 
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